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Is the whole high-tech scene imploding? If so, it won’t be the 
first time, but every time it implodes, it comes back a little 
different, so even temporary implosions are relevant. The 
layoffs continue, with more pink slips circulating through the 
tech giants. Meta announced another round. Microsoft sent 
away the remnants of its ethics and society team. Members 
of both parties in the fractious US Congress are clamoring to 
reign in the power of big tech. Where will all this lead? At 
least for this news cycle, all eyes are on Amazon.

The number of ongoing investigations into Amazon practices 
is really quite extraordinary [1]. The probes include antitrust, 
privacy violations, deceptive advertising, and so-called dark 
patterns (manipulative tricks played within a user interface to 
make the user spend money, sign up, or stay signed up when 
they want to quit). Of course, in such cases, the subject is al-
ways innocent until proven guilty; however, given the current 
state of public opinion, the pressure is for the government to 
make something stick.

The antitrust issues are the most uncertain, and they could 
have the biggest implications. Amazon has been under scru-
tiny for years with its massive share of the online retail mar-
ket. What is it? A free market for all products, or a captive 
market for its own products? The problem is, Amazon is both, 
which isn’t illegal, but if they use their power to preference 
their own products over others, it could mean trouble. The 
US Federal Trade Commission (FTC) is currently reviewing 
whether to nix Amazon’s recent purchase of iRobot, a com-
pany that makes robot vacuum cleaners that are sold over 
Amazon’s platform, as well as its purchase of One Medical.

Privacy investigations are also nothing new for Amazon. 
According to reports, current investigations include a look 
at the Ring doorbell camera, which tells you who is at your 
front door (and also, allegedly, tells Amazon who is at your 
front door). And Alexa, that cute little desktop assistant 
that plays favorite pop songs on demand? She is under 
scrutiny for alleged violations of the Children’s Online 
Privacy Protection Act.

An investigation from the FTC is not exactly like a lawsuit 
from the US Department of Justice Antitrust Division, but 
it could signal a more hawkish stance regarding the vener-
able tech tradition of big fish getting bigger by swallowing 
little fish. On the other hand, the Antitrust Division seems 
to be on the trail also.

Amazon’s reach into our lives is truly breathtaking. From 
the retail items you buy online, to the colossal Amazon Web 
Services business, to Amazon Prime Video and Music ser-
vices. The company also owns lots of other companies and 
products you don’t even know about, and they even re-
cently purchased MGM Studios. Their massive size and 
penetration into so many different markets makes it quite 
difficult to keep an eye on them. Businesses, in general, 
often push the limits to maximize profit. Ideally, they don’t 
break the law, but sometimes, especially in industries that 
are still relatively new, the distinction between pushing the 
limits and breaking the law is not always clear. It is up to the 
government to define where the limits are, and that can 
take lots of energy, resources, and 
patience. These kinds of investi-
gations help to stake out those 
limits, and in the long run, that 
could be good for Amazon and 
the industry in general, be-
cause clearer boundaries lead 
to better behavior – and ulti-
mately, better protection 
from future investigations.

BETTER BOUNDARIES

[1]  “Washington Prepares for War with Amazon”:  
https://  www.  politico.  com/  news/  2023/  03/  20/ 
 ftc‑amazon‑irobot‑antitrust‑00087711
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Boot faster with this innovative firmware 
alternative.
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You don’t have to be an expert to analyze 
network traffic.
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Intel’s IPU6 image processing unit.
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Fedora 37 Workstation and TUXEDO OS 2
Two Terrific Distros on a Double-Sided DVD!

Fedora 37 Workstation
64-bit

Fedora is a Red Hat-maintained community 
distro that is known for early adoption of new 
software components. The Fedora Workstation 
edition is focused on desktop operations in a 
professional setting. The Fedora 37 release 
includes the Gnome 43 desktop, which features 
a redesigned system status menu and a major 
upgrade for the Files file manager. The latest 
Fedora also comes with updates to the support 
for human languages, as well as key updates to 
computer language components, including 
Python, glibc, and LLVM.

TUXEDO OS 2
64-bit

TUXEDO OS is an Ubuntu-based Linux variant 
maintained by the European hardware vendor 
TUXEDO for use with their native Linux laptop 
systems. TUXEDO unveiled an ISO for general 
purpose Linux systems back in September, and 
they have also made their new TUXEDO OS 2 
release available to the public as a slim and 
responsive desktop system. TUXEDO OS 2 is 
based on Ubuntu 22.04. Users who choose 
TUXEDO OS over Ubuntu prefer the selection 
of native applications, the Flatpack package 
management system, and the attention to 
performance. In our tests, TUXEDO OS booted 
significantly faster than Ubuntu or Windows 
(see the article elsewhere in this issue).

+
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  Gnome 44 Release Candidate Now Available
Gnome 44 is upon us. Many Gnome fans have tested the beta version and found 
it to be the perfect next step for the open source desktop environment. And 
with the projected release, at the time of writing, of March 22, 2023, this release 
candidate arrives at the perfect time.

Surprisingly, however, the development team has added a few changes to the 
desktop. No, these are not new features but more bug fixes and cleanups.

For example, the team has added a bit more polish to the Epiphany web browser. 
There is also direct support for Wayland’s fractional_scale_v1. What this means is 
that you’ll be able to set fractional scaling for multiple monitor setups.

You’ll also find new options in the Quick Settings menu, such as a list of currently 
connected Bluetooth devices. As well, the Quick Settings menu will now include a 
Screenshot button and a background apps list.

The expanding folders feature was removed in Gnome 43, but, thanks to a de-
manding community, it was added back for the Gnome 44 release candidate.

Other changes include: The Gnome Settings Daemon goes to sleep after 15 min-
utes of inactivity, the Gnome Control Center mouse and touchpad section has been 
slightly revamped, a good amount of code cleanup was done for the GDM login 
manager, Gnome Boxes now allows the creation of virtual machines without first 
selecting an operating system info entry, and Gnome Music now uses less memory 
when running in the “Songs” view.

Read more about the Gnome 44 release candidate here: https://discourse.gnome.
org/t/gnome-44-rc-released/14444.

  
Flathub Vying to Become the Standard  
Linux App Store

Linux has a plethora of package managers and app stores. There’s Apt, DNF, Yum, 
Zypper, Pacman, Gnome Software, Discover, and Synaptic.

For modern Linux distributions, however, you can also add Snap and Flatpak into 
the mix. Those last two have, for some time, struggled to gain much traction. How-
ever, over the past couple of years, those universal package managers have finally 
gained considerable popularity.

But only one of those tools is vying to become the de facto standard app store 
for Linux.

Flatpak has secured $100,000 in funding and is aiming for $150,000 more. Their 
goal is to prepare for higher operating costs and to bring in another full-time staffer.

This comes on the heels of Canonical announcing all official Ubuntu spin-offs will 
no longer ship with Flatpak installed by default.

Recently, Robert McQueen (Endless CEO and president of the Gnome board) 
penned a blog (https://ramcq.net/2023/03/07/flathub-in-2023/ ) to not only state how 
strong the Flatpak growth is (with more than 700,000 app downloads a day) but to 
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state that they plan on establishing an independent legal entity to own and operate 
Flathub (which is currently hosted by Gnome).

McQueen says in his blog, “Flatpak has, in my opinion, solved the largest technical 
issue which has held back the mainstream growth and acceptance of Linux on the desk-
top … namely, the difficulty for app developers to publish their work in a way that makes 
it easy for people to discover, download (or sideload, for people in challenging connectiv-
ity environments), install and use.” He adds, “Flathub builds on that to help users dis-
cover the work of app developers and helps that work reach users in a timely manner.”

As far as what the future holds, the plan is to launch a new Flathub web experi-
ence, add verification features, turn on Flatpak repo subsets to enable users to se-
lect only verified and/or Flos apps, enable direct app uploads as well as donations 
and payments, and create Flatpak focus groups and an advisory board.

  Debian 12 to Ship with KDE Plasma 5.27
In a break from tradition, Debian is opting to go with the newest version of the KDE 
Plasma desktop for the testing branch. This goes against their previous method of 
exhaustive testing before a piece of software is released with a distribution.

Debian is well known for shipping applications that seem to be out of date. The 
reason behind this is that the focus of the “mother of all” distributions is primarily 
on stability. To that end, the developers have always ensured each release includes 
only software that can be trusted to run without problems.

For those who prefer to use more up-to-date software, you can always install it 
manually, but in some instances – such as with a desktop environment – that can 
get a bit tricky.

So, if you prefer Debian with an up-to-date KDE Plasma desktop environment, 
you’ll be able to enjoy that very thing by using the Debian testing branch.

That version is Debian 12 (Bookworm). And given that Bookworm is already in a 
soft freeze state, it’s pretty certain KDE Plasma 5.27 will wind up being the official 
release once Bookworm is out of testing.

KDE Plasma 5.27 includes the new tiling window manager, a much-improved 
Discover app store, tons of bug fixes, and top-to-bottom refinements of the desk-
top. This release also ships with KDE Frameworks 5.103 and KDE Gear 22.12.3.

To find out more about the Debian 12 release, read the official release plan 
(https://wiki.debian.org/PkgQtKde/BookwormReleasePlans). At the time of writing, 
Bookworm is scheduled to hit the hard freeze state around March 12. The full freeze 
and release dates have yet to be announced.

  
Planet Computers Launches ARM-Based  
Linux Desktop PCs

Planet Computers has brought to market a new line of mini Linux desktop computers. 
The XR series is powered by ARM multicore processors and runs Ubuntu Linux 20.04.

According to Janko Mrsic-Flogel, CEO of Planet Computers, “By productizing 
Linux into a mini desktop PC, the XR is another step toward creating a more open 
and inclusive computing ecosystem.”

The XR series will launch with two different units: XR1 (4-core CPU, 4GB of RAM, 
and 32 GB of internal storage) and XR2 (8-core CPU, a Mali-G610 GPU, from 4GB to 
32GB of RAM, and from 32GB to 256GB of internal storage).

Both options offer dual gig Ethernet and WiFi 6, as well as built-in Internet relay 
support, 8K video encoding/decoding, and both 4k and 8k output. There is zero 
configuration necessary and ports include 2 x 1GB Ethernet, Bluetooth 5.0, 1 HDMI 
video in/2 HDMI video out, 4 x USB 4.0, 1 x USB 2.0, 1 x USB-C 3.0, 1 x USB-C 2.0, 
a headphone jack, and a microSD + SIM slot.

Both devices include a color touchscreen that gives you access to different con-
figuration options, the time/date, and even the Power button.

You can pre-order the XR series now on the Planet Computer site (https://store.
planetcom.co.uk/ ). The XR1 sells for $614.00 and the XR2 for $774.00.

ADMIN HPC
http://www.admin-magazine.com/HPC/

Warewulf 4 – Environment Modules
• Jeff Layton
Environment Modules are an indispensable 
tool for high-performance computing that allow 
you to switch between and among versions of 
compilers, libraries, and applications.

ADMIN Online
http://www.admin-magazine.com/

Encrypt and Decrypt Files with Age or Rage
• Matthias Wübbeling
Age and Rage are the Go and Rust imple-
mentations of a simple, modern, and secure 
file encryption tool.

Quick UDP Internet Connections
• Benjamin Pfister
The UDP-based Quick UDP Internet Connec-
tions (QUIC) protocol comes with mandatory 
TLS encryption and promises faster speeds.

Diving into Infrastructure Security
• Matthias Wübbeling
How to deal with threat intelligence on the 
corporate network when the existing security 
tools are not effective.

Linux Magazine
www.linux-magazine.com
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  Ubuntu No Longer Shipping with Flatpak
Anyone who has followed the rise of universal package managers such as Snap 
and Flatpak is fully aware of the difference between the two technologies and 
how one is more distribution agnostic than the other.

I’m talking about Snap, which is driven by Canonical, the company that hap-
pens to be behind Ubuntu.

Both Snap and Flatpak are great methods for installing software, especially propri-
etary applications that do not have ports to the more traditional package managers 
such as Apt and DNF. Snap and Flatpak make the installation of tools such as Spo-
tify, Slack, and Skype considerably easier.

Snap comes pre-installed with Ubuntu, the official Ubuntu spins, and many Ubuntu-
based distributions. As well, some official spins have also included Flatpak. The com-
bination of Apt, Snap, and Flatpak meant users had a plethora of applications to install.

Canonical has made the decision that Ubuntu spins are no longer allowed to ship 
with Flatpak installed (https://discourse.ubuntu.com/t/ubuntu-flavor-packaging-de-
faults/34061). You can still install Flatpak on Ubuntu and any one of its spins from 
the standard repositories with the command sudo apt-get install flatpak -y.

This change affects all Ubuntu spins, including Kubuntu, Lubuntu, Ubuntu Budgie, 
Ubuntu Kylin, Ubuntu MATE, Ubuntu Studio, Ubuntu Unity, and Xubuntu.

  openSUSE Leap 15.5 Beta Available
You might not be surprised that the final release in the openSUSE Leap 15 series 
doesn’t include a lot of new features. In fact, this new beta release is quite bereft in 
the new features category. As expected, Leap 15.5 is really just about bug fixes 
and new versions of the installed applications.

However, tucked inside the list of new packages, you will find the Leap version 
migration tool, which makes it possible to migrate from one release to another with 
the ease of a GUI.

The tool has been streamlined such that moving to the next available release can 
be done with a single click. So, if you’re currently using a previous openSUSE Leap 
release (or are on the 15.5 Alpha), you can migrate to 15.5 with ease.

Some of the new package releases for openSUSE Leap 15.5 include Python 3.10, 
mdadm 4.2, KDE Plasma 5.27, Linux kernel 5.14.21, and the Mesa 22.3 graphics stack.

OpenSUSE Leap 15 began back in 2018, so it’s had a pretty good run. For anyone 
who wishes to go with the latest, greatest version of openSUSE, consider the roll-
ing release candidate, Tumbleweed (https://get.opensuse.org/tumbleweed/ ).

However, for those who prefer a more traditional release cycle, Leap is the way to go.
Download the beta version of openSUSE Leap (https://get.opensuse.org/

leap/15.5/ ) and read the full blog post about the release (https://news.opensuse.
org/2023/02/21/leap-reaches-beta-phase/ ).

  
Linux Kernel 6.2 Released with New 
Hardware Support

The latest, greatest Linux kernel has arrived and it includes a number of improve-
ments for hardware support, performance, and security.

In a recent email to the LKML mailing list (https://lkml.org/lkml/2023/2/19/309), 
Linus Torvalds had this to say: “But in the meantime, please do give 6.2 a testing. 
Maybe it’s not a sexy LTS release like 6.1 ended up being, but all those regular pe-
destrian kernels want some test love too.”

Although 6.2 might not be “sexy,” it still has plenty to offer. First up are hardware 
improvements that include out-of-the-box support for Intel Arc graphics and Intel’s 
On Demand driver. As well, Skylake CPUs have gained a significant performance in-
crease with an addition that’s designed to address the Retbleed CPU vulnerability.

Linux 6.2 is also the first mainline kernel with support for Apple Silicon M1 Pro, 
Max, and Ultra. This particular work was upstreamed by the Asahi Linux team.
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The NTFS3 driver now includes the hidedotfiles option (to properly hide hidden 
files when mounting Windows directories), nocase (for case-insensitive files and 
folders), and windows_names (which prevents renaming files and folders with names 
not allowed in Windows).

Support also has been added for the Sony Dualshock 4 game controllers, im-
proved support for the OneXPlayer handheld gaming console, support for the Ha-
bana Labs Gaudi2 AI accelerator, and a number of improvements for ASUS 
motherboards.

To find out more of what’s gone into the 6.2 kernel, read parts one and two of the 
6.2 Merge Window (part 1: https://lwn.net/Articles/917733/, part 2: https://lwn.net/
Articles/918146/ ).

  
Kubuntu Focus Team Releases New 
Mini Desktop

The Focus NX GEN 2 is a small form factor desktop PC that comes with Kubuntu 22.04 
pre-installed and offers plenty of power to help you be productive and entertained.

The power behind this tiny computer shouldn’t surprise you, given the specs. The 
NX GEN 2 ships with a 12th-gen Intel Core i7-1260P CPU with 16 cores (running at 
2.8GHz with a 4.7GHz turbo boost), configurable up to 64GB of DDR4-3200 RAM, 
and can house up to a 2TB NVMe boot SSD and a 4TB secondary SATA drive.

The rest of the specs include 10th-gen Iris Xe graphics, Intel Wi-Fi 6E AX211 Gig+, 
Bluetooth 5.3, 3 USB-A 3.2 ports, 1 USB-A 2.0 port, 1 audio/mic combo jack, 2 Thun-
derbolt 4 ports, 2 HDMI 2.1 ports, 1 RJ-45 jack, and a VESA monitor-mount bracket.

The NX GEN 2 has also been tested and configured for expansion with an eGPU. 
However, the built-in graphics should suffice for most use cases.

The pricing for the Focus NX GEN 2 starts at $995.00 for 8GB of RAM and a 
250GB NVMe SSD. You can configure and purchase your Focus NX GEN 2 on the of-
ficial Kubuntu Focus site (https://kfocus.org/order/order-nx.html).

  US National Cybersecurity Strategy Released
The Biden administration has released a new National Cybersecurity Strategy 
(https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/National-Cybersecurity-
Strategy-2023.pdf) “to secure the full benefits of a safe and secure digital ecosys-
tem for all Americans.” The 35-page document outlines the following “fundamental 
shifts” in how the United States approaches cybersecurity:
•   We must rebalance the responsibility to defend cyberspace by shifting the burden 

for cybersecurity away from individuals, small businesses, and local governments, 
and onto the organizations that are most capable and best-positioned to reduce 
risks for all of us.

•   We must realign incentives to favor long-term investments by striking a careful 
balance between defending ourselves against urgent threats today and simultane-
ously strategically planning for and investing in a resilient future.
The strategy also recognizes the current complex threat environment and empha-

sizes the need to build collaboration around the following five pillars:
•   Defend critical infrastructure
•   Disrupt and dismantle threat actors
•   Shape market forces to drive security and resilience
•   Invest in a resilient future
•   Forge international partnerships to pursue shared goals

The document notes that “this Administration is also committed to improving 
Federal cybersecurity through long-term efforts to implement a zero-trust architec-
ture (https://www.fosslife.org/what-does-zero-trust-mean) strategy and modernize 
IT and OT infrastructure.”

See the official fact sheet for a summary (https://www.whitehouse.gov/ briefing-room/ 
statements- releases/2023/ 03/ 02/fact-sheet-biden-harris- administration- announces- 
national- cybersecurity- strategy/ ).

Linux News
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this column. Reader reactions can always 
be sent to edit@linux-magazine.com. I 
read them all.

Tracking Up-to-Date Kernel 
Documentation
Carlos Bilbao recently took over main-
tainership of the kernel‑docs.rst file 
in the kernel source tree, as well as the 
Spanish translation of that file. This 
file exists in the kernel’s larger docu-
mentation directory hierarchy, which 
consists of many files that cover a 
wide array of developer activities, 
such as how to apply a patch or add a 
new system call.

The kernel‑docs.rst file is a list of ker-
nel documentation materials – starting 
with the larger documentation directory 
that the file is a part of. It also lists pub-
lished books, online resources such as 
LWN.  net, and so on. The top of the file 
explains, “The need for a document like 
this one became apparent in the linux-
kernel mailing list as the same ques-
tions, asking for pointers to information, 
appeared again and again.”

Carlos submitted a patch making 
himself the official maintainer of this 
file, and he also put out “a call for any-
one interested in adding new, more up 
to date references to kernel-docs.rst. 
The document has been abandoned for 
a while but its original goal is still 
important.”

Jonathan Corbet, maintainer of the 
LWN.  net, replied, “I made an attempt to 
update this document a few years back 
and concluded that it was pretty much 
hopeless. What is there is ancient … 
what do you replace it with? There is a 
vast amount of content out there that 
will go obsolete just as quickly.”

But having said that, Jonathan added, 
“I’m certainly not going to stand in the 

Reader Reactions
Recently, I covered a discussion in 
which the kernel developers talked 
about Spectre and Retbleed security is-
sues cropping up on 32-bit kernels run-
ning on 64-bit hardware. The upshot 
was that by and large the developers 
seemed to feel that users shouldn’t do 
this, and therefore there was no real 
need for the developers to worry too 
much about that specific case.

In response to that column, I received 
the following letter from Gary Dale, 
which articulated a point of view the 
kernel folks may not have considered. 
I’m including the letter here, with per-
mission. Gary told me:

“I believe the kernel developers severely 
underestimate how many people may be 
running 32bit kernels on 64bit hardware. 
I, and a lot of other Raspberry Pi owners, 
are doing just that for a variety of 
reasons.

“In my particular case, I use my Pi 4B 
to run Kodi. However accessing Netflix, 
Prime and other streaming services re-
quires the widevine library which only 
seems to exist in a 32bit version. Unfortu-
nately, 32bit Kodi wouldn’t install under 
multiarch. The 64bit Raspberry Pi OS is 
noticeably faster than the 32bit version 
but I’m stuck with the 32bit version due 
to digital restrictions.

“It can be argued that this is an arti-
fact of the newness of 64bit Raspberry 
Pi OS and the ARM architecture. How-
ever this is just one case where it is nec-
essary to run an OS that doesn’t match 
the architecture. The kernel developers 
should probably be less dismissive of 
the potential problems.”

I was really glad to get Gary’s letter. If 
other readers start sharing thoughtful re-
sponses like this one, maybe “Reader Re-
actions” will become a regular part of 

Zack’s
Kernel News

Chronicler Zack Brown reports 
on the latest news, views, 
dilemmas, and developments 
within the Linux kernel 
community. 
By Zack Brown

The Linux kernel mailing list comprises 
the core of Linux development activities. 
Traffic volumes are immense, often 
reaching 10,000 messages in a week, and 
keeping up to date with the entire scope 
of development is a virtually impossible 
task for one person. One of the few brave 
souls to take on this task is Zack Brown.
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way of anybody who wants to update 
and maintain this document, though.”

Carlos attempted to clarify the po-
tential issues involved in maintaining 
the file. First, he said, Jonathan was 
right about how quickly any resources 
it listed would go out of date. And sec-
ond, he said, there was a real need to 
keep the file updated in a way that a 
single maintainer would find very diffi-
cult to do.

He suggested a standard process that 
he and others might follow together. To 
purge out-of-date material, he sug-
gested that he could go into the file a 
couple times per year and remove any-
thing more than three years old, “ex-
cept for foundational books or active 
websites.”

As far as updating the file, Carlos felt 
access should be opened up to the peo-
ple producing the kind of documentation 
that would be listed in it. He said, “For 
example, Lorenzo Stoakes is writing a 
book on the Linux memory management 
subsystem. If Lorenzo reaches out to me 
when he is finished, I could add his 
work to this document, and also send a 
note informing subscribers of linux-docs 
about this new resource. I imagine that 
would be appealing to Lorenzo.”

Essentially, his idea was to entice 
content creators to reach out to him di-
rectly, thus taking some of the burden 
of ongoing research off of his shoul-
ders as the file’s maintainer. He added, 
“Worst-case scenario, we end up with 
an equally outdated list of resources in 
a few years.”

Jonathan had no objection, and Carlos 
started composing a new patch to docu-
ment this approach within the file.

It’s always good to see documentation 
efforts come to life and find new ways to 
stay relevant. Hopefully people main-
taining or producing kernel-related docu-
mentation will get in touch with Carlos 
and help keep the kernel‑docs.rst file 
up-to-date.

Linux in Carspace
Christoph Fritz wanted to support Local 
Interconnect Network (LIN) in Linux. 
LIN is a cheap, standardized networking 
protocol intended mostly for car manu-
facturers, to stop the proliferation of in-
compatible systems on the road.

Christoph posted some patches in the 
hopes of rallying kernel developers for a 

general discussion on the best way for-
ward. His company, hexDEV, had al-
ready written a kernel driver called hex-
LIN. He said “its purpose is mainly to 
test, adapt and discuss different LIN 
APIs for mainline Linux kernel. But it 
can already be used productively as a 
Linux LIN node.” He added, “We are 
looking for partners with Linux based 
LIN projects for funding.”

Oliver Hartkopp replied, saying that 
the LIN-bus open source project already 
existed, “and implements the LIN proto-
col based on a serial tty adaption (which 
the serial LIN protocol mainly is).”

Christoph said he knew about that 
project and had even cc’d Pavel Pisa, 
one of its principal developers, in his 
original email. He pointed out, “When 
there is an internal kernel API for LIN, 
his sllin (tty-line-discipline driver for 
LIN) could be adjusted and finally go 
mainline.”

Pavel himself also replied, saying he 
would love to get access to some actual 
hardware; he gave a brief technical ex-
planation of some of the implementation 
difficulties he’d been having with the 
project so far.

Meanwhile, Ryan Edwards also said, 
“I’ve spent quite a bit of time trying to 
craft a solution for the LIN problem. 
Even with a TTY solution the best I was 
able to achieve was 40ms turnaround 
between the header and response which 
exceeded the timeout of the master. 
This was in userspace and I assume 
that a kernel solution would better be 
able to meet the timing but this solution 
would only work for devices with em-
bedded UART.”

Christoph, Pavel, and Ryan dug into 
the nitty gritty together, and Christoph 
tried to keep the discussion focused on 
choosing a target application program-
ming interface (API) that they should all 
aim for. To which, Andrew Lunn cau-
tioned, “for networking in general, we 
try very hard to make offload to hard-
ware not special at all. It should just 
transparently work. One example of this 
is Ethernet switches which Linux con-
trols. The ports of the switch are just 
normal Linux interfaces. You can put an 
IP address onto the ports in the normal 
way, you can add a port to a linux bridge 
in the normal way. If the switch can per-
form bridging in hardware, the linux 
bridge will offload it to the hardware. 
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memory serves, early in the fscrypt de-
velopment we did have per-file system 
CONFIG’s for fscrypt, but we con-
sciously removed it, just as we no longer 
have per-file system CONFIG’s to enable 
or disable Posix ACL’s or extended attri-
butes, in the name of simplifying the 
kernel config.”

Niels confirmed that the Linux distri-
butions were a big motivator for his ini-
tial post. He said, “This is mostly why I 
sent this RFC. We are interested in en-
abling fscrypt for CephFS (soonish) as a 
network filesystem, but not for local file-
systems (we recommend dm-crypt for 
those). The idea is that functionality that 
isn’t available, can also not (easily) 
cause breakage.”

He pointed out that the kernel actually 
did have special per-filesystem config 
options already, for ACLs and other se-
curity features. He said, “Because these 
exist already, I did not expect too much 
concerns with proposing a 
CONFIG_EXT4_FS_ENCRYPTION.”

But Ted replied, “Actually, I was 
thinking of getting rid of them, as 
we’ve already gotten rid of [EXT4_FS_
XATTR].” He reiterated, “there 
are tons of file system features that 
have not and/ or still are not supported 
for distros, but for which we don’t 
have kernel config knobs. This in-
cludes ext4’s bigalloc and inline data, 
btrfs’s dedup and reflink support, xfs 
online fsck, etc., etc., etc. Heck, ext4 is 
only supported up to a certain size by 
Red Hat, and we don’t have a Kernel 
config so that the kernel will abso-
lutely refuse to mount an ext4 file sys-
tem larger than The Officially Sup-
ported RHEL Capacity Limit for Ext4.”

Eric Biggers remarked, regarding 
Niels’ proposal, “as others have pointed 
out, it doesn’t seem worth the complex-
ity to do this.” And he went on to offer 
some historical background:

“Before Linux v5.1, we did have per-
filesystem options for this: CONFIG_
EXT4_ENCRYPTION, CONFIG_F2FS_
FS_ENCRYPTION, and 

But for the user, it’s just a port added to 
a bridge, nothing special.”

Andrew added in conclusion, “please 
try to avoid doing anything special for 
hardware offload. We don’t want one 
way for software, and then 42 different 
ways for 42 different offload engines. 
Just one uAPI [Universal API] which 
works for everything.”

The discussion ended fairly abruptly 
shortly thereafter. But it does seem that 
at least several kernel developers care 
about automotive networking and the 
LIN standard in particular. And at least 
one of those developers favors identify-
ing the friendliest and most generic pos-
sible API to go into the kernel.

It’s interesting to think about. Many 
car companies use Linux as their car 
operating system, so features such as 
LIN support may feel relatively impor-
tant for them to get into the kernel. 
Another interesting possibility, as 
Linux becomes more and more able to 
control vehicles, is that users might 
root their cars and install custom 
Linux systems on them. Certainly 
plenty of car owners are actively trying 
to reverse-engineer the various plat-
form-specific protocols on their cars. 
I’m sure something interesting will 
come out of all that eventually.

Filesystems and 
Cryptography
Niels de Vos pointed out that a lot of 
filesystems were adding support for 
fscrypt, which encrypts user files, and 
that it might be useful for kernel users 
to be able to enable that kernel feature 
for some filesystems but not others. He 
proposed a simple kernel config option 
that would allow per-filesystem en-
cryption. He remarked, “This RFC is 
mostly for checking the acceptance of 
this solution, or if an other direction is 
preferred.”

Theodore Ts’o didn’t like this idea at 
all. He remarked pointedly, “I’m not 
sure what’s the motivation behind add-
ing this configuration option. If 

CONFIG_UBIFS_FS_ENCRYPTION. If you 
enabled one of these, it selected CON-
FIG_FS_ENCRYPTION to get the code in 
fs/ crypto/ . CONFIG_FS_ENCRYPTION 
was a tristate, so the code in fs/ crypto/  
could be built as a loadable module if it 
was only needed by filesystems that 
were loadable modules themselves.

“Having fs/ crypto/  possibly be a load-
able module was problematic, though, 
because it made it impossible to call into 
fs/ crypto/  from built-in code such as 
fs/ buffer.c, fs/ ioctl.c, fs/ libfs.c, fs/ super.c, 
fs/ iomap/ direct-io.c, etc. So that’s why 
we made CONFIG_FS_ENCRYPTION 
into a bool. At the same time, we de-
cided to simplify the kconfig options by 
removing the per-filesystem options so 
that it worked like CONFIG_QUOTA, 
CONFIG_FS_DAX, CONFIG_FS_POSIX_
ACL, etc.”

At around this point in the conversa-
tion, Niels remarked, “What you are 
explaining makes sense, and I am not 
sure if there is another good reason 
why splitting out fscrypt support per 
filesystem would be required. I’m 
checking with the folks that suggested 
doing this, and see where we go from 
there.” He added, “I understand that 
there is a preference for reducing the 
number of Kconfig options for filesys-
tems. That indeed would make it a lit-
tle easier for users, so I am supportive 
of that as well.”

And that was the end of the thread.
It’s a tough balancing act! Obviously, 

it would be great if every feature had its 
own config option, as well as maybe 
more options to simplify having multi-
ple features together, perhaps with ex-
ceptions specified by yet more config 
options. In some cases, I’m sure the 
kernel developers feel that a given set of 
features really does need such fine-
grained control by system administra-
tors, while in others they would prefer 
to keep the config system as simple as 
possible, even if it means sacrificing 
some behaviors system administrators 
might actually want.  nnn

nnn





and deep learning jobs. The GitHub repository also has operat-
ing system-specific tools. For example, the Linux entry takes 
you to PowerAPI [7] and PowerTOP [8].

Green Patterns
Anyone who is looking to make their own IT landscape greener 
will find what they are looking for in the Green Software Pat-
terns repository [9]. The GSF Patterns project collects tips and 
best practices for different fields of IT (AI, cloud, web) [10]. The 
spectrum ranges from very generic tips (e.g., run cloud jobs geo-
graphically as close to the user as possible) to concrete recom-
mendations for action (e.g., compress transferred data). The pat-
terns reference the Software Carbon Intensity (SCI [11]) specifica-
tion software and use simple formulas to show how admins and 
developers computationally implement the recommendations.

The specification helps to attach an SCI score to an applica-
tion based on its CO2 emissions. The lower the value, the less 
climate-damaging gas the software causes. The SCI score maps 
CO2 emissions C per unit R, where a unit can be an API call, 
an additional user, or an ML training run. So the rough formula 
is SCI=C/ R, where C can be further subdivided into more spe-
cific sources, such as O (operational emissions) and M (em-
bodied emissions). O is the energy required by the software it-
self, and M is the proportional energy required to produce and 
dispose of the underlying hardware.

The Carbon Aware SDK [12], on the other hand, is some-
thing that developers can integrate into their own applications 
to take advantage of fluctuating energy prices in an environ-
mentally smart way. The Carbon Aware SDK, which you can 
use either at the command line or via web API, is often used 
with non-time-critical machine learning jobs. The SDK helps 
move workloads to other cloud regions where renewable 

W ord is starting to get out: Software often unneces-
sarily wastes a huge amount of energy. Several 
open source projects are developing tools for 
studying and measuring exactly how much. 

This article tours some of the most promising tools.

Taking a Tour
The Green Software Foundation (GSF) [1], which the Linux 
Foundation launched in 2022, has the stated mission to “Build 
a trusted ecosystem of people, standards, tooling, and best prac-
tices for creating and building green software.” For this purpose, 
the GSF, which includes companies such as Microsoft, Intel, 
and Accenture, is organized into working groups. There are al-
ready several repositories with software, tools, and documents 
available on https://  github.  com/  Green‑Software‑Foundation.

For example, the Open Source Working Group (opensource-
wg) maintains a repository called Awesome Green Software [2] 
with links to a whole host of tools and research articles on en-
ergy conservation, as well as links to useful free software. On 
top of this, you will find an overview of climate organizations, 
as well as access to free articles, papers, and books.

The GSF also highlights software for the cloud and machine 
learning. For example, there is a link to the Green Cost Explorer 
[3], a JavaScript tool that docks onto Amazon’s AWS Cost Ex-
plorer, but it also takes into account the energy types of the 
AWS regions as well as the costs. It ultimately shows you how 
much renewable (Green) and fossil (Grey) energy your cloud 
application requires.

Kepler [4], the Kubernetes Efficient Power Level Exporter, 
relies on eBPF to extract power-related statistics from Kuber-
netes. The Experiment Impact Tracker [5] and the Carbon-
Tracker [6] measure the expected energy overhead for machine 

Repositories for energy-saving software

Going Green
A number of open source projects offer tools for analyzing 
energy usage in software.  By Kristian Kißling
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energy is cheap at the moment. Alterna-
tively, it helps to throttle back operations 
as a function of the type of energy. The 
people behind the project refer to CO2 
reductions in the double-digit percentage 
range.

Green Coding
The tools of the GSF are available to ev-
eryone, but the foundation itself is based 
in the US and is primarily funded and 
maintained by US-based corporations. 
However, similar efforts are taking place 
in Europe. Green Coding Berlin, for ex-
ample, is a German-based organization 
that believes digitalization will only have 
a positive impact on society if it is sus-
tainable. Green Coding is looking to de-
velop open-source measurement tools 
that determine the energy requirements 
of software and infrastructure. The aim 
is to create a community and an ecosys-
tem centered around green software. To this end, Green Coding 
cooperates with the Sustainable Digital Infrastructure Alliance 
(SDIA [13]), an alliance of several companies with a roadmap 
for a sustainable digital infrastructure.

Green Coding offers the Green Metrics Tool [14], a container-
based utility that is currently only intended for experimentation 
and testing. Green Metrics can help you measure the storage 
space per container, the CPU utilization as a percentage, or the 
system-wide power consumption. A Python API fields the metrics, 
and a JavaScript web front end visualizes the results (Figure 1).

KDE Eco
Green Coding collaborates with KDE Eco [15], a fledgling KDE 
initiative that aims to bring more sustainability to free and 
open software. The initial aim is to measure the energy require-
ments of free and open source software with a view to helping 
developers optimize software later on. The KDE Eco project of-
fers two central repositories [16].

The FOSS Energy Efficiency Project (FEEP [17]) is fundamen-
tally based on the Blue Angel methodology. (Blue Angel is a 
German initiative that assigns a special label to designate envi-
ronmentally friendly products.) The FEEP website describes a 
measurement setup [18] that requires a reference computer, an 
energy meter, and software. This equipment helps to automate 
the execution of the software under test conditions and to re-
cord and process the measured data.

The BE4FOSS repository [19] collects Blue Angel information 
and provides links to accompanying workshops and manuals. 
Anyone thinking of certifying their own software with the Blue 
Angel label can find help in the Blue Angel Application [20] 
repository.

Conclusions
If you are seriously interested in software and energy saving, 
you will find many resources on the web; the examples pre-
sented in this article are a few of the projects working on the 
critical problem of energy efficiency. What is clear, however, is 

that many software efficiency projects are still in their infancy. 
As of now, the software community has no fixed standards for 
the measurement process or toolchains for integrating these ca-
pabilities into large infrastructures. Once these hurdles are re-
moved, energy measurement tools could have a noticeable im-
pact on software energy usage.  nnn

Figure 1: The Green Metrics tool takes measurements on containers and 
then visualizes the readings.
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A pplications use the processor in 
different ways, and those differ-
ences are sometimes reflected in 
the power bill. The programming 

language you choose has a significant in-
fluence on energy consumption. But de-
velopers still need to go the extra mile to 
leverage the language’s capabilities.

At first glance, Go comes with every-
thing you need for energy efficiency. It 
has a lean syntax, and smart Goroutines 
distribute parallel tasks efficiently to the processor cores, thus 
avoiding a bloated runtime environment that needs to manage 
complex class hierarchies or juggle classic threads. And the 
compiler translates the source code into a native and therefore 
fast program, which means the processor can go back to sleep 
sooner and save energy. On top of that, Go statically links all 
external modules into the finished binary, eliminating the ad-
ministrative overhead of dynamic libraries during execution.

This contrasts strongly with Java, where a compiler converts 
the program into intermediate code, which is then executed by 
a virtual machine. This additional software layer slows down 
execution and costs unnecessary energy. The situation is even 
worse for interpreted languages: PHP and Python parse each 
line of code step-by-step during execution. Numerous optimi-
zations and just-in-time compilers are intended to make the re-
sulting applications faster, but there is still some loss, depend-
ing on the task. If you want to develop energy-efficient pro-
grams, you need to go for Go, right? Or maybe not? The follow-
ing look at energy efficiency in Go is a useful entry point for 
examining some more general rules for more efficient coding.

SLE Research
Back in 2017, a team of researchers wanted to know which pro-
gramming language produces particularly energy-efficient appli-
cations. They presented the results of their study at the Interna-
tional Conference on Software Language Engineering (SLE [1]). 

According to the study, compiling programming languages such 
as C and Go work far more efficiently than interpreted counter-
parts such as PHP or Python. The results are less clear for lan-
guages that generate intermediate code. Java programs, for ex-
ample, run faster and in a more energy-efficient way on average 
than their Go counterparts (Figure 1). Surprisingly, the virtual 
machine doesn’t seem to slow things down – at least not in the 
trial, which has a few bugs on closer inspection.

The SLE study serves as a wake-up call for those who think 
they are automatically writing more efficient code just by 
choosing Go. However, a closer look also points to the com-
plexity of these energy efficiency issues – and the danger of 
making assumptions based on a single study.

Initially, the researchers used only one possible compiler or 
interpreter for each language. Another Go compiler named Ti-
nyGo harnesses the LLVM framework to create highly opti-
mized machine code for microcontrollers [2]. The C code in the 
study was compiled exclusively using the GCC.

The Go compiler used was version 1.6, and this was already 
considered obsolete at the time of the study. Of course, the other 
compilers and interpreters have also been revised and further 
optimized in the meantime. For example, PHP 8 can handle sig-
nificantly more concurrent requests than its predecessors.

No Clouds
The researchers used the Computer Language Benchmark Game 
(Figure 2) for their measurements. This benchmark [3] consists of 

Energy-efficient programming with Go and beyond

Greener Coding
Go has a reputation for 
producing energy-saving 
applications, but you still have 
to know what you are doing. 
By Tim Schürmann
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10 individual tests implemented in a total of 28 languages. Among 
other things, these small programs calculate Mandelbrot sets and 
binary trees. The study only investigated which languages per-
form these individual manageable calculations in an energy-effi-
cient manner. In contrast to this, real applications need to solve 
completely different tasks. Encryption tools, for example, struggle 
with extremely tricky mathematical problems, whereas web serv-
ers merely push data packets across the network.

Complex Internet and cloud applications, such as the own-
Cloud Infinite Scale (oCIS [4]) file sharing platform imple-
mented in Go, were not included in the tests. OCIS was created 
as a more powerful alternative to the classic ownCloud PHP 
application, which reached its limits when faced with higher 
loads and many simultaneous users. The oCIS developers 
made their own attempt to optimize oCIS, and in the mean-
time, they ended up learning a lot about how to optimize Go. 
Unlike the small benchmark programs, however, oCIS consists 
of numerous services that work together on a network. The 
oCIS developers had to take a slightly different approach to 
their assessment.

If an application solves a task as quickly as possible, the pro-
cessor can switch back to one of its energy-saving modes 
faster. It is therefore not surprising that, in the SLE study, the 
compiler languages were also the most energy-efficient. The 
oCIS developers also currently assume that high-performance 
programs consume less energy. This assumption allows for a 
focus on performance measurements and optimizations for 
which established tools and processes exist.

Go helps its developers with a built-in profiler [5]. The pro-
filer measures the execution times for code parts to detect inef-
ficient operations. According to Klaas Freitag, CIO of ownCloud 
GmbH, the Go profiler is usually only suitable for tracking 
down bugs, especially in distributed systems. This is why the 
oCIS team used an in-house development for its performance 
measurements: a tool named cdperf [6], which in turn har-
nesses the well-known k6 test tool [7] (Figure 3). The k6 test 
tool simulates multiple users accessing the file sharing plat-
form simultaneously.

If so desired, the Go compiler can run customized bench-
marks that you can use to determine the performance of 

Figure 1: In the k-nucleotide benchmark, Go consumes more CPU power and main memory energy than other 
languages.
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maintained along with the (unit) tests and included in the 
development from the beginning.

Know Your Language
Once you have identified inefficient parts of the program, you 
need to optimize the source code; more specifically, you need 

to find the most efficient algorithms. 
Many programming languages support 
efficient development by evaluating con-
structs. For example, the Go compiler 
can already evaluate constant expres-
sions, which saves computation time 
later during execution. However, this 
feature requires the developers to cor-
rectly integrate the constant expressions 
into the source code.

Furthermore, Go is a typed language 
that distinguishes between floating point 
and integer numbers. Because many pro-
cessors calculate faster with integers, you 
should give them preference if possible. 
This is especially true if you use them as 
loop counters. Speaking of loops: Classic 
brakers and power guzzlers include nested 
but actually superfluous loops, sprawling 
recursions, and unnecessary repetitions. If 
a program has to recalculate all the thumb-
nails every time the image gallery is called 
up, for example, this repetitive work eats 
up energy unnecessarily.

The Go developers provide many more 
tips for efficient programming [9] on a 

code changes [8]. For example, if a function calculates the 
greatest common divisor, you could call a DIY benchmark 
individually for thousands of different pairs of numbers. If 
the benchmark delivers a shorter runtime after a code 
change, you have successfully optimized the task of comput-
ing the greatest common divisor. The benchmarks can be 

Figure 2: The Computer Language Benchmark Game is intended to 
compare the speed of programming languages.

Figure 3: For their performance and energy measurements, the oCIS developers use the open source k6 tool.
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separate page (Figure 4). Comparable collections exist for other 
languages. In any case, you should not rush into every single file 
operation. From Freitag’s point of view, such simple operations 
are already optimized. For example, PHP saves a file to disk just 
as quickly as a Go program would.

Efficiency Spoilers
Freitag acknowledges that efficient code does not necessarily lead 
to an energy-saving program. For example, a pass-through NAS 
solution draws more power from the grid than server-based ser-
vices that start up time and time again. If an application demands 
hard work from the CPU for a short period of time and then has to 
clock up or switch on its power-hungry high-performance cores, 
the energy balance could be worse than that of a slow program 
that is satisfied with a power saver. Go developers can use the 
NumCPU() function from the standard library to query the number 
of available processor cores, but they cannot target work to a spe-
cific CPU core. You have to rely on the operating system or manip-
ulate the Linux scheduler in order to target a specific core.

Special computing units can reduce energy consumption. For 
example, crypto units help build low-power SSL connections, 
and AI accelerators evaluate neural networks in an agile way. 
Go programs use libraries to pass their computations to these 
accelerators. For example, the GoCV package supports the use 
of NVIDIA’s CUDA interface [10].

More energy guzzlers are hidden away in what are now nu-
merous intermediate layers. For example, ownCloud, which is 
written in PHP, requires a complete LAMP stack. Accordingly, 
the power bill includes at least one database, a web server, and 
the PHP interpreter. On top of this, the individual services are 
often locked into a complex container environment or virtual-
ization solution. OCIS, on the other hand, like most Go pro-
grams, runs natively on the server, making the PHP interpreter 
and some other intermediate layers obsolete.

Another task that often goes under the radar is software de-
velopment. Developing software generates energy costs. In the 
development phase, complex CI systems repeatedly build and 
test the source code. OCIS is created using Drone [11], for ex-
ample. Automatically starting the compiler and running the 
constantly recurring (unit) tests causes the software’s footprint 
to grow, although the Go compiler itself is considered quite fast 
and economical.

Data Flood
Energy consumption depends not just on the processor load but 
also on the processed data. For example, an online store that is 
constantly bombarded with orders consumes more energy than it 
takes to deliver a text-centric website once an hour. Fetching large 
volumes of data from RAM costs significantly less power than re-
questing the data from a database or extracting the data from disk 
storage. Caches also catch intermediate results, such as preview 
images once they are generated. Once again, you don’t have to re-
invent the wheel: Many libraries provide efficient caching. Go de-
velopers can take a look at Gocache, for example [12].

However, RAM also consumes power. If the required data fits 
into the processor cache, the main memory goes to sleep. So if 
you’re juggling sparse matrices, for example, you will want to 
compress them using efficient methods. By the way, the study 
also looked at RAM consumption. The programs generated by 
Go take up less space on average than their counterparts from 
competitors. Only Pascal takes less space.

Programmers also play an important role in energy-efficient 
RAM usage. When you pass a value to a function (calling by 
value), Go and many other languages copy it in memory. If the 
function is called frequently, many copies of the same value are 
created. But if you pass the function a reference to the value 
(calling by reference), this removes the need to access memory. 
Much like C, Go offers pointers (Figure 5) for this purpose, 

meaning that you only pass in references 
to the actual data. This approach saves 
energy in the case of repeated access and 
large data structures.

The reference implementation of the 
current Go 1.19 uses a garbage collector 
[13] to manage memory. The garbage col-
lector cleans up in the background and 
automatically releases memory space that 
is no longer needed. However, its activity 
consumes compute time and therefore 
power. Although you could disable the 
garbage collector, you might end up run-
ning out of RAM or experiencing some 
other unpleasant side effects. The results 
of the study indicate that the garbage col-
lector in Go uses very little energy.

Energy Ping-Pong
The Computer Language Benchmark 
Game includes the k-nucleotide bench-
mark program, which relies on Gorou-
tines in the Go implementation to com-
pute the results. The JavaScript version 
also runs concurrently, thanks to the 

Figure 4: Go comes with a test framework, which also gives developers 
the ability to run benchmarks.
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neural network beyond what is actually necessary for the task, 
you are wasting a great deal of energy. An environmentally 
harmful AI like this is known as a red AI.

In addition, many scientists in AI research rely on Python. 
They resort to some tricks to speed up the computations. One 
of them is using the Cython compiler, which converts Python 
code into its C counterpart. In addition, many Python libraries 
are implemented directly in C. If you develop AI models, you 
need to design and train them to be as energy-efficient as pos-
sible. If you use pre-configured examples, go for variants that 
are already energy-efficient.

Strengths and Weaknesses
You can only use a programming language efficiently if you know 
its advantages and disadvantages. For example, the source code of 
some scripting languages is quite short. If the interpreter pro-
cesses these instructions quickly, the scripts run as efficiently as 
their compiled counterparts and are also far easier to maintain.

In addition, some languages are tailored for very specific 
purposes. For example, PHP is primarily used to create dy-
namic web applications. Only a few programmers are likely to 
use it for complex numerical analysis. And if you need numeri-
cal analysis, the Julia functional programming language is a 
good choice. Today, it is mainly server-based services and com-
mand-line programs that are created in Go. The language offers 
pretty efficient string manipulations, but some tasks that exe-
cute in parallel can be solved efficiently with Goroutines.

Because Go has only been around for a few years, the pro-
grams written in it draw on libraries that are also quite young. 
The situation is different with established programming lan-
guages such as C, Python, or PHP. All too often, inefficient leg-
acy systems lurk in software developed years ago. Refactoring 

and retiring old libraries can help save 
energy. The oCIS developers used the re-
implementation of their file sharing plat-
form to dump some legacy material. For 
instance, unlike ownCloud, oCIS does 
not require a classic database.

If You Perform Your Own 
Measurements …
At the end of the day, only your own 
measurements will help you find out 
how much energy is going to which 
parts of your code. These measurements 
should take place during the develop-
ment phase and in real time. On Linux, 
for example, you can check energy con-
sumption using Intel’s RAPL interface.

In the case of Go, however, you need to 
use auxiliary applications to check energy 
consumption, because Go programs lack 
this capability. A proposal for a function 
that checks energy consumption, dating 
back to 2019, was rejected by the devel-
opers because, in their view, neither oper-
ating systems nor CPUs provide precise 
consumption values for the short pieces 
of code that are executed [15]. At the time 

Node.js runtime environment. The TypeScript version, on the 
other hand, has to perform all the computations one after the 
other and is therefore slower than the JavaScript and Go imple-
mentations. The SLE study reveals unsurprisingly that TypeScript 
uses 17 times more energy than the almost identical JavaScript.

Parallel calculations mean power savings for a program. A 
similar thing happens if a process needs to actively wait for an 
action to finish. For example, if a client polls a non-responsive 
server at short intervals, this causes power consumption. Call-
back functions or push messages ensure greater efficiency. The 
program sleeps until the computed data or an event wakes it 
up. Go supports this approach through its channels and with 
listeners from the net package in network programming.

OCIS consists of numerous microservices, each of which per-
forms a clearly defined task. According to Freitag, communica-
tion between the services is responsible for most of the cost in 
terms of performance and, in-turn, energy. For example, if two 
microservices constantly send requests to each other, this game 
of ping-pong drives up energy consumption. The electricity bill 
also increases if all connected systems have to apply new set-
tings. For example, if several services need to be informed of a 
change in authorizations, numerous messages will inevitably 
cross the network, and these messages need to be coordinated 
and evaluated. Consequently, you can save energy in distributed 
systems with a reduced communication frequency.

Hungry AI
Training neural networks burns large amounts of energy. The 
longer you train a neural network for its task, the more accu-
rately it will work later on. But, due to the computing power 
required for this, in extreme cases, you could emit even more 
CO2 than five cars in their entire service life [14]. If you train a 

Figure 5: Pointers speed up memory access and data transfer in Go. In 
this way, you can quickly exchange the content of a variable without 
having to copy it.
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of going to press, there were no libraries that Go developers 
could use to measure energy consumption.

But Go at least comes with some debugging functions in its 
standard library. For example, the debug package contains a 
function that you can use to trigger garbage collection. The 
Read MemStats() function prints information about memory 
usage from the runtime package, and you can generate your 
own metrics with the metrics package.

… Make Sure You Measure Something 
Meaningful
When measuring energy consumption, there is also the ques-
tion of which program paths your code executes. As Frei tag 
points out, errors are not allowed to occur during the measure-
ments. Errors often cause an operation to abort and the pro-
gram to generate less load.

You also need to measure under real-life conditions if possi-
ble. Developers sometimes get in a hurry and simplify the test 
environment in ways that could affect the measurement re-
sults. During their measurements, the oCIS developers resorted 
to the simplest authentication method (Basic Authentication). 
As a result, the system repeatedly decoded the same security 
token in a computationally intensive way. After switching to 
OpenID Connect, the entire system was measurably faster.

Energy measurements need to cover as many of the software 
parts as possible. Freitag recommends identifying several prac-
tical use cases and testing them. With file sharing software, it 

makes a difference whether a company shares only a few very 
large files or an extremely large number of small files. You need 
to take an average value into account in your measurements.

You can read the results of the SLE study online if you are in-
terested [16], and you will find the test programs on 
GitHub [3]. OCIS developers are hoping to disclose their com-
parisons of ownCloud, oCIS, and Nextcloud. At the time this 
article was written, an internal validation was still in progress. 
But you can measure the performance yourself with the open 
source cdperf tool.

Conclusions
The C, Pascal, and Go languages help developers achieve an 
optimal compromise between runtime, memory usage, and 
energy efficiency – at least that’s what the SLE study sug-
gests. Nevertheless, the Go compiler does not automatically 
produce energy-efficient applications. Too many other fac-
tors play a role.

According to Freitag, it is primarily the software architecture 
that influences the performance and, indirectly, the energy effi-
ciency of an application. For example, communication among 
Internet services can consume more energy than saving a file. 
In addition, efficient implementation is important, and that – 
in turn – depends on the use case.

There is no doubt that it is worthwhile to get started with 
resource-efficient programming now. See the box entitled 
“Tips for Energy-Efficient Implementation” for some tips on 
greener coding.  nnn

•  All stakeholders need to keep energy efficiency in mind at all 
times during the development process.

•  Go for a compiler language such as Go, C, or Rust rather than 
an interpreted language such as Python.

•  Choose a software architecture that efficiently solves the task 
at hand. For example, a blog should not consist of numerous 
microservices constantly communicating with each other.

• Use efficient algorithms. Eliminate costly polling and avoid 
unnecessary loops. Using a profiler can reveal inefficient 
pieces of code.

•  If you use third-party libraries and code, extend your testing 
to ensure the third-party components also run as efficiently 
as possible.

•  Reduce the volume of data to be processed, for example, by 
making do with smaller preview images, and store intermedi-
ate results in a cache.

•  Make trade-offs in accuracy. A neural network does not al-
ways have to deliver perfect results. Integers are more effi-
cient than floating point numbers as counter variables in 
loops.

•  Use low-power specialist hardware such as AI accelerators 
whenever possible.

•  As part of the testing process, measure power requirements, 
or at least performance, continuously. Optimize the ineffi-
cient operations identified in the process.

•  Pay attention to the energy consumption of the software 
pipeline. Does the CI system really have to rebuild the soft-
ware once an hour outside working hours and run through all 
the tests?

Tips for Energy-Efficient Implementation

[1]  “Energy Efficiency across Programming Languages”:  
https://  sites.  google.  com/  view/  energy‑efficiency‑languages/

[2]  TinyGo: https://  tinygo.  org

[3]  “Energy Efficiency in Programming Languages 
(Benchmarks)”:  
https://  github.  com/  greensoftwarelab/  Energy‑Languages

[4]  oCIS: https://  owncloud.  dev/  ocis/

[5]  “Profiling Go Programs”: https://  go.  dev/  blog/  pprof

[6]  cdperf: https://  github.  com/  owncloud/  cdperf

[7]  k6: https://  k6.  io/  open‑source/

[8]  Benchmarks: https://  pkg.  go.  dev/  testing#  hdr‑Benchmarks

[9]  Effective Go: https://  go.  dev/  doc/  effective_go

[10]  GoCV: https://  pkg.  go.  dev/  gocv.  io/  x/  gocv

[11]  Drone: https://  www.  drone.  io

[12]  Gocache: https://  github.  com/  eko/  gocache

[13]  “A Guide to the Go Garbage Collector”:  
https://  go.  dev/  doc/  gc‑guide

[14]  “Training a single AI model can emit as much carbon as five 
cars in their lifetimes”: https://  www.  technologyreview.  com/ 
 2019/  06/  06/  239031/  training‑  a‑single‑  ai‑  model‑  can‑  emit‑  as‑ 
 much‑  carbon‑  as‑  five‑  cars‑  in‑  their‑  lifetimes/

[15]  “proposal: testing: report energy consumption figures”: 
https://  github.  com/  golang/  go/  issues/  30108

[16]  “Energy Efficiency across Programming Languages, 
Results”: https://  sites.  google.  com/  view/  energy‑  efficiency‑ 
 languages/  results
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size of a BIOS once averaged about 100KB 
but the average size is now closer to 8MB, 
and it almost certainly contains obsolete 
and redundant code, which seriously 
slows boot time. By contrast, the coreboot 
site claims [4] that “For desktops and lap-
top machines, coreboot can frequently 
boot to the start of the operating system 
in under a second. For servers, it can cut 
minutes off of the boot time.” Not only 
that, but coreboot is designed to meet 
modern security standards, and, being 
smaller than a conventional BIOS, it pro-
vides a smaller target for security 
breaches. Yet another advantage is that, 
in keeping with open source tenets, “The 
architecture of coreboot is designed to 
have an unbrickable update process. Up-
dating firmware should be no more dan-
gerous than installing your favorite app 
on your mobile phone” [4]. In every way, 
coreboot is a timely overhaul of the con-
ventional concept of computer firmware.

How Coreboot Works
Coreboot is designed to provide the ab-
solute minimum of instructions to 
launch a modern operating system. The 
minimum structure means that coreboot 
must be modified for each chipset and 

I n the next few years, how you boot 
a computer could change drasti-
cally. A firmware alternative known 
as coreboot [1] is well on the way 

to becoming readily available, and it is 
likely to become more popular as devel-
opment accelerates. For one thing, core-
boot is a giant leap forward for open 
hardware. Just as importantly, on hard-
ware where it can be implemented, core-
boot boots three to four times faster than 
the familiar BIOS or UEFI, and, depend-
ing on how it is configured, sometimes 
even faster.

Originally known as LinuxBIOS, core-
boot was founded in 1999 at Los Alamos 
National Laboratory, the research and 
development facility best known for its 
role in the development of the atomic 

bomb. Today, coreboot’s major contribu-
tors include manufacturers such as AMD 
and SiS, and motherboard vendors such 
as MSI, as well as various participants in 
the Google Summer of Code.

Supported CPU architectures include 
x86-64, ARM, ARM64, and RISC-V, as 
well as AMD’s Geode and other soft-
ware-on-a-chip platforms. In addition to 
Linux, coreboot directly supports BSD, 
OpenBSD, and Windows 2000 or later. 
You can also use coreboot indirectly with 
other operating systems specified in the 
payload. In addition, coreboot has in-
spired a number of spin-off projects, 
such as the Libreboot distribution [2] 
and librecore [3], which places a heavy 
emphasis on software freedom and non-
x86 architectures. As these lists show, 
coreboot is supported across a wide 
spectrum of hardware and developed by 
an alliance of academics, manufacturers, 
and community members. Although re-
verse engineering is sometimes required, 
in a growing number of cases, coreboot 
developers can get schematics directly 
from manufacturers.

Developers have long recognized the 
growing need for a new firmware solu-
tion. According to the coreboot site, the 

Booting up the coreboot firmware alternative

 Core Strength
Coreboot is an open source firmware alternative with an emphasis on speed and simplicity.  
By Bruce Byfield
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in free and open source software. In 
addition to his writing projects, he also 
teaches live and e-learning courses. In his 
spare time, Bruce writes about Northwest 
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Pieces, a blog about writing and fantasy at 
https://prenticepieces.com/.
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motherboard it supports, which delays 
progress but tends to increase efficiency.

Coreboot runs in five required stages 
plus an optional stage on x86 machines [5] 
(shown in timeline form in Figure 1):
• bootblock: The first stage is written in 

assembly language and is intended to 
set up the C environment used for the 
rest of the coreboot process. Tasks in-
clude initializing the Cache-as-RAM, 
which uses the CPU cache as memory 
for the heap and stack space required 
by the C environment. On x86 sys-
tems, the bootblock stage also 
switches the CPU from 16-bit real 
mode to 32-bit protected mode.

• verstage: An optional stage that starts 
the root of trust if verified boot is 
used.

• romstage: Prepares the system to ac-
cess DRAM directly.

• postcar: Tears down the Cache-as-
RAM memory and loads the ramstage.

• ramstage: Initializes hardware, includ-
ing PCI, on-chip, and graphics devices, 
trusted platform modules, and the 
CPU. Initialization tables are prepared 

for the operating system, and hard-
ware and firmware are locked down.

• payload: Loads a chunk of software 
carried in firmware storage that initial-
izes the process of launching the oper-
ating system. Two commonly used 
payloads are SeaBIOS, an implementa-
tion of the x86 BIOS, and TianoCore, 
an open source version of UEFI. The 
GRUB2 bootloader can also serve as a 
coreboot payload. Given coreboot’s 
speed, long-time Linux users might be 
bemused to find that it is impossible to 
read the output of the boot process as 
it happens. They will need instead to 
open /var/log/boot.log.

Figure 1 also illustrates how the core-
boot stages fit within the stages of the 
EDK II cross-platform firmware 
specification.

System76: A Sample 
Implementation
According to Wikipedia, computers 
with coreboot are available, including 
some x86-based Chromebooks, and 
from One Laptop per Child, Minifree 

(formerly 

Gluglug), PC Engines, Purism, Sys-
tem76, and Star Labs. Most of these 
computers are laptops, and some are 
refurbished, but the list has grown 
steadily over the past few years.

My hands-on experience with core-
boot comes from a recently purchased 
Darter Pro from System76. In the past 
few years, System76 has emerged as a 
major manufacturer of Linux computers. 
Originally, System76 shipped its comput-
ers with a standard BIOS. However, 
gradually, it has been switching to core-
boot for its laptops. As of March 2023, 
all of its six laptop models use coreboot. 
No official word yet of when coreboot 
will come to the company's desktops, 
servers, and minis, but a reasonable 
guess is that it is only a matter of time.

After the traditional BIOS (Figure 2) 
and UEFI implementations, coreboot 
on the Darter Pro comes as something 
of a shock. The BIOS of an earlier ver-
sion of the Darter Pro had 38 top-level 
items, including specifications, as well 
as support settings for Secure Boot, 
Thunderbolt 3, and virtualization. By 
contrast, the current Darter Pro core-
boot menu shown in Figure 3, which is 
accessed by holding down the Esc key 
at start-up, is a radical simplification.

System76’s coreboot adoption seems 
a work in progress, so perhaps more 
items will be added in the months to 
come. The GitHub development pages 
seem at the least to keep that possibility 
open. However, this implementation of 
the firmware offers only the information 
that users are most likely to want, and 
not all of that can be changed. If Sys-
tem76’s coreboot menu is compared 
with coreboot’s build configuration 
(Figure 4), you can see that System76 
chooses relevance and simplicity in its 
coreboot build.

Figure 1: The stages of coreboot start-up. Source: modified from https://www.

coreboot.org/

Figure 2: A typical BIOS – what coreboot replaces. 
Source: https://system76.com/

Figure 3: System76’s coreboot menu is a simplifica-
tion that shows only the items that matter most to 
typical users. Source: https://system76.com/
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expect, or to realize how easy flashing 
firmware can be, is enough to make a 
believer out of the most cynical. One 
way or the other, expect to hear more 
about coreboot in the near future.  nnn

Much of the usual information in the 
BIOS is available in System76 Open 
Firmware, along with instructions on 
how to customize the firmware and flash 
it – as well as suggestions on how to re-
cover if things go wrong. Control of 
hardware such as the keyboard, fan, and 
battery is available through System76 
Open EC Firmware (Embedded Control-
ler), sometimes in the form of keyboard 
shortcuts and sometimes in the form of 
desktop applications. Other implementa-
tions of coreboot will differ to some de-
gree; Purism’s Librem 14 laptop [6], for 
instance, is advertised as having “Dis-
abled the Intel Management engine” and 
“Less binary blob firmware,” with an 
emphasis on security. But no matter 
what the priorities are, the ultimate goal 
of a coreboot implementation is to pro-
vide a simpler, more efficient way to 
start a computer.

Welcome to the Revolution
Coreboot faces serious obstacles. Too 
often, it has to work around proprietary 
code, which takes time and sometimes 
compromises the project’s open source 
philosophy. Perhaps, too, the conserva-
tism of corporations favors the estab-
lished structure of BIOS and UEFI, for 
no better reason than its familiarity. 
Probably, though, the greatest obstacle 
is the fact that every chipset and moth-
erboard requires its own implementa-
tion. Still, the use of separate payloads 
eases that restriction and has led to an-
other advantage: well-organized, clear, 
and complete documentation, both in 
the project itself [7] and among early 
retailers such as System76.

Coreboot’s natural advantages are so 
obvious that to predict its future domi-
nance is far from rash. Just to see a com-
puter boot at a fraction of the time you 

Figure 4: Coreboot includes a wealth of configuration options, although System76 is selective about which 
ones users are offered.

[1]  coreboot: https://  coreboot.  org/

[2]  Libreboot: https://  libreboot.  org/

[3]  librecore: https://  firmwaresecurity. 

 com/  tag/  libreboot/

[4]  Advantages for end users: https:// 

 www.  coreboot.  org/  users.  html

[5]  coreboot architecture:  

https://  doc.  coreboot.  org/  getting_

started/  architecture.  html

[6]  Purism’s Librem 14:  

https://  puri.  sm/  products/  librem‑14/

[7]  Documentation: https://  doc.  coreboot. 

 org/  getting_started/  index.  html
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prompting you for the language, re-
gion/ time zone, and keyboard map-
ping, the installer spends a few sec-
onds updating the localizations before 
launching a KDE desktop.

A click on the sole desktop icon (In-
stall TUXEDO OS) lets you start the 
setup routine. TUXEDO OS relies on the 
popular Calamares [2] installer frame-
work. If you’re installing on a non-TUX-
EDO device, a warning will appear to 

I t is hard to predict whether install-
ing Linux on a new PC will work 
without detours. Individual compo-
nents might only work after some 

time-consuming research and extensive 
efforts to install the required drivers. In 
fact, the result might even turn out to be 
a non-booting total failure. That’s why 
Linux-friendly hardware vendors offer 
computers with a preconfigured Linux 
system, where everything is guaranteed 
to work. Some go so far as to put to-
gether their own distributions, which 
include all the required drivers, kernel 
patches, and additional tools for all the 
computers they offer.

This is true, for example, of US sup-
plier System76 or the German computer 
manufacturer TUXEDO. Both these ven-
dors provide their own signature Linux 
distributions, but, whereas System76’s 
Pop!_OS has been freely available for 
some time, TUXEDO’s TUXEDO OS was 
intended only for TUXEDO customers 
until September 2022, when developers 
released TUXEDO OS 1 as an ISO image. 
The version 2 release was imminent at 
the time this article was written. We de-
cided to take a look at TUXEDO OS 2 
Preview [1].

TUXEDO OS 2 is based on Ubuntu 22.04, 
but it comes up as TUXEDO OS 2 when 
you type lsb_release ‑a or display the 
/etc/os‑release configuration file. Noth-
ing changes in terms of the typical 

Ubuntu-style conventions: For example, 
there is no root account, and you need 
Sudo to gain administrative privileges.

Installation
If you slot in the 3.3GB installation 
disc with TUXEDO‑OS‑2‑202302231702.iso 
(you can also write this to a USB 
stick), you are first taken to a live sys-
tem after selecting TUXEDO OS 2 Try & 
Install in the boot loader. After 

TUXEDO OS 2 Preview in test

 New  
Tuxedo

Figure 1: The partitioner can shrink existing Windows and Linux 
partitions to make room for TUXEDO OS. Ph
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The popular Linux PC forge TUXEDO extends Ubuntu 
to include the latest KDE packages and says goodbye 
to Snap for its in-house TUXEDO OS distribution. The 
latest version is suitable for any PC. By Hans-Georg Eßer
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remind you that any special tools intended 
for TUXEDO hardware won’t work.

The installer prompts you for the lan-
guage again and then jumps directly to 
the most important part, partitioning the 
disk. You have four options: You can se-
lect a partition to shrink in Install along-
side. A slider (Figure 1) helps you divide 
the disk space between the old and new 
systems. Replace a partition lets you de-
fine a partition to delete. In addition, you 
can erase the hard disk and choose Man-
ual partitioning. This works for legacy 
partition tables (MBR) and for the newer 
GPTs. You can also elect to encrypt the 
TUXEDO OS partition with LUKS by 
clicking on Encrypt System and assigning 
a password.

When you erase the disk, you can 
choose between No swap, Swap (without 
hibernation), Swap (with hibernation), 
and Use swap file for the swap area. By 
default, the system uses an installation 
without swap space, and when shrinking 
an existing partition, the installer does 
not even ask you for swap space.

As the file system for the root parti-
tion, you can choose ext4 (the default), 
Btrfs, or XFS – but only if you use the 
whole disk or partition manually. The 
install continues with creating the stan-
dard user account. The Require strong 
passwords option can be disabled, and 
TUXEDO OS will even log you in auto-
matically if so desired. That’s all it takes; 

the installer now unpacks some files and 
waits for you to confirm the reboot.

The freshly installed GRUB boot loader 
has a boot menu from which you can 
boot other Linux and Windows installa-
tions (Figure 2). This worked without 
problems in the test; in fact, a triple boot 
configuration with TUXEDO OS, Ubuntu 
22.04, and Windows 11 worked without 
further ado.

Interface
On the test machine, a compact mini-PC 
with a quad-core Celeron N5105 and 
16GB RAM, TUXEDO OS 2 booted into a 
usable KDE desktop in 13 seconds. For 
comparison’s sake: Ubuntu 22.04 took 
18 seconds on the same machine, and 
Windows 11 Professional 20 seconds. All 
three systems were configured to auto-
matically log in the default user.

The current TUXEDO OS KDE pack-
ages come from the KDE-Neon reposi-
tory [3]. The look, placement, and struc-
ture of the start bar and menu are sensi-
bly chosen for Linux newcomers. The in-
terface responds quickly to all actions. 
Initially, the desktop has no additional 
workspaces. You can drop files directly 
on the desktop, and they end up in the 
~/Desktop/ folder.

By default, applications use light col-
ors, and the start bar and menu have a 
dark color scheme. If you change the 
colors to TUXEDO Dark in the settings 

in Appearance, give the browser a 
darkening add-on, and change the 
background, you can make things re-
ally dark (Figure 3).

Software Selection
The developers pre-install many useful 
programs directly, including Firefox, 
Thunderbird, and KTorrent in the Inter-
net category. You can use LibreOffice 
for your daily office work and play vid-
eos with VLC. VirtualBox – somewhat 
unusually – comes with the proprietary 
Oracle extension in place. Even the 
build-essential developer base package 
is already on board. Table 1 shows a 
small selection of the version numbers 
of the packages included with the TUX-
EDO OS 2 Preview.

Administrators who love legacy tools 
will be happy to see the terminal-based 
Midnight Commander file manager and 
the htop process viewer. TUXEDO OS 
does not automatically install an 
OpenSSH daemon. If you want to log in 
to the computer remotely, install 
OpenSSH Server with:

sudo apt install openssh‑server

Although TUXEDO OS is an Ubuntu de-
rivative, the developers are obviously 
not fans of the Snap [4] package man-
ager favored by the Ubuntu project: The 
service you would need for using Snap 
(snapd) doesn’t even make it onto the 
disc. Applications such as Firefox, which 
Ubuntu prefers or exclusively provides 
as a Snap package, are sourced from 
TUXEDO’s own repository (Listing 1).

The Plasma Discover software man-
ager looks like the modern app stores of 
other operating systems and offers de-
tailed descriptions, screenshots, and re-
views for many applications. However, it 
does not source all installable packages 

Figure 2: The boot manager lets you launch other Linux and Windows 
installations in addition to TUXEDO OS.

Software Version
Kernel 6.1.0-1009

KDE Plasma 5.27.1

KDE Frameworks 5.103.0 

Qt 5.15.8

LibreOffice 7.3.7.2

Firefox 110.0.1

Thunderbird 102.7.1

VLC 3.0.16

GCC 11.2.0

Table 1: Preinstalled software

TUXEDO OS 2
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running Games | Steam. An installer 
downloads the latest Steam version 
and launches the interface, letting you 
log in and download games. As soon 
as this is working, games can also be 
launched via the game overview in Lu-
tris. Further notes on gaming can be 
found in an article on the TUXEDO 
website [8].

TUXEDO Tools
The start menu contains a TUXEDO 
category with two programs, TUXEDO 
Control Center and TUXEDO WebFAI 
Creator. These applications are accompa-
nied by a command line tool named 

from the repositories, only applications 
in the narrower sense. On the other 
hand, you’re not limited to .deb pack-
ages – Plasma Discovery also insludes 
Flatpak packages in the list of install-
able applications. You can add more 
Flatpak repositories in the Discover set-
tings. You don’t need root privileges to 
do so, by the way, because Flatpak 
packages are not installed globally 
across the system. For advanced 
users there is Muon (System | Muon 
Package Manager), a classical pack-
age manager, which also supplies li-
brary packages and smaller tools.

TUXEDO OS uses X11 as the basis for 
the desktop and not Wayland. However, 
detecting the monitor size proved prob-
lematic in the test. The fonts and con-
trols turned out to be way too big. To 
find out how to fix the problem, see the 
“X11 Settings” box.

Gaming
The package repository maintained by 
TUXEDO Computers contains Lutris [5] 
and the Heroic Games Launcher [6]. 
Lutris lets you access your game librar-
ies on Steam, Humble Bundle, Epic 
Games, and GOG in a common 

interface. Lutris also integrates various 
emulators. The package description 
does not tell you about the steps needed 
to set it up; however, a post on the Lu-
tris forum [7] can help.

You won’t be able to download 
Steam games on Lutris until you set up 
the Steam client. To access the Steam 
client directly, set up the Steam in-
staller package in Discover and then 

Figure 3: If you prefer it dark, you can easily adjust the desktop.

$ apt info firefox

[...]

APT‑Sources: https://deb.tuxedocomputers.com/ubuntu jammy/main amd64 Packages

Listing 1: TUXEDO OS repo

TUXEDO OS relies on X11 instead of Way-
land, but you can add Wayland support 
retroactively. The developers justified 
their decision to go with X11 by arguing 
that X11 provides better compatibility 
with hybrid graphics setups (with a low-
powered integrated graphics card and a 
powerful add-on card), which you will 
commonly find in TUXEDO notebooks.

Very large fonts and controls were preset 
on the test computer with a 27-inch mon-
itor. The obvious way to fix this – right-
clicking on the desktop, selecting Config-
ure Display Settings, and resetting 
Global scaling from 150 to 100 percent – 
didn’t improve things even after a reboot. 
KDE offers another possibility to adjust 
the font sizes: In the system settings 
under Appearance | Fonts you can Force 

font DPI. After enabling this option (with 
a value of 96 dpi) and logging in again, 
we were finally able to use the desktop.

However, what was actually responsible 
for the display issues in our lab was the 
following entry in the /etc/sddm.conf.d/
kde_settings.conf file: 

[X11]

EnableHiDPI=true

ServerArguments=‑dpi 144

It told the X server to start with the -dpi 
144 option. The installer obviously mis-
took the monitor for a high-resolution lap-
top display. To change to a good resolu-
tion, we just needed to remove the three 
offending lines or hash-tag them out (#).

X11 Settings
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TUXEDO Tomte. However, the use of 
these applications only makes sense 
when TUXEDO OS is used for the origi-
nal purpose, i.e., when it is run on a 
computer made by TUXEDO.

The Control Center displays hardware 
information such as the CPU and GPU 
temperatures, as well as the fan speed 
(Figure 4). Profiles let you define set-
tings for different scenarios (fan, power 
consumption, or computer perfor-
mance). In the System monitor area you 
can define, for example, how many CPU 
cores the system uses and at what mini-
mum and maximum clock frequencies. 
This also worked on our lab computer.

Two of these profiles can be enabled 
automatically when you switch to mains 
or battery operation on a laptop. Owners 
of TUXEDO hardware with external 
water cooling (TUXEDO Aquaris) can 
also control the fan speed and color 
LEDs of the device connected via Blue-
tooth in a separate tab [9].

The WebFAI Creator creates a USB 
stick that fully automates the process 
of installing TUXEDO OS and other dis-
tributions, along with different desktop 
variants of Ubuntu, OpenSuse, 

Manjaro, and elementary OS (with an 
encrypted or unencrypted file system 
in each case) on a computer. WebFAI 
downloads the files required for the in-
stallation from the web after you 
choose a system. You cannot change 
the configuration with this kind of in-
stallation. WebFAI is available in the 
boot menu of a TUXEDO OS installa-
tion so that, for example, you can rein-
stall a crashed system even without a 
USB boot stick.

TUXEDO tomte is a driver update 
tool for computers from TUXEDO Com-
puters; it automatically searches for 
new driver versions for the device 
when booting the computer and auto-
matically installs them.

If you are running TUXEDO OS on an 
unsupported machine, you can remove 
these components with the command 
from Listing 2. However, the menu en-
tries in the separate TUXEDO sub-
menus are retained, and calling these 
entries will cause error messages. To 
get rid of the menu items, launch the 
Menu Editor, select the TUXEDO entry, 
and press Delete. Confirming and then 
saving alleviates these worries.

Conclusions
TUXEDO OS cut a fine figure on our lab 
computer, booting faster than either 
Ubuntu or Windows on our test device. 
KDE and the standard applications run 
smoothly, and the interface looks well 
thought-out and preconfigured.

Some extras such as the TUXEDO Con-
trol Center cannot be used meaningfully 
on third-party devices but this was only 
to be expected. And you can uninstall 
the additional programs without any 
problems. We had no objections to the 
choice of pre-installed programs. If you 
don’t like Ubuntu’s Snap containers, you 
will be happy about their absence.

The Lutris gaming platform requires 
the presence of the Steam client to be 
fully functional. The steps required to 
integrate Steam into your game collec-
tion require some extended searching 
on the web.

Apart from this, the preview version 
of the latest Tuxedo operating system is 
already very usable, even without a 
Tuxedo laptop or PC. If you like to ex-
periment with alternative Linux distri-
butions, Tuxedo OS is an interesting 
option.  nnn

Figure 4: The TUXEDO Control Center is intended for systems running 
on TUXEDO hardware.

$ sudo apt remove tuxedo‑control‑center tuxedo‑webfai‑creator tuxedo‑tomte

Listing 2: Removing TUXEDO Tools
[1]  TUXEDO OS ISO downloads:  

https://  os.  tuxedocomputers.  com

[2]  Calamares installer framework: 

https://  calamares.  io

[3]  KDE Neon: https://  neon.  kde.  org

[4]  Canonical Snap: https://  snapcraft.  io

[5]  Lutris: https://  lutris.  net

[6]  Heroic Games Launcher:  

https://  github.  com/  Heroic-  Games- 

 Launcher/  HeroicGamesLauncher

[7]  Linking Steam and Lutris:  

https://  forums.  lutris.  net/  t/  can-  not- 

 sync-  to-  steam-  public-  profile-  error-  at- 

 first/  4180

[8]  “Gaming with TUXEDO OS”:  

https://  www.  tuxedocomputers.  com/ 

 en/  Gaming-with-TUXEDO-OS.  tuxedo

[9]  TUXEDO Aquaris:  

https://  www.  tuxedocomputers.  com/ 

 en/  TUXEDO-  Aquaris.  tuxedo
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The start-up window opens with the 
filter options (Figure 1). On the right, 
you can specify the desired Internet 
protocol and transport protocols ver-
sions by enabling the appropriate radio 
buttons. In both cases, all available 
versions are enabled by default (i.e., 
IPv4 and IPv6, as well as TCP and 
UDP). On the far right, select the appli-
cation protocol from more than a 
dozen options in a drop-down list. 
Again, Sniffnet takes all protocols into 
account in the default setting.

On the left of the start-up window, 
you will find the network interfaces 
available on the system. Sniffnet lists 
both the physical and virtual interfaces; 
Sniffnet always enables the first physi-
cal interface. Consequently, you may 
need to select the desired interface if 
this doesn’t meet your needs. After ad-
justing the basic settings, click Run!

Sniffnet now takes a moment to ac-
quire the available data and then opens 
the actual monitoring window (Figure 
2). At the top, you will see a constantly 
updated graphical display showing the 
number of data packets passing through 
the active network interface per second. 
This display uses colors to differentiate 
between incoming and outgoing pack-
ets. Alternatively, you can display the 
transferred data volume in bytes per 
second by clicking the appropriate radio 

M onitoring network traffic is 
part of the admin’s daily 
grind. Most admins use the 
graphical Wireshark tool be-

cause of its wealth of functions as well 
as its availability in most distributions’ 
respositories. Because Wireshark is pri-
marily aimed at professional users, you 
need in-depth network knowledge to use 
it. The new Sniffnet project targets less 
experienced users, providing meaningful 
results in a simple, intuitive, and clear-
cut interface.

Installation
Sniffnet is a cross-platform Rust appli-
cation [1]. If you don’t have the Rust 
programming language on your system, 

first set it up with the command from 
line 2 of Listing 1. The installation rou-
tine requires some interactive input and 
prints some status messages at the 
prompt. You install Sniffnet itself in the 
terminal using the Rust package man-
ager, Cargo (line 4).

If you are using a Linux distribution 
with a DEB package manager, you can 
install the precompiled DEB package [2] 
from the project’s GitHub page instead; 
this removes the need to implement Rust 
first (line 6).

For the program to work correctly, you 
will definitely need to resolve some de-
pendencies [3] (line 8), regardless of the 
installation path. When done, call Sniff-
net with the sudo sniffnet command.

Analyze network traffic with Sniffnet

Traffic Monitor
Network traffic remains a closed book for many users. Sniffnet 
lets less experienced users monitor their network traffic with 
ease. By Erik Bärwaldt
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01  ### Install Rust

02  $ curl ‑‑proto '=https' ‑‑tlsv1.2 ‑sSf https://sh.rustup.rs | sh

03  ### Set up Sniffnet via Rust

04  $ cargo install sniffnet

05  ### Install Sniffnet as a DEB

06  $ sudo apt install sniffnet_Linux.deb

07  ### Install dependencies

08  $ sudo apt install libpcap‑dev libfontconfig libfontconfig1‑dev

Listing 1: Install Sniffnet
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button under Plotted data. In a small 
box to the right of the graphical display, 
you will find some statistical data about 
the network connection, including the 
number of filtered packets, their size in 

megabytes, and the filtered packets per 
application protocol.

Perhaps the most interesting thing, the 
Relevant connections box beneath the 
graphical traffic display contains exact 

data on the individual connections, con-
sisting of source and target addresses 
and the ports involved. In addition, you 
can see the transport and application 
protocol used for each connection, as 

Figure 1: The very tidy Sniffnet start-up window only offers the essentials.

Figure 2: Sniffnet summarizes all network traffic information in a single window.
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During testing, I found a few bugs. 
On Kubuntu 22.04, the software refused 
to open the report when I pressed the 
Open full report button, but you can 
work around this by manually opening 
the file without any problems. A more 
serious issue: Sniffnet deletes the log-
files almost arbitrarily. Furthermore, 
Sniffnet does not resolve IP addresses 
into names – you have to manually find 
the name for 104.26.7.95. Finally, you 
cannot copy sequences from the live 
log; you need to extract them after gen-
erating a logfile (if it survives the ses-
sion). Clearly, Sniffnet still has great 
potential for improvement.  nnn

view this text file, click on Open full re-
port to open it in your desktop environ-
ment’s standard text editor (Figure 3). 
The application updates the log in near 
real time.

If you want to change something in 
the settings during a run, click on the 
arrow icon in the upper left corner 
(Figure 2); this will take you back to 
the main window. It is important to 
note that Sniffnet deletes the logfile on 
every restart. If needed, you can save 
the logs after terminating the applica-
tion or before restarting the software.

Conclusions
If you want to see what’s happening 
with your network traffic, the largely 
self-explanatory Sniffnet offers a simple 
solution for all levels of users. However, 
the tool lacks analysis capabilities; if 
you are troubleshooting problems with 
your network connection, you will need 
to check the logs manually.

well as the number of packets transmit-
ted. On the far right, under the Bytes col-
umn, you will also find the volume of 
data that has been transferred per 
connection.

Sniffnet also color codes the data in 
the monitoring window. Incoming con-
nections are shown in a reddish-brown, 
while outgoing ones are colored blue. 
You can change this view by clicking a 
radio button: Click the most packets 
radio button to display the connections 
by the number of packets sent or re-
ceived, or click the most bytes button to 
sort all packets in descending order by 
the volume of data transferred.

Complete
In its graphical display, Sniffnet always 
shows you the most recent data transfers. 
To track the network traffic over time, 
Sniffnet logs all connections and their ac-
tivities as a table in a text file named 
$HOME/sniffnet_report/report.txt. To 

Figure 3: All connections and activities on the network interface can also be viewed in text form.

[1]  Sniffnet:  
https://  github.  com/  GyulyVGC/  sniffnet

[2]  DEB package: https://  github.  com/ 
 GyulyVGC/  sniffnet/  releases

[3]  Installation instructions: https://  github. 
 com/  GyulyVGC/  sniffnet#  installation
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which also perform reliably on Linux. 
Hardly anyone needs modems anymore, 
but LTE or 5G modems can usually be 
fed at commands via an emulated serial L inux and hardware haven’t always 

been the best of friends. Just 20 
years ago, you couldn’t just buy a 
mainstream computer and expect 

it to work when you installed Linux. If 
wanted to be sure that your new acquisi-
tion would play nicely with Linux, you 
often had weeks of very detailed re-
search ahead of you. Which chipsets 
were supported? Which modems, print-
ers, sound cards, and network adapters 
had the necessary drivers?

If you didn’t check carefully, the worst 
case is that you would be left with hard-
ware that was practically impossible to 
get to work with Linux. Just remember 
the notorious winmodems (Figure 1) or 
printers that did nothing without binary 
drivers that the vendor didn’t bother to 
provide for Linux systems. If you are 
looking for proof that not everything was 
better in the past, the Linux hardware 
saga is a rich source.

Fortunately, the times are changing. 
Individual computer components are in-
creasingly merging into a single logical 
unit. Sound cards became standard com-
ponents at some point and supported 
use on Linux with appropriate drivers. 
Graphics chipsets, also an eternal 

nuisance, now come with support from 
NVIDIA or AMD. If you don’t play 
games, you can make do with the chip-
sets integrated in AMD and Intel CPUs, 

The disaster of MIPI cameras on Linux

Tinker Time
Linux users have long gotten used to the standard hardware in their systems working perfectly. 
Recently, however, things have gotten dicey for webcams supporting the MIPI specification. We’ll 
tell you why and what to do about it. By Martin Loschwitz

Figure 1: Softmodems or winmodems were a nuisance in the early 
years of Linux development because they didn’t work without proprie-
tary drivers. Over 20 years later, Intel has done the same stunt with 
webcams. Wikipedia, Douglas Whitaker, CC BY-SA 2.5 Ph
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interface. Printers usually have their 
own network connection and offer sup-
port for KPL/ PD or PostScript. Even for 
devices connected locally via USB, wide 
ranging driver support exists today. All is 
well, you might think, in the world of 
Linux and modern hardware.

In 2023, it seems strange that Linux 
users are again scrambling to compile 
kernel modules, battling with broken 
drivers on their desktops, and using 
elaborate work-arounds. This epidemic 
has been triggered by hardware that 
hardly anyone suspected would have 
come up lacking in support: webcams.

The Unknown Giant
The recent turn of events in webcams 
has its origins in something that took 
place more than 20 years ago: the found-
ing of the Mobile Industry Processor In-
terface Alliance, or MIPI for short. MIPI 
was established in 2003 with the aim of 
creating protocol and interface standards 
for the interaction of processors and 
peri pheral devices.

Most admins assume the term periph-
erals refers to mice, keyboards, printers, 
scanners, and similar devices, but the 
common definition also includes moni-
tors and attachments such as external 
sound cards or webcams. For quite a 
while, MIPI didn’t get much publicity or 
media coverage. But today, the consor-
tium includes more than 300 manufac-
turers, so MIPI has definitely become a 
force in the industry.

One of MIPI’s main fields of activity is 
defining protocols for the exchange of im-
ages and sounds between a host and the 
peripheral device. The CSI protocols are 
some of the most widely used protocols 
in the MIPI Alliance. CSI stands for Cam-
era Serial Interface, and three versions of 
it are currently available. The most popu-
lar is undoubtedly 2019, the latest revi-
sion of MIPI CSI-2. CSI-2 is still used in 
many MIPI-compatible cameras today.

But how does a “normal” webcam dif-
fer from a MIPI device? In simple terms, 
CSI simply defines the interface that the 
camera and host use to exchange data. 
Like all interface definitions, CSI has had 
to adapt to the fact that data volumes 
have grown over the years. Today’s web-
cams often need to handle 4K streams. 
MIPI CSI-2 from 2019 already supports 
significantly higher bandwidths than leg-
acy USB 3.0 with its realistic 3.6 GB/ s 

throughput. But the usable bandwidth is 
not the only difference between typical 
old-style webcams and the MIPI system.

The MIPI standard explicitly stipulates 
that the camera sensors and the compo-
nents responsible for image evaluation 
must not be combined in the same as-
sembly. This means that, in MIPI setups, 
the camera uses its sensors to produce 
raw audio and image data, which it then 
passes through to the host. The host 
handles the brunt of the work, comput-
ing an image with sound, which can 
then be used for video conferencing or 
other activities.

Several factors play an important role. 
On the one hand, decoupling the sensor 
from the chip enables a variety of combi-
nations that can be adapted to the appli-
cation. Inexpensive notebooks contain 
equally inexpensive video processing 
chips, mid-range devices use inexpen-
sive chips with expensive sensors, and 
high-end machines use the best they can 
get – or so the theory goes (Figure 2).

On the other hand, this setup means 
you can integrate special chips that not 
only assemble an image for the webcam 
but also process the data, for example, 
with AI support. The famous AI problem 
that automatically calculates the number 
of bees in a hive using a webcam bene-
fits massively from the MIPI interface: 
The data arrives in precisely the raw for-
mat that the computer needs to process 
directly, instead of fiddling around with 
a mess of pixels from a mid-range 
webcam.

The Crux of the Matter
Thus far, the gradual migration to MIPI 
technology seems very promising, but 
appearances are deceiving. The reason 
for the problems Linux users are having 
with their webcams is related to the 
image processing chips that comply with 
the MIPI specification. The CSI-2 proto-
col itself causes virtually no problems. 
The Linux kernel has supported it for 
quite some time and has no trouble sup-
porting a data exchange between periph-
erals and the MIPI chip (Figure 3).

The situation is not quite so harmoni-
ous with the image processing chips, 
which have been making inroads into 
the current Intel and AMD CPU specifi-
cations for some time now. The IPU6 
image processing unit included with In-
tel’s “Tiger Lake” and “Alder Lake” CPU 
series specifications is explicitly in-
tended as a potential CPU component for 
a MIPI-compatible camera based on the 
CSI-2 standard. The crux of the matter is 
that, to use the IPU6 chip, you need pro-
prietary firmware and a special driver.

Firmware is unlikely to faze most 
Linux users; after all, there are quite a 
few drivers that you can only use with 
proprietary firmware. The kernel devel-
opers and the major distributors have 
long since found ways to cushion this 
problem from the user’s point of view in 
the form of sensible workarounds. But 
things are different with IPU6.

Although Intel provides a driver for 
the cameras, this driver does not work 
well. For the current Linux kernel, 

Figure 2: MIPI CSI-2 describes an interface for communication between 
peripheral devices and host chips so that they can be logically sepa-
rated from each other and combined as required. © NXP Semiconductors
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process that ultimately led to success in 
several bug reports on GitHub.

Everything starts with the Linux ker-
nel. The kernel is not always able to 
read the correct CSI pin assignment 
from the system’s ACPI information 
and requires a patch [2] by Red Hat 
employee Hans de Goede (Figure 4). 
You then need to add another code 
patch [3] for current kernels to ensure 
that Linux uses the IPU6 chip’s 
IOMMU interface instead of unsuccess-
fully placing it under the aegis of the 
CPU’s IOMMU management. Finally, a 
third patch [4] ensures that the Linux 
kernel detects ACPI device LATT2021, 
which is installed in some laptops with 
an IPU6 chip and without which the 
camera cannot be controlled.

First, pick up the source code for 
your current kernel and check whether 
it already contains the three code addi-
tions, or if you need to apply them. Ca-
nonical has now included at least the 
first two patches in its own kernel for 
Ubuntu 22.10. This was not the case 
for openSUSE and Fedora, at least at 
the time this article went to press. If in 
doubt, your only option is to pick up 

there is no trouble-free way to build it. 
To make things worse, the way it is 
written means that it cannot be inte-
grated into the official Linux kernel in 
the foreseeable future and must there-
fore be considered an out-of-tree devel-
opment. This prompted kernel veteran 
Greg Kroah-Hartman to explicitly warn 
users against buying new devices with 
Intel’s “Alder Lake” CPUs and MIPI 
webcams [1]. Usable support under 
Linux is unlikely in the foreseeable fu-
ture, he emphasized.

If you take a closer look at the situa-
tion on Lenovo’s current 10th-generation 
flagship X1 Carbon, the extent of the di-
saster quickly becomes clear. After boot-
ing a recent desktop Linux, such as 
openSUSE or Fedora, the device’s built-
in webcam is simply not available. The 
webcam appears in the list of integrated 
hardware, but no driver is loaded. A us-
able webcam is also conspicuously ab-
sent in tools such as Google Meet. If you 
have a lemon like this on your desk, you 
can only take part in video conferences 
without sending video images – which is 
farcical given that we are living in the 
third decade of the 21st century.

To make things even worse, without 
resorting to a compiler, this debacle is 
practically impossible to clean up. One 
of the Linux community’s greatest 
achievements over the past two decades 
has been to make messing around with 
drivers on consumer hardware unneces-
sary. When I first started exploring Linux 
in 1998, it was nothing out of the ordi-
nary to build a custom kernel because of 
a special driver or even a single impor-
tant patch. However, distribution kernels 
have steadily become more reliable and 
complete in recent years. Kernel building 
skills are likely to be rusty even among 
old hands.

Ways Out
All told, the sparsely documented ap-
proaches to getting an IPU6 chip to work 
on Linux are not very encouraging. 
Users who are brave enough to tackle 
this problem have a real marathon ahead 
of them if they ever want to use the 
webcam.

Martin Sofaru, who owns a seventh-
generation Lenovo X1 Yoga, took on the 
task of solving the IPU6 problem out of 
personal interest. He describes the 

Figure 3: The Linux kernel is quite capable of handling the CSI-2 specification and also implements a 
transport path for it. However, it has trouble with the Intel drivers. Users are therefore forced to start 
tinkering with their systems.
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the source code for the kernel you are 
currently running and compare the 
code patches item by item.

Unfortunately, after customizing the 
kernel, you have only completed about 
10 percent of the work. Once the ker-
nel is up and running, the next step is 
to compile the required drivers and in-
stall the proprietary firmware. Intel de-
livers the firmware in its own Git direc-
tory [5], and an installation guide tells 
you what to do: Copy the files from the 
include/ and /lib folders to /usr/in-
clude/ and /usr/lib/.

This illustrates another dimension of 
the mess. The proprietary components 
for IPU6 include not only the firmware 
itself, but also a bunch of userland li-
braries for accessing IPU6. Ubuntu and 
Arch Linux offer corresponding pack-
ages, but Ubuntu’s packages are pro-
vided externally by the OEM Solutions 
Group [6]. openSUSE and Fedora, on the 
other hand, require far more manual 
work. You need to retrieve the files di-
rectly from GitHub and unpack them on 
your system.

The story is similar for the driver 
packages. Ubuntu and Arch Linux have 

packages available for building the 
modules for your own kernel with just 
a few commands. Ubuntu unsurpris-
ingly uses DKMS (Dynamic Kernel 
Management Support), which offers 
multiple benefits. Complementing the 
module sources themselves, the OEM 
Solutions Group has also included 
some patches from the Intel module 
code bug reports, without which the 
kernel module simply won’t work.

Intel’s official GitHub repository is ob-
viously not a hive of activity and the 
company doesn’t seem to want to make 
it easy to use its hardware on Linux. 
Once again, Fedora and openSUSE users 
will have more work to do than users of 
some other distributions.

Kernel Modules
If you have made it this far, you now 
face the next challenge: building IPU6 
modules that are suitable for your own 
kernel from Intel’s sources. Again, 
Hans de Goede has been extremely 
helpful with patches and many com-
ments, which ultimately give you semi-
finished to-go solutions for individual 
distributions. Ubuntu has all the 

patches required and available for the 
current drivers in its program as DKMS 
packages (again in the OEM Solutions 
Repository); you can use these pack-
ages to build the essential kernel mod-
ule in the usual way.

If your distribution does not offer this 
solution, once again the only option is to 
download the sources from GitHub and 
complete the manual build process. Bit-
ter pill: It is precisely because Intel puts 
so little effort into maintaining its IPU6 
drivers that many IDs of chipsets for 
IPU6 cameras that are quite common in 
the wild are missing from the headers. 
For example, quite a few Dell models use 
IPU6 chips, which the driver theoreti-
cally supports but fails to identify due to 
ID changes.

Again, you might very well be left 
out in the cold and have no choice but 
to do it all yourself. This requires addi-
tional knowledge, of course; not only 
do you have to patch the kernel; you 
also have to develop the patch your-
self. After all these setbacks, if you do 
get to the point where the driver actu-
ally loads, you still have a long path 
ahead of you.

Figure 4: If your own distributor has not already integrated the patches needed for IPU6, the first step on the 
way to using your webcam is to patch the kernel.
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Kroah-Hartman has already given the 
thumbs down to the driver in its current 
form is not encouraging for the future. 
Intel would probably have to do an ex-
tensive code redesign to integrate the 
driver into the mainline kernel at some 
point. However, it seems unlikely that 
this will happen in the foreseeable future 
given the current state of the driver.

Conclusions
Devices with the IPU6 chipset are defi-
nitely something to avoid as a Linux 
user, even if it feels wrong to even make 
such a statement in the year 2023. It is 
Intel’s duty to develop suitable drivers, 
maintain them, and integrate them into 
Linux if the company is looking to re-
lease hardware onto the market by citing 
specifications.

If you already own a computer with an 
IPU6 chip and a MIPI-based cam, it is 
best to switch to a basic external web-
cam that offers better support for Linux 
(Figure 5). Webcams are readily avail-
able for little money, and they usually 
run as plug-and-play solutions on Linux 
without needing special drivers outside 
the kernel.

We can only hope that Intel will 
quickly change its mind and get a grip 
on the situation. Currently, the use of 
IPU6 cameras on Linux is an outra-
geous imposition on the part of the 
vendor.  nnn

Helper Construct
This is far from the end of the journey to 
the absurd for Ubuntu and Arch Linux 
users. Even if a fully patched kernel with 
all required libraries, firmware files, and 
correctly patched drivers is available, 
and the kernel successfully displays the 
new camera in dmesg, if you try to ac-
cess it from Firefox or Chrome, for exam-
ple, you will see only a black screen. The 
reason for this is that Intel has decided 
that the in-house IPU6 drivers do not 
need a compatibility interface for Video-
4Linux (V4L). Unfortunately, the V4L 
framework is almost exclusively used on 
Linux to integrate external video compo-
nents such as webcams.

As if you hadn’t done enough work, 
the next step is to install a relay dae-
mon for V4L. What this does is, on the 
one hand, pick up the signal from the 
IPU6 chip, which is now hopefully 
working, and, on the other, pass it to a 
V4L pseudo device where the other pro-
grams can grab it in the usual way. This 
helper construct is reason enough for a 
moderately severe fit of rage, but get-
ting over-excited will not help. If you 
want to use the integrated MIPI cam on 
your new current laptop, you have to 
tinker on.

But for all of this messing around in 
userspace to be fruitful, you first need 
yet another component. ipu6-camera-
hal makes the IPU6 interface visible to 
the V4L relay daemon on the host’s 
filesystem, and this, in turn, makes the 
interface usable. Again, Ubuntu and 
Arch Linux offer the software as a 
package via their repository paths, 
whereas Fedora and openSUSE users 
have to go through another round of 
tinkering.

Particularly grotesque: Patches for the 
V4L2 loopback pseudo-device, which ul-
timately allows conventional tools to ac-
cess the camera, are circulating in bug 
reports for IPU6. The same is true for the 
relay daemon, which is actually a 
Ubuntu tool, but even there it will not 
interact with the remaining components 
out of the box. In its default configura-
tion, the parameters in its systemd unit 
do not fit the bill; it launches but does 
not identify the IPU6 camera as a poten-
tial communication partner.

Just before the editorial deadline, the 
right packages with all the necessary 
patches to get an IPU6 up and running 
on a 10th-generation Lenovo X1 Carbon 
arrived in the OEM Solutions PPA [6] 
from Ubuntu that I mentioned earlier on. 
A look at the code in this repository 
could possibly help you rebuild the 
setup on another distribution.

On Shaky Legs
The fact that it was possible to use the 
camera to its full extent on Linux at 
some point in my test can ultimately 
only be viewed as a Pyrrhic victory. The 
entire construct stands on shaky legs. 
For example, you need to block auto-
matic system updates for your home-
built kernel in the package manager. 
Otherwise, the distribution will replace 
the work of art you so painstakingly cob-
bled together with the standard kernel 
the next time a vulnerability is fixed.

On the other hand, you don’t want to 
be running an old kernel, especially on 
desktops and laptops. The risk of becom-
ing a victim of an attack through an un-
fixed vulnerability increases significantly 
with each attack that becomes public. 
The fact that kernel guru Greg 

Figure 5: If you have a laptop with an IPU6 MIPI chip by Intel, you will 
be far better off with an external webcam than trying to set up the 
drivers on the system. © Logitech

[1]  Greg Kroah-Hartman on IPU cameras: 
https://  lore.  kernel.  org/  lkml/ 
 YvUaEDMbZD70x+hD@kroah.  com/

[2]  Required kernel patch 1: https:// 
 github.  com/  intel/  ipu6‑drivers/  blob/ 
 2b8a592dc63e117d8f5af5f32a10d7 
 e0651832d2/  patch/  IOMMU‑ 
 passthrough‑  for‑  intel‑  ipu.  diff

[3]  Required kernel patch 2: https:// 
 github.  com/  intel/  ipu6‑drivers/  blob/ 
 2b8a592dc63  e117d8f5  af5f32  a10d7 
 e0651832d2/  patch/  int3472‑  support‑ 
 independent‑  clock‑  and‑  LED‑  gpios‑5. 
 17%2B.  patch

[4]  Required kernel patch 3: https://  lore. 
 kernel.  org/  all/  20221106170345. 
 1579893‑30‑  sashal@kernel.  org/

[5]  Firmware files and libraries: https:// 
 github.  com/  intel/  ipu6‑camera‑bins

[6]  Ubuntu OEM Solutions Group: https:// 
 launchpad.  net/  ~oem‑  solutions‑  group/ 
 +archive/  ubuntu/  intel‑  ipu6
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A s a writer, I rarely need to look up the definition of a word. 
If I don’t know a word, I’m not going to risk using it. How-
ever, I frequently check that a word has the exact nuance I 
want. If it does not, I turn to a thesaurus to search for a 

closer alternative. Unfortunately, a regular dictionary is next to use-
less for these purposes. That is why I was pleased to discover dict 
[1], which not only has the information needed for such purposes, 
but runs from the command line for added efficiency.

A client for the DICT [2] dictionary network protocol, dict es-
sentially searches several dozen databases and returns compre-
hensive results in seconds. It is available for major distributions, 
but note that each database is often in a separate package in dis-
tro repositories and must be installed separately from the basic 
command. The option --dbs (-D) will show a list of these data-
bases, as will the web version [3] of dict (Figure 1). The data-
bases supported by dict include a number of dictionaries, a the-
saurus, a collection of acronyms, the Jargon File, the CIA World 
Factbook, and 34 other languages besides English – far more 
than the average dictionary offers. The results include not only 
the range of literal meanings, but numer-
ous contexts as well. Some default re-
sults for the word “red” from my current 
installation are shown in Table 1.

This amount of information makes for 
intensive scrolling, so dict used with only 
the basic command and a search term 
should usually be used with a pager like 
less or cat. Another option is to specify 
a specific database so that only the rele-
vant results are given, using the option 
--database (-d) DATABASE. For instance

dict ‑d moby‑thesaurus red

With the dict client, you can quickly search dozens of natural language dictionary databases for 
the perfect word. By Bruce Byfield

Figure 1: A list of dict's installed databases.

Basic definitions: Red \Red\, v. t. To put on order; to make tidy; also, to free from 
entanglement or embarrassment; – generally with up; as, to red up 
a house. [Prov. Eng. & Scot.]

Notes on how to 
use the word:

Red is often used in the formation of self-explaining compounds; as, 
red-breasted, red-cheeked, red-faced, red-haired, red-headed, red-
skinned, red-tailed, red-topped, red-whiskered, red-coasted.

Contexts: {Red admiral} (Zool.), a beautiful butterfly ({Vanessa Atalanta}) 
common in both Europe and America. The front wings are crossed 
by a broad orange red band. The larva feeds on nettles. Called also 
{Atalanta butterfly}, and {nettle butterfly}.

Note: Etymologies, synonyms, and translations may also be given, 
depending on the databases installed.

Table 1: Sample Results
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will return only synonyms (Figure 2). 
Similarly, if you wanted to look up the 
Old Testament character Jezebel, you 
could specify easton to get results only 
from Easton’s Bible Dictionary (1897) 
(Figure 3) – an encyclopedia entry, 
rather than a dictionary definition.

Another alternative for limiting results 
is to choose a strategy from those dis-
played using the options with --strats 
(-S). These strategies are analogous to 
regular expressions, but actually include 
both basic and modern options (Figure 4). 
These strategies are not documented, but 
most are self-explanatory if sometimes a 
bit obscure. For example, you can specify 
the prefix, suffix, and substrings to find a 
family of related words and use soundex to 
search for similar sounds, which might be 
useful in a rhymed poem. However, be-
fore you choose a limiting strategy, you 
can use --match (-m) to see how many re-
sults a search will return.

If a search is not useful, you can trying 
working more closely with a database. 
With --serverinfo (-I) and --serverhelp 
(-H), you can see more information about 
a database's server. Alternatively, --info 
DATABASE (-i) displays information about 
the database itself. However, note that no 
information may be available for some 
databases, in which case dict returns the 
misleading message, invalid database.

Depending on your preferences or how 
you plan to use search results, you can 
also use --format (-f) FORMAT. Four differ-
ent formats are available, as described in 
the man page: I, S, D, and m. Annoyingly, 
these formats are diagrammed but not 
documented, so you may have to do 
more than one test before finding the 
one you prefer.

Limitations
Linux has other dictionary tools be-
sides dict. On the desktop, you can 
choose such applications as Golden-
Dict, Artha, the WordNet browser, 
and Gnome Dictionary. However, so 
far as I can determine, dict is the 
only one available from the command 
line and by far the most flexible and 
thorough. In fact, its potential is so 

great that its lack of documentation 
and examples is irksome, if often sur-
mountable. It is not clear whether 
dict is still being actively developed. 
Still, with patience, what is available 
is so useful that no writer on Linux 
should be without it.  nnn

Figure 2: A search in a synonym database for synonyms for “red.”

Figure 3: A search in a Biblical database for “Jezebel.”

Figure 4: Results can be filtered by a choice of strategies.

[1]  dict: https://  man.  archlinux.  org/  man/ 

 dict.  1.  en

[2]  DICT dictionary network protocol: 

https://  en.  wikipedia.  org/  wiki/  DICT

[3]  dict web version: http://  dict.  org/  bin/  Dict
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an extensible ELF file from scratch using 
flat assembler (fasm) [2], an x86 macro-
assembler. Fasm supports the creation of 
“flat” binary files, meaning that the pro-
grammer determines (broadly speaking) 

A n object file is a black box that 
you can never really see inside. 
You can’t just open it and read 
it. We all have some understand-

ing that it contains instructions for the 
computer, coded in a format that only a 
computer can understand, but we’re 
used to thinking of compiled program 
code as something of a mystery. If you 
take a closer look, however, the structure 
is not as opaque as you might imagine.

Linux, like most other Unix-like op-
erating systems, stores program code 
in the Executable and Linkable Format 
(ELF). ELF superseded the less-flexible 
a.out format and has been the stan-
dard in Linux since 1995 and in Free-
BSD [1] since 1998. An ELF object file 
contains the processor-specific in-
structions that the CPU actually exe-
cutes. It also contains other informa-
tion relating to
• how and where to load the object into 

memory
• dynamic linking
• any public functions exported (or im-

ported) by the object
• debugging
Much of this functionality is only docu-
mented in the source code for kernels 
and toolchains themselves or in various 
obscure parts of the web. Understanding 
the ELF format is essential for anyone 

writing a compiler, assembler, or linker 
for the Linux platform.

The best way to study the structure of 
an ELF file is to watch one come together. 
In this article, I’ll show how to construct 

A Deep Dive into the ELF File Format

 Elf Quest

Linux and other Unix-based systems use the ELF file format for executables, object code, and 
shared libraries. Take a peek inside to learn how an ELF file is organized. By Alan Guy Pilbeam

Figure 1: Inside an ELF File. Ph
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every byte that appears in the output file. 
The ELF file will run on both Linux and 
FreeBSD; the full code is about 500 lines, 
and you can download it from the associ-
ated Git repository [3]. You’ll need to in-
stall fasm from your operating system’s 
package repository.

In your daily life, it is rarely necessary 
to build an ELF file manually. This exer-
cise is intended for purposes of illustra-
tion. In the real world, a developer tool 
such as a compiler generates the ELF file 

based on the contents of source code 
and information provided by the 
developer.

The Layout of an ELF File
An ELF file usually has four main parts:
• the ELF header
• one or more program headers
• one or more section headers
• one or more sections
Assembly languages operate at a lower 
level than a language such as C, so 

assembly language corresponds more 
closely with the commands the computer 
actually executes. I’ll therefore use as-
sembly language as a means for describ-
ing the ELF format. Figure 1 provides a 
graphical representation of an ELF file 
and shows how this file relates to the ELF 
image when loaded into memory.

The ELF Header
In Listing 1, I declare the ELF header 
(for those new to assembly language, db 

01  ; Magic.

02  db 0x7f,"ELF"

03  ; Class (32‑ or 64‑bit).

04  db ELFCLASS64

05  ; Endian‑ness (least significant bytes

06  ; first).

07  db ELFDATA2LSB

08  ; Version of the ELF spec.

09  db EV_CURRENT

10  ; ABI (Application Binary Interface) ‑

11  ; we use ELFOSABI_LINUX = 3 or

12  ; ELFOSABI_FREEBSD = 9

13  if OS eq "Linux"

14    db ELFOSABI_LINUX

15  else if OS eq "FreeBSD"

16    db ELFOSABI_FREEBSD

17  end if

18  ; ABI version (always 0).

19  db 0

20  rept 7 {db 0} ; Padding.

21  ; Executable type (2) could also be

22  ; ET_REL = 1 for a relocatable object or

23  ; ET_DYN = 3 for a shared library.

24  dw ET_EXEC

25  ; Machine is x86‑64.

26  dw EM_AMD64

27  ; File version (always set to EV_CURRENT

28  ; = 1).

29  dd EV_CURRENT

30  ; Entry point.

31  dq LOAD_BASE + PLANE1 + main

32  ; Program headers offset.

33  dq PROGRAM_HEADERS

34  ; Section headers offset.

35  dq SECTION_HEADERS

36  ; Flags (always 0).

37  dd 0

38  ; Size of this ELF header.

39  dw ELF_HEADER_SIZE

40  ; Size of one program header (56 bytes).

41  dw SIZEOF_PROGRAM_HEADER

42  dw NUM_PROGRAM_HEADERS

43  ; Size of one section header (64 bytes).

44  dw SIZEOF_SECTION_HEADER

45  dw NUM_SECTION_HEADERS

46  ; This is the section header table index

47  ; of the entry associated with the

48  ; section name string table.

49  dw SHSTRTAB_INDEX

50  ELF_HEADER_SIZE = $

Listing 1: The ELF Header

01  macro PROGRAM_HEADER type,permissions, offset,virtual_
address,physical_address, disk_size,mem_size,alignment

02  {

03    ; Segment type ‑ common types are

04    ; PT_NULL = 0; PT_LOAD = 1;

05    ; PT_DYNAMIC = 2; PT_INTERP = 3;

06    ; PT_PHDR = 6.

07    dd type

08    ; Permissions ‑ readable/writable/

09    ; executable: an ORed combination

10    ; of values from PF_R = 0x4; PF_W =

11    ; 0x2; PF_X = 0x1.

12    dd permissions

13    ; Offset in file.

14    dq offset

15    ; Offset at runtime.

16    dq virtual_address

17    ; Unused; set to 0.

18    dq physical_address

19    dq disk_size

20    dq mem_size

21    dq alignment

22    ; The following variable lets us count 
  ; program headers as we declare them.

23    CPROGRAM_HEADER = CPROGRAM_HEADER + 1

24  }

Listing 2: The Program Header Macro
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shared library), and the processor. The 
ELF header also marks out the space 
for the program and section headers, 
which you’ll learn about later in this 
article.

means “declare byte,” dw means “declare 
word” (two bytes), and so on; rept n {} 
repeats the enclosed code n times).

As you can see in Listing 1, the ELF 
header contains general information 

describing the program’s context. For 
instance, the header contains settings 
for the class (32-bit or 64-bit), the En-
dianness, the operating system, the file 
type (executable, relocatable object, or 

Name Description
interp A (possibly) null-terminated string requesting a program interpreter (aka runtime linker/ loader). On Linux, this would 

typically be /lib64/ld‑linux‑x86‑64.so.2; on FreeBSD it’s /libexec/ld‑elf.so.1.
.gnu.hash When the dynamic linker combines all the objects in a process, it needs a way to discover, rapidly, whether a particular 

symbol is present in a given object file. The GNU hash section provides a precomputed hash table to facilitate this.
.dynsym A list of symbols that the object provides or requires. The first symbol should be a null symbol. For symbols we’re 

providing ourselves, we need to supply the section index of the section where the symbol’s storage is located, and a 
virtual address for the symbol.

.dynstr Null-terminated strings, usually the names of libraries and functions needed in the link. This section, like .strtab 
and .shstrtab, is defined to begin and end with a null character.

.rela.plt Relocations. Each relocation contains the address of a slot the dynamic linker needs to fill in, as well as the offset of 
the corresponding symbol in .dynsym, the type of relocation (we’ll only be using R_X86_64_JMP_SLOT = 7), and a 
constant addend. These fields are all quad-words.

.text The actual executable code of the program; the address of this section is typically the program’s entry point.

.plt Contains code used as a springboard to functions in other ELF images loaded in the same address space.

.got.plt Contains the absolute addresses of functions in other ELF images loaded in the same address space.

.bss, .data These sections contain only program dataholding variables expected by libc.

.dynamic This section contains an array of pairs of quad-words providing extra information to help with dynamic linking. 
The first quad-word can be thought of as a configuration option and the second, its value. For example, DT_NEEDED 
followed by the offset of the string libc.so.7 indicates that this library is needed, and DT_GNU_HASH followed by a 
virtual address tells the linker where to find the .gnu.hash section.

.symtab Non-dynamic symbols; not usually loaded into memory at runtime.

.strtab Non-dynamic strings referenced by .symtab.

.shstrtab Contains the section names used by the section headers.

Table 1: Common Section Names

01  macro SECTION_HEADER name,name_string, 
type,flags,virtual_address,offset,size, 
link,info,alignment,entry_size

02  {

03    ; An index into .shstrtab giving this

04    ; sections's name.

05    dd name_string

06  

07    ; Type ‑ we will make use of the 
  ; following section types:

08    ; SHT_NULL = 0 ; initial null section

09    ; SHT_PROGBITS = 1 ; .interp, .text, 
  ; .plt, .data, .got.plt

10    ; SHT_SYMTAB = 2, ; .symtab

11    ; SHT_STRTAB = 3, ; .dynstr, .strtab, 
  ; .shstrtab

12    ; SHT_RELA = 4, ; .rela.plt

13    ; SHT_DYNAMIC = 6, ; .dynamic

14    ; SHT_NOBITS = 8, ; .bss

15    ; SHT_DYNSYM = 11, ; .dynsym

16    ; SHT_GNU_HASH = 0x6ffffff6 ; .gnu.hash

17    dd type

18    ; Flags ‑ a combination of values from 
  ; SHF_WRITE = 0x1, SHF_ALLOC = 0x2, 
  ; SHF_EXECINSTR = 0x4 and SHF_STRINGS =

19    ; 0x20.

20    dq flags

21    ; Offset at runtime.

22    dq virtual_address

23    ; Offset in file

24    dq offset

25    dq size

26    ; The index of some other, related,

27    ; section.

28    dd link

29    ; Usually 0 but can indicate

30    ; another related section.

31    dd info

32    dq alignment

33    ; Entry size ‑ for sections that

34    ; contain a list of similarly‑sized

35    ; items, this gives the size. Otherwise

36    ; 0.

37    dq entry_size

38    ; Link ‑ so that we can refer to this

39    ; section by its name.

40    LINK_#name = CSECTION_HEADER

41    ; The following variable lets us count

42    ; section headers as we declare them.

43    CSECTION_HEADER = CSECTION_HEADER + 1

44  }

Listing 3: The Section Header Macro
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information. The raw data for the sec-
tions appears at the end of the ELF file. 
This raw data consists of executable 
code, program data such as global ob-
jects, and information used in the link. 
Some ELF images could also contain 
debugging data in DWARF format.

Table 1 shows some common section 
names and their descriptions. Most of 
these need little explanation. Note that 
the capitalized section names used in 
the source code don’t make it into the 
final ELF file; they’re just labels for the 
benefit of the assembler. The real sec-
tion names are by convention lowercase 
and start with a dot. For more informa-
tion on the .gnu.hash section, see “GNU 
Hash ELF Sections” online [4]; the ac-
companying Git repository contains a 
small C utility that will generate a GNU-
style hash for any symbol.

As with the program headers, section 
headers have a common format, so I wrap 
the declarations in a macro (Listing 3).

We can then declare a section header 
with just one macro invocation:

SECTION_HEADER TEXT,SHSTRTAB.S6,U

SHT_PROGBITS,SHF_ALLOC U

or SHF_EXECINSTR,

LOAD_BASE + PLANE1 + SECTION_TEXT,U

SECTION_TEXT,TEXT_SIZE,0,0,0x10,0x0

Program Headers
Each program header describes a mem-
ory segment in the final loaded image. 
Program headers don’t have any raw 
data associated with them; they just tell 
the loader to allocate memory that will 
be populated with data from one or 
more sections. Segments can overlap; 
you can use the overlap to mark the 
.dynamic section as both PT_DYNAMIC and 
PT_LOAD. Because I’m declaring multiple 
segments, I wrap the declarations in a 
macro (Listing 2).

I can then declare a program header 
with a single macro invocation:

PROGRAM_HEADER PT_LOAD,PF_R or PF_X,U

SECTION_TEXT,LOAD_BASE + PLANE1 +U

SECTION_TEXT,0,TEXT_PLUS_PLT_SIZE,U

TEXT_PLUS_PLT_SIZE,0x1000

A segment’s offset and alignment must 
obey the following constraint:

offset mod alignment == 

virtual_address mod alignment && 

offset mod page_size == 

virtual_address mod page_size

(where mod is the integer modulo oper-
ator and page_size is usually 4096 for 

Linux and FreeBSD). 
The PLANE* constants 
in the source are 
there to maintain an 
appropriate minimum 
distance of page_size 
between segments.

The Section 
Headers
Each section header 
describes one section, 
including its type, 
permissions, size, 
and location (on disk 
and in memory), and 
other miscellaneous 

01  SECTION_TEXT:

02  

03  main:

04  

05  ;  Align the stack (if needed) to prevent

06  ; segfault.

07  and rsp, ‑16

08  mov rax, 0

09  ; Place string pointer in RDI:

10  mov rdi, LOAD_BASE + SECTION_DYNSTR + greeting

11  call puts@plt ; Print our message.

12  mov rax, 0

13  mov rdi, 0

14  call exit@plt ; Exit, returning 0.

Listing 4: The main Function

01  macro PLT_LINKAGE symbol_name,plane

02  {

03    ; Evaluates to puts@plt, exit@plt, etc.

04    symbol_name#@plt:

05    ; Likewise puts@got, etc.

06    jmp qword [plane + symbol_name#@got]

07    ; Unresolved symbols cause a JMP to

08    ; here.

09    symbol_name#@plt2:

10    ; Current symbol index.

11    push CPLT

12    jmp stitchup

13    CPLT = CPLT + 1

14  }

15  

16  macro GOT_ENTRY symbol_name,plane

17  {

18    ; Evaluates to puts@got, etc.

19    symbol_name#@got:

20    ; Placeholder until symbol resolution:

21    dq LOAD_BASE + plane + symbol_name#@plt2

22  }

23  

24  ...

25  

26  

27  SECTION_PLT:

28  ; Instructions executed when the symbol

29  ; is first resolved:

30  stitchup:

31  push qword [SECTION_GOT_PLT + PLANE1 + 8]

32  ; Jump into linker.

33  jmp qword [SECTION_GOT_PLT + PLANE1 + 16]

34  ; We list our imported functions here:

35  BEGIN_PLT_LINKAGE

36  PLT_LINKAGE puts,PLANE1

37  PLT_LINKAGE exit,PLANE1

38  

39  ...

40  

41  

42  SECTION_GOT_PLT:

43  ; For the linker.

44  dq LOAD_BASE + PLANE3 + SECTION_DYNAMIC

45  ; The linker fills these slots in:

46  dq 0

47  dq 0

48  ; We list our imported functions here:

49  GOT_ENTRY puts,PLANE1

50  GOT_ENTRY exit,PLANE1

Listing 5: The PLT and GOT

ELF File Format
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call. It then uses a JMP instruction to 
jump to the real function, whose address 
the dynamic linker has placed in the 
GOT. The PLT and GOT also allow the 
dynamic linker to resolve function ad-
dresses only when required, speeding up 
the loading process.

Listing 5 defines some convenience 
macros for the .plt and got.plt sections 
and then lists the sections themselves.

Next I use the .rela.plt section to de-
fine a macro for a single relocation, 
using the 24-byte structure described 
earlier (Listing 6).

Exported and Imported 
Symbols
The executable exports two symbols, 
environ and __progname, expected by libc, 

Section Contents
This simple example does not require all 
the sections described in Table 1, but a 
brief description of the .text, .plt, .got.
plt, and .rela.plt sections will give you 
an indication of how the sections are 
structured.

The .text section contains the execut-
able code for the program proper (List-
ing 4). In this case, the code calls puts to 
print a string to the terminal and exit to 
return control to the operating system.

x86-64 instructions often use relative 
addressing. This means that, for exam-
ple, a CALL instruction is encoded differ-
ently depending on its distance from the 
code it’s calling (the destination is en-
coded as a signed 32-bit value). This 
makes it impossible to encode an abso-
lute address or call a function whose off-
set won’t fit in 32 bits. The solution is 
the Procedure Linkage table (PLT) and 
the Global Offset Table (GOT), which are 
described in the .plt and got.plt sec-

tions. The PLT pro-
vides call destina-
tions that are local 
to the ELF image, 
so all of its labels 
can be reached by 
a 32-bit relative 

01  macro RELOCATION symbol_name,plane

02  {

03    ; The address of the qword the linker

04    ; must fill in:

05    dq LOAD_BASE + plane + symbol_name#@got

06    ; Symbol index and type, encoded in a

07    ; single qword:

08    dq (symbol_name#_index shl 32) or R_X86_64_JMP_SLOT

09    ; No addend.

10    dq 0

11  }

12  

13  ...

14  

15  

16  ; some actual relocations

17  SECTION_RELA_PLT:

18  

19  RELOCATION puts,PLANE2

20  RELOCATION exit,PLANE2

Listing 6: Relocations

Figure 2: Building and running an ELF file.

01  macro EXPORT_OBJECT name,index,value

02  {

03    dd name

04    ; The symbol's visibility and type

05    ; encoded in a byte:

06    db (STB_GLOBAL shl 4) + (STT_OBJECT and 0xf)

07    ; The "other" field is unused.

08    db 0

09    ; Section where our symbol resides.

10    dw index

11    ; Virtual address of symbol.

12    dq value

13    ; Symbol size.

14    dq 8

15    name#_index = CSYMBOL

16    CSYMBOL = CSYMBOL + 1

17  }

18  

19  macro IMPORT_FUNCTION name

20  {

21    dd name

22    ; Scope and type.

Listing 7: Imported and Exported Symbols
23    db (STB_GLOBAL shl 4) + (STT_FUNC and 0xf)

24    ; We're not providing any more

25    ; information for this symbol as it is

26    ; defined in another ELF object.

27    db 0

28    dw 0

29    dq 0

30    dq 0

31    name#_index = CSYMBOL

32    CSYMBOL = CSYMBOL + 1

33  }

34  

35  ...

36  

37  

38  SECTION_DYNSYM:

39  BEGIN_SYMBOLS

40  NULL_SYMBOL

41  IMPORT_FUNCTION puts

42  IMPORT_FUNCTION exit

43  EXPORT_OBJECT environ,LINK_BSS,LOAD_BASE + PLANE2 + SLOT_environ

44  EXPORT_OBJECT __progname,LINK_DATA, LOAD_BASE + PLANE2 + SLOT___progname

48
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and imports puts and exit. In Listing 7, I 
wrap these declarations in some conve-
nience macros.

Debugging a Handmade 
ELF Image
Writing ELF files by hand is error prone, 
and the readelf utility is useful for check-
ing the validity of ELF files. A corrupted 

ELF file will often crash read elf, but it 
usually provides some helpful informa-
tion before crashing. Table 2 shows some 
important switches when using readelf.

Conclusion
I can now build and run the ELF file to 
confirm that it works (Figure 2).

You could easily expand the ELF 
image I’ve just described with more 
handwritten assembly code placed in its 
.text section. All that’s needed is to add 
references to any extra shared libraries 
and functions to the relevant sections 
(although certain features, such as 
thread-local storage (TLS), and accessing 
the program’s arguments may require 
additional boilerplate code). The main 
use case, however, might be to combine 
the ~500 lines of assembler code with 
the output of a compiler for a higher 
level language. Fasm gives you ultimate 
control over the contents of the final bi-
nary without having to resort to a blunt 
instrument such as a hex editor.  nnn

Option Description
‑h Prints the ELF header.
‑l Prints the program headers and 

the relationships between 
sections and segments.

‑t Prints detailed information 
about the sections.

‑s Prints the symbol tables.

‑r Prints the relocations.

‑x Prints a section’s contents in 
hexadecimal.

‑d Prints the contents of the 
.dynamic section.

Table 2: readelf Switches

[1]  FreeBSD: https://  www.  freebsd.  org

[2]  flat assembler:  

https://  www.  flatassembler.  net

[3]  Git repository for this article: https:// 

 github.  com/  SanctaMaria1997/  elf.  git

[4]  GNU Hash ELF Sections:  

https://  blogs.oracle.com/  solaris/  post/ 

 gnu-hash-elf-sections
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Flatpaks also present some disadvan-
tages. In view of the low price of storage 
media, it is up to you whether Flatpak’s 
greatly increased space requirement 
poses a disadvantage. However, the up-
date behavior of Flatpaks and AppIm-
ages does pose a clear disadvantage. 

A lternative package systems such 
as Flatpak, Snap, and AppImage 
are becoming increasingly popu-
lar. They offer a number of advan-

tages, for both developers and users. For 
example, experimental software versions 
can be tested without interfering with the 

distribution’s package management sys-
tem. You can also run several versions of 
a software tool for comparison purposes 
without them interfering with each other. 
Distribution-agnostic Flatpaks can simplify 
a developer’s job because software only 
needs to be built in a single format.

Flatpak updates with systemd

Automatic Update
You can automate Flatpak updates without a package manager using systemd’s services and 
timers. By Ferdinand Thommes

Figure 1: Systemd distinguishes between system-wide services and those controlled by users. The same prin-
ciple applies to Flatpak. Ph
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Gnome Software, Plasma Discover, and 
Mint Update will let you automatically 
update Flatpaks, but this kind of pack-
age management is not to everyone’s 
taste. If you rely on the command line to 
keep your software up to date, Flatpak’s 
update behavior leaves you completely 
out in the cold. In fact, you will not even 
be notified of Flatpaks that need to be 
updated.

Because the Flatpak developers have 
not planned any further steps for auto-
mated updates, the responsibility for 
updates lies with the desktop environ-
ments. For this reason, I put forth a 
method that lets systemd users auto-
matically update the Flatpaks installed 
on their systems based on a schedule 
with the help of the system and session 
manager. This method not only relieves 

you of the need to update manually, 
but it also demonstrates how easy it is 
to create systemd services and match-
ing timers.

System and User
Flatpaks can be installed in both the user 
and the system context. Accordingly, you 
need to create separate services and timers 
for both contexts. 
The /etc/systemd/ 
directory contains 
two subdirectories 
(among others) 
named user/ and 
system/, which 
contain the service 
files depending 
on their purposes 
(Figure 1).

Only the system administrator can 
manage the system-wide systemd in-
stance. In addition, there is one in-
stance per user. The instance starts and 
stops on demand when users log in or 
log out. A maximum of one user in-
stance per user runs, regardless of how 
often a user logs in. Only the user (or 
an administrator) is authorized to 

Figure 2: The flatpak list command shows you (on the far right) the context in which an application was 
installed as a Flatpak.

# update‑user‑flatpaks.service

# in the folder /etc/systemd/user/

[Unit]

Description=Update user Flatpaks

[Service]

Type=oneshot

ExecStart=/usr/bin/flatpak ‑‑user update ‑y

[Install]

WantedBy=default.target

Listing 1: User-Specific Service

$ sudo nano /etc/systemd/user/update‑user‑flatpaks.service

Listing 2: Editing the File

# update‑systems‑flatpaks.service

# in the folder /etc/system/system/

[Unit]

Description=Update system Flatpaks

After=network‑online.target

Wants=network‑online.target

[Service]

Type=oneshot

ExecStart=/usr/bin/flatpak ‑‑system update ‑y

[Install]

WantedBy=multi‑user.target

Listing 3: System-Wide Service

# update‑user‑flatpaks.timer

# in /etc/systemd/user/

[Unit]

Description=Update user Flatpaks daily

[Timer]

OnCalendar=daily

Persistent=true

[Install]

WantedBy=timers.target

Listing 4: User-Specific Timer

IN-DEPTH
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Listing 1 in your choice of editor, and 
then save. Follow the same steps for 
the system-wide variant shown in 
Listing 3. Name this service file up‑
date‑system‑flatpaks.service and 
store it in /etc/system/system.

Now you need to create timers to con-
trol the services; you will find the timers 
in Listing 4 (user-specific) and Listing 5 
(system-wide). The two timers, named 
update‑user‑flatpaks.timer and up‑
date‑system‑flatpaks.timer, are stored 
in /etc/systemd/user/ and /etc/systemd/
system/ respectively.

The OnCalendar specification in List-
ings 4 and 5 lets you adjust for de-
sired update times (Figure 3). If the 
daily update option you entered for 
OnCalendar does not meet your needs, 
then you could use, for example, 
OnCalendar=weekly for a weekly run.

manage these user-specific services. 
The Arch Linux Wiki [1] explains this 
concept in more detail.

The context in which the services for 
updating the installed Flatpaks are cre-
ated depends on whether the Flatpaks 
were installed in the user or system 
context. You can discover the details 
using the flatpak list command (Fig-
ure 2), which shows all installed 
Flatpaks and runtimes. The right-hand 
Installation column shows the context 
in which the Flatpaks were installed. If 
you have both contexts, you need to 
create services for both the user and 
the system.

Quickly Installed
Listing 1 shows a systemd service for 
a user, which you need to store in the 
systemd user context as up‑
date‑user‑flatpaks.service. It can be 
stored in two locations. If several users 
use the computer and you want all of 
them to use the service, /etc/systemd/
user/ is the right choice. For single-user 
systems, store the service in ~/.config/
system/user/ instead.

The easiest way to create the service 
file is to use the 
command shown 
in Listing 2. Enter 
the text from 

# update‑system‑flatpaks.timer

# in /etc/systemd/system/

[Unit]

Description=Update system Flatpaks daily

[Timer]

OnCalendar=daily

Persistent=true

[Install]

WantedBy=timers.target

Listing 5: System-Wide Timer

Figure 3: After completing the setup, /etc/systemd/user/ contains a 
service file and a timer. You should also find the counterparts to these 
two files in /etc/system/system/.

Figure 4: Want to know when the next update will 
take place? This command will tell you.

Figure 5: Check the log with journalctl ‑b | grep flatpak to discover exactly what happened in terms of 
updates since the last time the computer rebooted.
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If needed, however, you can do this 
in a far more targeted way. To start the 
update at 6:00pm on the first Saturday 
of each month, you would use the fol-
lowing entry:

OnCalendar=Sat *‑*‑1..7:*18:00:00

You can read all about systemd timers in 
the Arch Linux Wiki [2] if you are inter-
ested in a more in-depth approach.

Enabling Timers
Now it’s time to enable the timers. To do 
this for the user, you need the command 

in line 1 of Listing 6. For the system-wide 
setup, use the command in line 2 instead. 
Finally, the call in line 3 tells systemd to 
reload all configuration files and restart 
all units. You also run this command after 
making changes to the files.

The call in line 4 lets you determine 
when the next update will occur (Fig-
ure 4). If you get the correct output, you 
also know immediately that the service 
is set up correctly.

If you want to know after the execu-
tion date whether the setup was success-
ful, use the command from line 5. You 
will see the output here, if successful; 

otherwise you will see flatpak update 
(Figure 5).

Conclusions
Systemd is suitable for many control 
tasks on Linux systems. You can manage 
your Flatpak updates with systemd with 
just half an hour of work. Once the ser-
vices and timers are set up, you can 
leave your future Flatpak updates to the 
computer.

This article is based on a tutorial by 
Jordan Williams. You can copy the code 
for the listings from his website [3] to 
save time typing.  nnn

01  $ sudo systemctl ‑‑user enable ‑‑now update‑user‑flatpaks.timer

02  $ sudo systemctl ‑‑system enable ‑‑now update‑system‑flatpaks.timer

03  $ sudo systemctl daemon‑reload

04  $ sudo systemd‑analyze calendar weekly

05  $ sudo journalctl ‑b | grep flatpak

Listing 6: Timer and Systemd

[1]  Systemd user: https://  wiki.  archlinux. 

 org/  title/  systemd/  User

[2]  Systemd timers: https://  wiki.  archlinux. 

 org/  title/  systemd/  Timers

[3]  Jordan Williams tutorial and code: 

https://  www.  jwillikers.  com/  automate‑ 

 flatpak‑  updates‑  with‑  systemd
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fact, after 
ELIZA, almost no 
progress was made in terms of 
AI and word processing for half a cen-
tury, despite long-winded optimistic an-
nouncements. In the wake of deep 
learning and the associated neural net-
works, however, the field has experi-
enced such a tremendous boost in the 
past 10 years that it is now difficult to 
tell whether you are chatting with a 

E very month just before Linux 
Magazine goes to press, I hold se-
cret rites to conjure up an inter-
esting topic at the last minute. So 

it is with interest that I have followed the 
recent meteoric rise of the AI chatbot 
ChatGPT [1], which – according to the 
alarmist press – is so smart that it will 
soon outrank Google as a search engine. 
Could this system possibly help me find 
new red-hot article topics that readers 
will snap up with gusto, greedily imbib-
ing the wisdom I bundle into them?

The GPT in ChatGPT stands for Gener-
ative Pre-trained Transformer. The AI 
system analyzes incoming text, figures 
out what kind of information is wanted, 
mines appropriate responses from a 
massive data model trained with infor-
mation from the Internet, and repack-
ages it as a text response. Could the elec-
tronic brain possibly help me find an in-
teresting topic for this column?

I put it to the test and directed 
the question to the chatbot. To 
do this, I typed the question in the 
search box of ChatGPT’s website (Fig-
ure 1), and, to my amazement, the AI 
actually did come up with a couple of 
usable topics. Introductions to Rust and 
Go or a deep dive into parallel program-
ming – that sounds interesting!

ELIZA 2.0
The interface feels like a modern version 
of ELIZA [2], the standard program from 
the stone age (1960) of this genre. In 

Mike Schilli works as a 
software engineer in the 
San Francisco Bay Area, 
California. Each month 
in his column, which has 
been running since 1997, 
he researches practical applications of 
various programming languages. If you 
email him at mschilli@perlmeister.  com 
he will gladly answer any questions.

Author

Let an AI chatbot do the work

 Machine  
 Language
The electronic brain behind ChatGPT from OpenAI 
is amazingly capable when it comes to chatting 
with human partners. Mike Schilli picked up an 
API token and has set about coding some small 
practical applications. By Mike Schilli

Figure 1: ChatGPT helps Mike find topics for new issues of this column. Le
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computer or a 
human being. 
Today, profes-
sional novelists [3] 
and newspaper 
writers even freely 
admit to letting 
their computer co-
drivers take the 
wheel for wordy 
passages and plot 
development [4].

If you type 
questions for the 
bot in ChatGPT’s 
browser interface, 
the system an-
swers after a brief 
consideration with 
a jerky text flow, 
just like a call cen-
ter person talking 
to an inquiring 
customer. The AI 
not only answers 
questions about 
general knowl-
edge, but also 
writes entire 
newspaper articles 

on command. For example, within half 
a minute of the command “Write an in-
troductory magazine article …,” as 
shown in Figure 2, the text beneath, in-
troducing parallel programming with 
Go, trickled out of the browser. The re-
sults seem amazingly professional. And 
you can do this in other languages, too. 
You might suspect that hordes of sports 
and financial journalists have been 
using similar systems for years to pro-
duce the same article formats on minor 
league games or stock market fluctua-
tions by the dozen.

Terminal as a Life Coach
Now, if you don’t want to keep signing 
into OpenAI.  com with your email ad-
dress, password, and annoying I-am-not-
a-robot challenges before you can enter 
your requests, you can register on the 
developer page and retrieve an API key 
[5] (Figure 3). If a program provides this 
key as an authentication token in API re-
quests, OpenAI.  com responds via HTTP 
response, and simple command-line 
tools can snap up and print the response 
in the terminal. This gives you a ready-
to-rumble command-line interface (CLI) 
to pretty much all of today’s common 
knowledge.

The auth token for playing around is 
available after registration with a valid 
email address and phone number. 
Open AI additionally offers a payment 
model [6], with token-based charges to 
your credit card. Because limits in free 
mode are so generous, you won’t incur 
costs for normal use, so you can usually 
skip entering your credit card data in 
the first place.

Using the go-gpt3 package from 
GitHub, the Go program in Listing 1 
communicates with GPT’s AI model 
with just a few lines of code. The pro-
gram sends questions – known as 
prompts – to the GPT server as API re-
quests under the hood. If the API server 
understands the content and finds an an-
swer, it bundles what is known as a 
completion into an API response and re-
turns it to the client.

Listing 1 wraps the logic for communi-
cation in a constructor NewAI() and a 
function init() starting in line 15; this 
fetches the API token from the environ-
ment variable APIKEY and uses it to cre-
ate a new API client in line 21. To allow 
other functions in the package to use the 

Figure 2: If so desired, the AI system will write 
complete articles on the fly.

Figure 3: You can get an API token for free to avoid the hassle of 
constantly signing into the OpenAI website.
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tokens set in line 26 will work well for 
typical use cases.

The value for Temperature in line 27 
indicates how hotheaded you want the 
chatbot’s answer to be. A value higher 
than 0 causes the responses to vary, 
even at the expense of accuracy – but 
more on that later. The actual request to 
the API server is made by the Comple‑
tionStreamWithEngine function. Its last 
parameter is a callback function that 
the client will call whenever response 
packets arrive from the server. Line 32 
simply prints the results on the stan-
dard output.

Forever Bot
To implement a chatbot that endlessly 
fields questions and outputs one an-
swer at a time, Listing 2 wraps a text 
scanner listening on standard input in 
an infinite for loop and calls the func-
tion printResp() for each typed question 
in line 16. The function contacts the 
OpenAI server and then prints its text 
response on the standard output. Then 
the program jumps back to the begin-
ning of the infinite loop and waits for 
the next question to be entered.

Figure 4 shows the output of the inter-
active chat program that fields the user’s 
question on the terminal, sends it to the 
OpenAI server for a response, and prints 
its response to the standard output. The 
bot waits for the Enter key to confirm 
sending a question, prints the incoming 
answer, and jumps to the next input 

client, line 21 drops it in a structure of 
the openAI type defined in line 8. The 
constructor gives the calling program a 
pointer to the structure, and Go’s re-
ceiver mechanism includes this with the 
function calls.

Object Orientation in Go
The context object created in line 16 is 
used to remotely control the client if it 
times out or otherwise cancels an active 
request. This is not needed in the simple 
application in Listing 1, but the gpt3 li-
brary needs it anyway, so line 16 also 
stores the context in the OpenAI structure 

so that the printResp() function can ac-
cess it later, starting in line 23.

Prompts and Completions
This is where the actual web access 
takes place. Line 24 creates a structure of 
the type CompletionRequest and stores 
the request’s text in its Prompt attribute. 
The MaxTokens parameter sets how deep 
the speech processor should dive into 
the text. The price list on OpenAI.com 
has a somewhat nebulous definition of 
what a token is [6]. Allegedly, 1,000 to-
kens are equivalent to about 750 words 
in a text; in subscription mode, the 

customer pays 
two cents per 
thousand tokens.

The value for 
MaxTokens refers to 
both the question 
and the answer. If 
you use too many 
tokens, you will 
quickly reach the 
limit in free mode. 
However, if you 
set the value for 
MaxTokens too low, 
only part of the 
answer will be re-
turned for longer 
output (for exam-
ple, automatically 
written newspaper 
articles). The 
value of 1,000 

01  package main

02  import (

03    "context"

04    "fmt"

05    gpt3 "github.com/PullRequestInc/go‑gpt3"

06    "os"

07  )

08  type openAI struct {

09    Ctx context.Context

10    Cli gpt3.Client

11  }

12  func NewAI() *openAI {

13    return &openAI{}

14  }

15  func (ai *openAI) init() {

16    ai.Ctx = context.Background()

17    apiKey := os.Getenv("APIKEY")

18    if apiKey == "" {

19      panic("Set APIKEY=API‑Key")

20    }

21    ai.Cli = gpt3.NewClient(apiKey)

22  }

23  func (ai openAI) printResp(prompt string) {

24    req := gpt3.CompletionRequest{

25      Prompt:      []string{prompt},

26      MaxTokens:   gpt3.IntPtr(1000),

27      Temperature: gpt3.Float32Ptr(0),

28    }

29    err := ai.Cli.CompletionStreamWithEngine(

30      ai.Ctx, gpt3.TextDavinci003Engine, req,

31      func(resp *gpt3.CompletionResponse) {

32        fmt.Print(resp.Choices[0].Text)

33      },

34    )

35    if err != nil {

36      panic(err)

37    }

38    fmt.Println("")

39  }

Listing 1: openai.go

01  package main

02  import (

03    "bufio"

04    "fmt"

05    "os"

06  )

07  func main() {

08    ai := NewAI()

09    ai.init()

10    scanner := bufio.NewScanner(os.Stdin)

11    for {

12      fmt.Print("Ask: ")

13      if !scanner.Scan() {

14        break

15      }

16      ai.printResp(scanner.Text())

17    }

18  }

Listing 2: chat.go
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prompt. Pressing Ctrl+D or Ctrl+C ter-
minates the program.

It is important to install the API token 
in the APIKEY environment variable in the 
called program’s environment; other-
wise, the program will abort with an 
error message. In Figure 4, the user asks 

the AI model about the advantages and 
disadvantages of Wiener schnitzel [7] 
and receives three pro and con points 
each as an answer. It turns out that the 
electronic brain has amazingly precise 
knowledge of everything that can be 
found somewhere on the Internet (and 
preferably on Wikipedia). It is actually 
capable of analyzing this content seman-
tically, storing it in machine readable 
form, and answering even the most ab-
struse questions about Wiener schnitzel 
in a meaningful way. The chat binary 

with the ready-to-run chatbot is gener-
ated from the source code in the listings 
as usual with the three standard com-
mands shown in Listing 3.

By the way, I’ve found that the AI sys-
tem’s knowledge is not always com-
pletely correct. In the answer to the 
question about who the author of this 
column is, it lists two Perl books that I 
have never written (Figure 5). For refer-
ence, the correct titles would have been 
Perl Power and Go To Perl 5. More impor-
tantly, there’s no good way to find out 
what’s right and what’s wrong, because 
the bot never provides any references on 
how it arrived at a particular answer.

Setting the Creative 
Temperature
Programs can also ask the API to in-
crease the variety of completions pro-
vided by the back end. Do you want the 
answers be very precise or do you prefer 
to have several varying answers to the 
same question in a more playful way, 
even at the risk of them being not 100 
percent accurate?

This behavior is controlled by the 
Temperature parameter in line 27 of List-
ing 1. With a value of 0 (gpt3.
Float32Ptr(0)), the AI robotically gives 
the same precise answers every time. 
But even with as low a value as 1, 
things start to liven up. The AI con-
stantly rewords things and comes up 
with interesting new variations. At the 
maximum value of 2, however, you get 
the feeling that the AI is somewhat in-
capacitated, causing it to output slurred 
nonsense with partly incorrect gram-
mar. In Figure 6, the robot is asked to 
invent a new tagline for the Go pro-
gramming column. With a temperature 
setting of 1, it provides several surpris-
ingly good suggestions.

Translation at Your 
Command
Because users communicate with the AI 
back end via questions as text blocks 
instead of differently named API calls, 
you can now easily build more special-
ized tools that follow the pattern of 
Listing 2. How about a translation chat-
bot that translates texts from different 
languages into French? Listing 4 reads 
texts and sends them to the API with 
the instruction to “Translate to French” 
in the prompt.

Figure 4: The chatbot is shown here as a terminal application with 
OpenAI.com as the back end.

Figure 6: With a temperature value of 1, the AI continually comes up 
with new suggestions.

$ go mod init chat

$ go mod tidy

$ go build chat.go openai.go

Listing 3: Creating the Binary

Figure 5: The AI even knows the author of this column.
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Hard Limits
In summary, for the Davinci003 model 
that Listing 1 set as the electronic brain 
to use in line 30, the AI is surprisingly 
knowledgeable about real-world facts. 
However, this knowledge stops abruptly 
in the year 2021, because more recent 
events have not yet been fed in. For ex-
ample, the server has to pass on ques-
tions about the Soccer World Cup 2022 
in Qatar, and when asked about the Sec-
retary of Defense, the server will respond 
with the appointee from the Trump ad-
ministration. The next update to the 
model will hopefully get it up to speed 
with current events.

Disturbing Worlds
The AI behind ChatGPT can understand 
texts, analyze problems, answer ques-
tions, and produce output. But it is also 
capable of image processing. For exam-
ple, using the API, it can analyze up-
loaded images, assign them to a cate-
gory, or subject them to amazing 
transformations.

For example, Listing 5 runs a curl com-
mand to contact the OpenAI API endpoint 
images/variations. The back end then 
goes ahead and disturbingly modifies the 

Because the server can parse requests 
in many different languages, the API re-
quest does not even need to specify the 
source language of the provided text to 
be translated. The AI discovers this auto-
matically on reading the question. Fig-
ure 7 shows that the electronic brain 
translates questions from German and 

English tourists concerning the 
route to the Eiffel Tower into 
very usable French. You can 
compile the french binary by 
typing

 go build french.go openai.go

This links the new program to 
the library from Listing 1.

In the examples so far, we’ve 
used the el cheapo mode of 
chatbot with MaxTokens set to 

1000, giving us relatively brief answers. 
For longer texts, however, Listing 1 
needs to set MaxTokens to a higher value. 
At some point, though, this will lead to 
OpenAI wanting to be compensated for 
the work. You will then need to add a 
means of payment to the account in the 
form of a credit card.

package main

import (

 "bufio"

 "os"

)

func main() {

 ai := NewAI()

 ai.init()

 scanner := bufio.NewScanner(os.Stdin)

 text := ""

 for scanner.Scan() {

 text += scanner.Text()

 }

 ai.printResp("Translate to French:\n" + text)

}

Listing 4: french.go

Figure 7: The electronic brain also translates from and to a wide variety 
of languages.

curl https://api.openai.com/v1/images/variations \

 ‑H "Authorization: Bearer sk‑XXXXXXXXXXXXX" \

 ‑F image='@test.png' ‑F n=3 ‑F size="1024x1024"

Listing 5: var.sh

Figure 8: From this schnitzel image, the AI generated … Figure 9: … this rather disturbing variation.
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original photo of a Wiener schnitzel that I 
cooked myself [7]. It is important to note 
that this particular end point only accepts 
square photos that are in PNG format and 
are no larger than 4MB.

To use it, I spun up the trusted convert 
tool from the ImageMagick collection to 
reformat my schnitzel photo to create a 
PNG image measuring 1000x1000 pixels, 
using the ‑crop and ‑resize options. 
When called with a valid API token, the 
curl command – which parses and up-
loads the test.png file – returns three dif-
ferent URLs in the JSON response. Each 
of them results in a photo variation gen-
erated from the original, which curl can 
subsequently retrieve from the server 
and store on the local drive.

Figure 8 shows the uploaded original, 
and Figure 9 shows one of the three 
variants OpenAI offered for download. 

You can see that the schnitzel is now on 
a different plate and surrounded by a 
light brown sauce. Next to the plate 
there is a beer glass full of salad. And 
instead of good old American India Pale 
Ale, you get what looks like a sake rice 
wine bottle top left.

On closer inspection, even the 
schnitzel is no longer the original. In-
stead, the algorithm used by the AI 
seems to have combined my photo 
with one from its archive, probably 
from a Japanese tonkatsu restaurant. 
We live in amazing times.  nnn

[1]  ChatGPT: https://  openai.  com/  blog/  chatgpt/

[2]  ELIZA: https://  en.  wikipedia.  org/  wiki/  ELIZA

[3]  “Collaborative Creative Writing with OpenAI’s ChatGPT”:  
https://  andrewmayneblog.  wordpress.  com/  2022/  11/  30/  collaborative‑  creative‑  writing‑ 
 with‑  openais‑  chatgpt/

[4]  “How Kindle novelists are using ChatGPT”:  
https://  www.  theverge.  com/  23520625/  chatgpt‑  openai‑  amazon‑  kindle‑  novel

[5]  Retrieving an API key for ChatGPT: https://  beta.  openai.  com/  account/  api‑keys

[6]  OpenAI price list: https://  openai.  com/  api/  pricing/

[7]  The author making Wiener schnitzel:  
https://  www.  youtube.  com/  watch?  v=88HkqLmx07o
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also uses nftables [7], which in turn 
has affected derivatives such as 
Ubuntu and Linux Mint, as well as Red 
Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) and 
Cent OS v7 [8] and later. All major dis-
tributions have included nftables for 
quite some time. While they don’t nec-
essarily enable nftables by default, it is 
at least operational.

Removals and Conversions
To create firewall rules, you need the ipt‑
ables (IPv4), ip6tables (IPv6), arptables 
(ARP packets), and ebtables (Ethernet 
frames) command-line tools. Nf tables re-
places all four with a single command-
line tool named nft, which you can use 
to set all the rules for accepting, forward-
ing, modifying, or dropping packets from 
the network on the system.

While iptables uses various filters 
and the three processing chains INPUT, 

W hether you are training to 
become an IT specialist, 
managing networks, or 
preparing for the Linux 

Professional Institute second certifica-
tion (LPIC-2) [1], you can’t avoid the 
topic of firewalls, especially rules for 
filtering packets on the network. After 
ipchains and Ipfw, the netfilter proj-
ect’s [2] iptables is mostly commonly 
used for configuring firewall rules on 
Linux, while FreeBSD/ NetBSD and the 
two Solaris successors Illumos and 
OpenIndiana use IPFilter [3].

However, iptables is getting a little 
long in the tooth. In particular, the pro-
gram code has become increasingly com-
plex. Small changes in the project core 
have tended to affect all related tools. 
Iptables, ip6tables, ebtables, and arpta-
bles all come from the same codebase, 
but not in the form of modules. Instead 

they rely on code duplication, which has 
resulted in the four tools drifting apart 
over time. Iptables has been the best 
maintained, while ebtables has been ne-
glected. Bugs fixed in iptables are still 
unfixed in ebtables years later.

This situation prompted the netfilter 
project to launch the development of an 
iptables successor, nftables [4], as early 
as 2009. The first two letters in nftables 
are derived from the project (netfilter). 
The stated development goals include 
higher data throughput, greater scalabil-
ity with a view to changing require-
ments, and – in particular – a modular 
structure leading to improved maintain-
ability [5]. Starting with Linux 3.13 (Jan-
uary 2014), nftables is part of the Linux 
kernel [6], using proven in-house com-
ponents by the netfilter project.

Since the release of Debian 10 
“Buster” in early July 2019, Debian 

A simpler packet filter

Traffic Rules
Filter rules for firewalls can be tricky. As the successor to iptables, nftables simplifies 
the process of creating and maintaining firewall rules. By Frank Hofmann
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FORWARD, and OUTPUT to forward the 
packets, you have to define these your-
self for the nftables framework to rec-
ognize them.

The nft tool draws on two libraries: 
libnml, a minimalist Netlink library [9], 
and libnftml, a Netlink userspace library 

[10]. This results in a reduction of code 
size in the Linux kernel, and minor 
changes to nft do not prompt the need 
to rebuild the kernel [11].

To ensure that the correct kernel mod-
ule has been loaded into the system ker-
nel, check the output from the modinfo 

(Figure 1) and lsmod (Figure 2) com-
mands. Once this has been confirmed 
(as shown in Figures 1 and 2), you can 
start using nft directly.

Basic Configuration
Initially, nftables starts with a com-
pletely empty ruleset; there are no pre-
defined tables, chains, or rules. As a user 
(or admin), you first create the tables, 
add chains to the tables that hook into 
the Linux kernel as netfilter hooks, and 
then fill the chains with the appropriate 
rules. All of the above steps are done 
using the nft command, which you exe-
cute as root.

Listing 1 demonstrates how to define a 
firewall that prevents (currently) any 
packets from passing through. Line 1 
creates a table for IP packets of the fil‑
ter type. Line 2 adds a chain to the fil‑
ter table. Line 3 adds a rule to the chain 
that drops all packets (drop).

Line 4 provides an overview with all 
the firewall’s rules (Figure 3). Next to 
the entries, you will see comments for-
matted as # handle NUMBER; you use these 
comments to reference the entries. This 
is especially interesting if you want to 
delete or change existing definitions or 
insert new definitions in front of or after 
the entries. For example, line 5 deletes 
the drop rule.

Basic Operation
When it comes to writing the rules, the 
nft developers rely on the Berkeley 
Packet Filter (BPF) [12] and use the 
classic tcpdump [13] as a guide, so you 
don’t have to learn everything from 
scratch [14].

In addition, nft also provides a num-
ber of address families. The predefined 
familes are arp (ARP), bridge (previ-
ously provided by ebtables), inet (cov-
ers IPv4 and IPv6), ip (for IPv4), ip6 

(for IPv6), and netdev 
(which is used to filter 
incoming packets before 
they reach Layer 3 ac-
cording to the ISO/ OSI 
specification [15]).

The nft tool acts as a 
translator of the rules 
and keeps them in a 
small virtual machine 
(nftables core) for com-
munication with the 
Linux kernel.

Figure 1: The modinfo command’s output provides information about 
the kernel module.

Figure 2: You can use lsmod to find out if the system has the kernel 
module in place.

01  # nft add table ip filter

02  # nft add chain ip filter input {type filter hook input priority 0\;}

03  # nft add rule ip filter input drop

04  # nft list ruleset ‑a

05  # nft delete rule ip filter input handle 2

Listing 1: Defining a Firewall

Figure 3: The nft list ruleset ‑a command lists all enabled rules.

### Allow incoming packets on port 22.

### With Iptables:

# iptables ‑A INPUT ‑p tcp ‑‑dport 22 ‑m conntrack ‑‑ctstate NEW,ESTABLISHED ‑j ACCEPT

# iptables ‑A OUTPUT ‑p tcp ‑‑sport 22 ‑m conntrack ‑‑ctstate ESTABLISHED ‑j ACCEPT

### With Nft:

$ nft add rule inet filter input tcp dport 22 ct state new,established accept

Listing 2: Enabling Port 22 for Incoming Packets

# nft add rule inet filter input tcp dport { 22, 80, 443 } ct state new,established accept

Listing 3: Adding Two Additional Ports

IN-DEPTH
nftables
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Where appropriate, I will compare 
the spelling and calls in iptables and 
nft based on practical examples. List-
ing 2 shows how to enable port 22 for 
incoming packets, just as you would 
for access via SSH, for both iptables 
and nft. You will notice that nft re-
duces this to a single command with 
simpler syntax.

If you want to add ports 80 and 443 
(i.e., HTTP and HTTPS), you need two 
more lines for iptables per port. With nft, 
on the other hand, it is sufficient to ex-
tend the existing line to combine all three 
protocols in one go. All three ports are 
enclosed in curly brackets, starting with 
port 22 followed by ports 80 and 443 sep-
arated by commas (Listing 3).

Please note that the spaces inside the 
brackets in Listing 3 must be exactly as 
shown – otherwise Bash will choke and 
protest. Users of Zsh run into the same 
problem, which can be solved by quot-
ing appropriately.

Save and Restore
Similar to iptables, the nftables configu-
ration can be saved to a file. Line 1 in 
Listing 4 writes the current ruleset to the 
firewall.config file, and line 2 reads the 
configuration back in.

To make sure that there are no other 
(possibly interfering) rules left in the 

cache before initializing the firewall, you 
should add the line flush ruleset at the 
beginning of the configuration file fire‑
wall.config.

Creatures of habit, humans have a 
hard time with change. To help out with 
the transition from iptables to nft, the 
iptables‑translate and ip6ta‑
bles‑translate commands convert the 
spelling of iptables firewall rules to 
those of nftables (Listing 5). This works 
for both individual instructions and 
complete rulesets.

Conclusions
Nftables helps to group several com-
plex tools under a common umbrella, 
making it easier to secure the network. 
To thoroughly test the new firewall 
rule set, you can, for example, use a 
bunch of Raspberry Pis on a small, 
dedicated network. Alternatively, you 
can create a virtual test network using 
VirtualBox or the smart Mininet [16] 
application.  nnn

01  # nft list ruleset > firewall.config

02  # nft ‑f firewall.config

Listing 4: Saving nftables Configuration

$ iptables‑translate ‑A INPUT ‑p tcp ‑‑dport 22 ‑m conntrack ‑‑ctstate NEW ‑j ACCEPT

nft add rule ip filter INPUT tcp dport 22 ct state new counter accept

$ ip6tables‑translate ‑A FORWARD ‑i eth0 ‑o eth3 ‑p udp ‑m multiport ‑‑dports 111,222 ‑j ACCEPT

nft add rule ip6 filter FORWARD iifname eth0 oifname eth3 meta l4proto udp udp dport { 111,222} counter accept

Listing 5: Converting Rules
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network. The Pi Zero will have the 
hostname photototrap, which sums up 
its task. The next step is to create a sep-
arate folder for the project files in your 
home directory.

Functionality
When the camera is triggered by the PIR 
sensor, the image is written to the Pi Ze-
ro’s SD card along with a timestamp in 
the file name. To check whether you 
have any new images, you can read the 
memory card on the spot or log the de-
vice into your home network and copy 
what you find there over a WiFi 
connection.

For the camera module, I decided on 
a model with a filter mechanism and 
photoresistor that responds to ambient 
brightness so I could take photos at 
night without IR blocking, as with a 
conventional Raspberry Pi NoIR cam-
era, but also take photos in daylight 
that don’t look overexposed; however, 
the colors are a little off. Ultimately, 
that does not make much difference, 
nor does the slightly lower resolution 
compared with the current Pi camera 
or the high-quality variant. As with 
other wildlife cameras, it’s all about 
detection and documentation. The 
larger lens also does a good job of fit-
ting into the body and adjusting the 
fixed focal length.

To remain functional for as long as 
possible in the wild despite a powerful 
battery and an optional solar panel, it’s 

Y ou might have a sneaking 
suspicion that wild animals 
are partying in your garden at 
night. If you want to know 

who’s come to visit, I can show you 
how to set up a wildlife monitoring sys-
tem that is based on a Raspberry Pi and 
can be completely tailored to your indi-
vidual needs.

Photo traps are nothing new; you will 
find professional systems and small boxes 
for hobbyists online. I wanted one that 
was just as compact (Figure 1), but with 
more innovative inner workings. The 
Raspberry Pi control center shoots the 
photos with a connected camera. How-
ever, it only starts its work when a passive 
infrared (PIR) sensor, which registers the 
thermal radiation of living beings, detects 
motion. Afterward, the electronics revert 
to power-saving mode, so the photo trap 
can remain in the field for weeks.

A Raspberry Pi Zero W delivers 
enough power and takes up so little 
space that everything fits into a com-
pact case. To get the Zero W up and 
running, you need to download a new 
Pi OS image and transfer it to a mi-
croSD card. With a monitor and key-
board attached, you can get started by 
configuring the boot options and net-
work settings.

You want to select automatic login 
over the command-line interface (CLI) 
with SSH enabled and then configure all 
the remaining settings in a terminal 
window from a computer on your 

MakerSpace
Viewing wildlife with a Pi Zero photo trap

Garden Safari
Armed with no more than a Raspberry Pi photo trap, you can 
discover who pays a visit to your garden at night. By Swen Hopfe

Figure 1: The photo trap auto-
matically switches back to power-
saving mode after a shot.Le
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not a good idea to let the Raspberry Pi 
run constantly. Instead, you will want to 
wake it up with a small electronic sys-
tem triggered by the PIR sensor and then 
switch it off again when the job is done 
(Figure 2).

The required software is included in 
the Python fotofalle.py script, which 
starts after booting the Zero, triggers the 
camera, and then shuts it down. The 
control electronics detect the sleep state 
by querying the Pi Zero serial port and 

shutting off the power supply com-
pletely. After that, only the frugal moni-
toring electronics of the photo trap re-
main active to react to the next motion 
detection event, which repeats the pro-
cess. The script, a wiring diagram, and 
other useful information for building the 
device are available from my GitHub 
project [1], and English versions of the 
schematics can be downloaded from the 
Linux Magazine code site [2].

Structure
All of the hardware components inte-
grate smoothly into a ready-made case 
with a rubber seal. The lid has a hole 
for the camera lens, the photoresistor, 
and the dome of the motion detector. A 
real-time clock is at the back of the lid, 
with an opening for the OLED display 
on the side. On the inside, I located the 
battery on the left, with the Pi Zero, 
charger board, and other electronics 
sandwiched to the right (Figure 3). The 
“Parts List” box summarizes all 
components.

On the protected underside of the 
housing, the photo trap has connections 
for a 5V power supply for external charg-
ing, an infrared light source, and the 
plug connection to the solar panel, 
which has an insert at the very top of the 
case and acts as a small canopy for rain 
protection.

One switch is integrated with the 
power supply. For longer periods 

Figure 2: The block diagram shows how the Pi Zero can be switched 
on and off.

•  Raspberry Pi Zero W (1 or 2)

•  PIR sensor

•  RTC module

•  OLED display

•  Relay module

•  Battery

•  Overvoltage protection

•  Charging electronics

•  Circuit board, various resistors

•  Capacitor, diodes, transistor

•  Housing, wiring

•  Solar panel (optional)

•  IR spotlight (optional)

Parts List

Figure 3: All components to be installed fit easily into a small housing.
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up a udev rule to make sure the RTC is 
updated automatically over the web 
when an Internet connection is opened:

$ sudo nano /etc/udev/rules.d/U

  60‑rtc_synch.rules

This command creates the 60‑rtc_
synch.rules file with the content:

ACTION=="add", SUBSYSTEM=="rtc", U

  ATTRS{hctosys}=="0", U

  RUN+="/sbin/hwclock ‑s ‑‑utc"

As a result, the RTC should synchronize 
when the Pi Zero is briefly connected to 
the Internet and then will always display 
the current time when offline. You can 
check whether this is the case in the test 
setup at any time with:

$ sudo hwclock ‑r; date

If required, the built-in 
clock can be set 
manually:

$ sudo hwclock U

  ‑‑set ‑‑date="10 U

  Dec 2022 10:00"

Now your photo trap has 
an independent and reli-
able clock onboard. In 

without use, another switch disconnects 
the battery from the protective circuit 
and the charging electronics. A U bracket 
on the back of the housing accommo-
dates a ground spike or strap to allow for 
other installation possibilities of the 
camera in the wild.

Real-Time Clock
The combination of a timestamp from 
the real-time clock (RTC) and a ran-
dom string is used to tag the captured 
images. However, the Pi Zero does not 
have a built-in RTC and usually has to 
retrieve the correct time from a Net-
work Time Protocol (NTP) server. To 
generate a timestamp for photos shot 
in the field, even without an Internet 
connection, you need to add additional 
hardware to the photo trap.

I used an RTC module with a DS3231 
chip that can be powered from the 3V3 
pin of the Zero. Older boards are de-
signed for operation with a coin bat-
tery. If you want to use a conventional 
CR2032 cell, you have to remove the 
resistor at top right to avoid long-term 
damage. When running on a Raspberry 
Pi, you can optionally remove the pull-
up resistors opposite the VCC pin.

Check the I2C bus with

sudo i2cdetect ‑y 1

and you will see two entries for the mod-
ule. By default, the output contains the 
value 57 at position 50:7 and 68 at posi-
tion 60:8.

You will need to enable the RTC dur-
ing the boot process by adding the line

dtoverlay=i2c‑rtc,ds3231

to your config.txt file for the overlay. 
The entry must not contain spaces to 
the right of the equals sign. After re-
booting and calling i2cdetect again, a 
value of UU should now be found at 
position 60:8 (Listing 1), which con-
firms that the driver for the DS3231 
chip is active.

Now that an RTC is running, you need 
to disable the previous service provided 
by the Raspberry Pi:

$ sudo systemctl U

  disable fake‑hwclock.service

After the next reboot, the Zero will use 
the hardware clock. Now you need to set 

     0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  a  b  c  d  e  f

00: ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑

10: ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑

20: ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑

30: ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑

40: ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑

50: ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ 57 ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑

60: ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ UU ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑

70: ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑ ‑‑

Listing 1: Active Driver

Figure 4: The charging electronics include a battery with a protection 
circuit.
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addition to the timestamp, the file names 
of the captured images include a random 
string, ensuring that no images are over-
written, even in the event of an error.

OLED Display
The OLED connects to the Pi Zero over 
the I2C bus, too. It serves as an informa-
tional display to output details of the de-
vice’s status and the recording process 
when setting up in the field. The screen 
is switched on along with the Pi Zero 
and switched off accordingly when the 
wildlife camera is idle.

To specifically trigger a photo, swipe 
your hand over the motion detector to 
see whether a new photo is taken and 
what timestamp it has. The recom-
mended approach here is to check the 
test shot directly afterward to realign the 
camera, if necessary.

Battery and Charging 
Electronics
I used a lithium iron phosphate 
(LiFePO4) battery, which has a very low 

self-discharge rate and a good power-to-
weight ratio. It doesn’t suffer from a 
memory effect and works at low temper-
atures. All of this is ideal for a photo trap 
in the wild.

Although you can find chargers for 
these lithium batteries, you can equip 
existing charging modules with a protec-
tive circuit to limit their end of charging 
voltage to 3.6V. I used a solar power 
manager by DFRobot with connections 
for a solar module with 4V to 6V, an ex-
ternal charging option, and a battery 
connection. I also added a protection 
board mounted directly on the battery 
(Figure 4). The small battery manage-
ment board offers deep discharge and 
short circuit protection in addition to 
overcharge detection.

Conclusions
Because of the shutter lag caused by 
the power-saving mechanism, this 
wildlife camera is not suitable for cap-
turing animals moving quickly through 
the focus area. However, experience 

has shown that only very few garden 
visitors are in such a hurry, which is 
why I think, after a period of use in my 
own garden, that this DIY model is up 
to the task. Because I regularly have 
animal visitors on my property, the 
photo trap is triggered fairly often; it 
works satisfactorily across the board 
and will remain in operation to deliver 
many interesting shots.  nnn

[1]  Code on GitHub:  
https://  github.  com/  swenae/  fotofalle

[2]  English schematics:  
https://  linuxnewmedia.  thegood.  cloud/ 
 s/  5Rzx9tQW2FJ6N3Z
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Debian/ Ubuntu machines with the 
command:

sudo apt install whiptail

A simple Whiptail test shows the date/ 
time in a message box:

whiptail ‑‑title "Time/Date" U

         ‑‑msgbox "$(date)" 0 0

This statement clears the terminal 
screen and shows a default background 
with a message box centered in the 
window (Figure 2). The last two pa-
rameters in the statement define the 
height and width of the dialog. The 0 0 
at the end of the last line autosizes the 
message box.

The Whiptail utility supports a variety 
of controls, such as: checklist, gauge, 

T ext interfaces can be extremely 
useful for Windows or secure 
shell (SSH) clients that need to 
connect to your Linux or Rasp-

berry Pi systems. One of the simplest 
options for creating text interfaces is 
Whiptail [1], which comes preinstalled 
on Raspbian and many Linux systems. 
The Raspberry Pi configuration tool, 
raspi‑config (Figure 1), is a good illus-
tration of how Whiptail can be used.

In this article, I introduce Whiptail with 
three small projects. The first creates a 
menu interface for some common Linux 
diagnostic tools, the second controls 
Raspberry Pi output pins, and the final 
uses Python to display Pi sensor data.

Getting Started
If your system does not have Whiptail, 
you can install it on Raspbian/ 

MakerSpace
Text-based menus and information pages

Whip It Up
Whiptail interfaces add menus and information pages to 
your Raspberry Pi projects. By Pete Metcalfe

Figure 1: The Raspberry Pi configuration tool raspi‑config uses Whiptail. Figure 2: Whiptail message box.Le
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infobox, inputbox, menu, msgbox, password‑
box, radiolist, textbox, and yesno.

A Menu of Diagnostic Tools
Menuing is one of most useful features 
in Whiptail. A main script can present 
a top-level menuing interface that links 
to submenus, information pages, or ap-
plications. The syntax for the menu 
options is:

[...] ‑‑menu <text> <height> U

             <width> <listheight> U

             [<tag> <item>]

The <item> parameter is the text string 
shown on the menu line. The <tag> pa-
rameter is the variable passed when a 
menu is selected; this parameter is typi-
cally a number, but you can also use 
strings. In my menuing example, I will 
be passing the diagnostic utility name as 
the tag.

Listing 1 is a Whiptail menuing script 
that shows three common Linux 

diagnostic tools, df (disk space usage), 
vmstat (virtual memory statistics), and 
lsusb (list USB devices). For this exam-
ple, a fourth menu line exits the script 
(Figure 3). The ‑‑menu option is defined 
to autosize with four menu items (0 0 4; 
line 9). Each menu has a line description 
and a tag that is passed when that line is 
selected.

For menuing applications the Whiptail 
utility requires a set of redirection state-
ments, ( 3>&1 1>&2 2>&3 ) at the end 
of the main command. These redirections 
are a Bash trick to swap standard output, 
(file 1, stdout), and standard error (file 2, 
stderr). By adding these statements 
Whiptail has a clean, error free, mecha-
nism for user input and menu output.

This menu example only uses an Ok 
button, the Cancel button is disabled by 
the ‑‑nocancel parameter (line 9). In the 
next example the Cancel button will exit 
the script.

Raspberry Pi Radiolist Project
The goal of the Raspberry Pi radiolist 
project is to create a simple user inter-
face that controls general purpose input/ 
output (GPIO) pins. For my setup I am 
using a Pimoroni Explorer HAT (hard-
ware attached on top) that has four 
LEDs; however, other hardware arrange-
ments could also be used.

The first step for this project is to in-
stall wiringPi [2], so that GPIO pins can 
be accessed and controlled from Bash 
scripts. This utility is installed on a 
Raspberry Pi with:

sudo apt‑get install git‑core

git clone https://github.com/U

  WiringPi/WiringPi.git

cd WiringPi

git pull origin

./build

The wiringpi library includes the gpio 
command-line utility that you can use to 
read, write, toggle, and set the mode of 
GPIO pins. My hardware arrangement 
has four LEDs on pins 0, 2, 7, and 21 
that I need to set up for output:

Figure 3: This Whiptail menu shows diagnostic data.

01  #!/bin/bash

02  #

03  # wmenu.sh ‑ Wipetail Menu example with diagnostic tools

04  #

05  

06  while true

07  do

08  # Create a whiptail menu, pass the tool name if selected

09  selection=$(whiptail ‑‑title "Diagnostics" ‑‑nocancel  
  ‑‑menu "Select Tool:" 0 0 4 
    "df" " Disk Space" 
    "vmstat" " Memory Stats" 
    "lsusb" " USB Devices" 
    "Exit" " Close and Exit" 3>&1 1>&2 2>&3 )

10  

11    # Do an action for the selected menu item

12    case $selection in

13      "df" )

14        whiptail ‑‑title "Disk Space" ‑‑msgbox "$(df ‑h)" 0 0

15        ;;

16      "vmstat" )

17        whiptail ‑‑title "Memory Stats" ‑‑msgbox "$(vmstat ‑‑stats)" 0 0

18        ;;

19      "lsusb" )

20        whiptail ‑‑title "USB Devices" ‑‑msgbox "$(lsusb)" 0 0

21        ;;

22      "Exit" )

23        exit

24        ;;

25    esac

26  done

Listing 1: Whiptail Menus
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but the more accurate DHT22 module 
could also be used. These sensors have 
a three-pin configuration with power, 
ground, and signal connections.

The Python library for both the DHT11 
and DHT22 sensors is installed by:

pip install Adafruit‑DHT

A Python wrapper library offers all the 
Bash Whiptail functionality. Note that 
this library requires that the basic Whip-
tail utility be installed as a prerequisite. 
To install the Python library, enter:

pip install whiptail‑dialogs

Once the DHT and Whiptail libraries are 
loaded, you can create some lightweight 
projects that connect the sensor data 
with text interfaces.

The example in Listing 3 imports the 
Adafruit_DHT and Whiptail libraries 

# Set the LED pins as outputs

gpio mode 7 output

gpio mode 0 output

gpio mode 2 output

gpio mode 21 output

Once the GPIO pins are set up as out-
puts, I can toggle their states manually:

# Toggle the output state on pin 7

gpio toggle 7

The syntax of a radiolist is similar to a 
menu:

‑‑radiolist <text> <height> U

  <width> <list‑height>  U

  [ <tag> <item> <status> ]

The only difference with a checklist is 
that you can indicate which entry is 
currently selected by setting its status 
to on. The default radiolist has two 
buttons, an Ok, which returns a 0 
when selected, and a Cancel button, 
which returns a 1.

The Raspberry Pi radiolist script (List-
ing 2) shows a list of GPIO pins the user 
can toggle (Figure 4). A while statement 
loops as long as the Ok button is 

selected (lines 9 and 14). The radiolist is 
defined to show a GPIO pin in the <tag> 
parameter, and the <item> parameter dis-
plays the LED number, color, and physi-
cal pin number (lines 11). An if state-
ment checks a GPIO pin (line 17) and 
then passes a valid pin number to the 
gpio toggle statement (line 19).

This project could be enhanced with a 
checklist box that shows the present 
status of all GPIO pins; then, rather than 
setting one pin, multiple pins could be 
set or reset in a single pass.

Pi Sensor Python Example
For the final project, I want to show 
Raspberry Pi sensor data in a Whiptail 

message box. My 
setup uses a low-
cost DHT11 tem-
perature and hu-
midity sensor 
(about $3-$10), 

01  #!/usr/bin/bash

02  #

03  # wradio.sh ‑ toggle a GPIO output pin

04  #

05  OK=0

06  response="$OK"

07  

08  # Cycle OK entered, Enter Cancel to exit

09  while [ "$response" == "$OK" ] ; do

10

11    thepin=$(whiptail ‑‑title "Toggle GPIO Pins"  
    ‑‑backtitle "Raspberry PI GPIO"  
    ‑‑radiolist "Select Pin:" 0 0 4  
      7 "GPIO_7 ‑ LED 1 (BLUE) physical pin 7 " off  
      0 "GPIO_0 ‑ LED 2 (YELLOW) physical pin 11" off  
      2 "GPIO_2 ‑ LED 3 (RED) physical pin 13" off  
      21 "GPIO_7 ‑ LED 4 (GREEN) physical pin 29 " off  
    3>&1 1>&2 2>&3 )

12  

13    # Get the response from the radio dialog

14    response=$? ; # Get the output from the dialog

15  

16    # Check if a radio item returned a value

17    if [ ${#thepin} > 0  ] ; then

18      # Toggle the selected GPIO pin number

19      gpio toggle $thepin

20    fi

20  done

Listing 2: Whiptail Radiolist

Figure 4: Raspberry Pi radiolist project.

01  #!/usr/bin/python3

02  #

03  # dht11_whip.py ‑ DHT11 sensor data in a Whiptail message box

04  #

05  import Adafruit_DHT

06  from whiptail import Whiptail

07  

08  # Get the sensor value for DHT11 on pin 4

09  humid, temp = Adafruit_DHT.read_retry(11, 4)

10  

11  # Create a message string with sensor data

12  msg = f"{temp} C\n{humid} %"

13  

14  # Create a whiptail object with titles and autosize

15  w = Whiptail(title="Temperature and Humidity",  
             backtitle="Raspberry PI DHT11 Sensor",  
             height = 0, width = 0)

16  

17  # Show the sensor data in a message box

18  w.msgbox(msg)

Listing 3: Python DHT11 Sensor Project
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$ python3 ‑c U

  "a=4;b=5;print(f'{a}+{b}={a+b}')"

4+5=9

The Bash script in Listing 4 calls Python 
to return the sensor data as a Bash vari-
able (msg; lines 8-15). Python imports 
the DHT library (line 11), reads the sen-
sor (line 12), and then prints the results 
as a string (line 13). The Bash variable 
(msg) is then shown in a Whiptail mes-
sage box (line 18).

Bash and Python scripts each have 
their own benefits and drawbacks, 
but the end result produces the same 
text interface. Figure 5 shows the 
Raspberry Pi hardware and the sensor 
data in a Whiptail message box 
interface.

Summary
Whiptail, preinstalled on Raspbian, is a 
simple tool for creating text-based inter-
faces. If you need more functionality, 
take a look at the Dialog [3] utility, 
which supports all the Whiptail features 
and about a dozen more presentation 
boxes. Two of the features I especially 
liked about Dialog are inline custom col-
ors and the ability to refresh pages with 
a time-out parameter.  nnn

An alternative approach to the Python 
Whiptail library is to write all the code 
in a Bash script and then call Python in 
command-line mode. The Python com-
mand-line option ‑c executes a string of 
Python statements; for example:

(lines 5 and 6) and then reads the 
DHT11 sensor on pin 4 (line 9). The 
humidity and temperature values are 
put into a message string (line 12) that 
is shown in a Whiptail message box 
(line 15).

01  #!/usr/bin/bash

02  #

03  # dht11_whip.sh ‑ Show DHT11 sensor data in a Whiptail message box

04  #               ‑ Use Python to get the sensor data

05  #               ‑ Python output is saved as a Bash variable

06  

07  # Create a Bash variable based on Python output

08  msg=$(python3 ‑c """

09  

10  # Use Adafruit_DHT Library with a DHT11 sensor on pin 4

11  import Adafruit_DHT

12  humid, temp = Adafruit_DHT.read_retry(11, 4)

13  print(f'{temp} C\n{humid} %')

14  

15  """)

16  

17  # Show a whiptail message box with the sensor data

18  whiptail ‑‑backtitle "Raspberry Pi Data" 
         ‑‑title "DHT11 Sensor Results" 
         ‑‑msgbox "$msg" 0 0;

Listing 4: Bash DHT11 Sensor Project

Figure 5: Raspberry Pi sensor project.

[1]  Whiptail:  
https://  whiptail.  readthedocs.  io/

[2]  wiringPi:  
https://  github.  com/  WiringPi/  WiringPi

[3]  Dialog:  
https://  invisible‑island.  net/  dialog/

Info

nnn

You can investigate more neat projects 
by Pete Metcalfe and his daughters at 
https://  funprojects.  blog.

Author
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Linux users are always looking for ways to make things 
better: better performance, smoother operations, safer 
surfing. One largely overlooked but most satisfying way to 
make things better is through those little tweaks that add 
personality and elegance to the user experience. You 
don’t have to take what comes up on first boot – make it 
your own! In this month’s Linux Voice, we feature some 
cool desktop tools that might not change your life, but 
they could add a little incremental 
lift to your desktop experience. We 
start with a look at a pair of 
handy tools for managing your 
browser bookmarks, floccus 
and LinkAce. Then we take a 
stroll with FSearch, a fast 
and handy desktop search 
app. Finally, this month’s 
tutorial shows how to 
search DuckDuckGo 
from the command line 
with ddgr.

Doghouse – Old Farts 72
Jon “maddog” Hall
A new effort to record the history of open 
source is underway.

LinkAce/ floccus 73
Ferdinand Thommes
Synchronize and manage bookmarks while 
storing your data locally.

FSearch 80
Ferdinand Thommes
In a crowded field of search applications, 
FSearch offers many interesting functions 
for quickly searching files and folders.

FOSSPicks 84
Graham Morrison
This month Graham looks at KiCad 7, 
Carbonyl, CliFM, markdownlint, MythTV 33.1, 
zelda3, and more.

Tutorial – ddgr 90
Nate Drake
Since 2008, DuckDuckGo has been making 
waves as an efficient and much more private 
search engine alternative to Google. The 
unaffiliated command-line tool ddgr makes it 
easy to run DuckDuckGo searches from the 
terminal.
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R ecently a friend of mine posted about a new initiative to 
engage “Open Source Pioneers” to record their “lega-
cies” with digital recordings about open source history. 

It seems to be a well-conceived (and even well-funded) effort to 
capture these stories, and timely, because (as my friend pointed 
out) many of the people who were in their 30s when the Linux 
kernel was started (1991) are now (GASP!) in their 60s and are 
obviously headed toward senility or death.

The creators of this project, called the Free and Open Source 
Stories Digital Archive Foundation (FOSSDA) [1], did manage 
to link in Richard M. Stallman and his efforts to start the GNU 
project and the Free Software Foundation, so the whole “FOSS 
Era” managed to be moved back a few more years to 1983, 
which happened to be the year that I joined Digital Equipment 
Corporation (DEC) to start work on their proprietary Unix sys-
tems … and yes, I acknowledge that Ultrix was closed source 
and proprietary to DEC.

Open source, for me, started in 1960 when I was 10 years old. 
My father subscribed to a number of magazines named “Popu-
lar <Something>.” Popular Science, Popular Mechanics, and Pop-
ular Electronics were some of them, with Popular Mechanics 
and Popular Electronics being my two favorite. These maga-
zines would talk about the technologies of the day and often 
would include blueprints and circuit diagrams for building 
things described in the articles – sometimes printed in parts 
over several months of the magazine.

As I got older, Popular Electronics [2] was the magazine I leaned 
towards. Electronic parts were very expensive in those days, and 
often I had to take apart old radios and TVs to get most of the 
parts I needed (resistors, capacitors, tubes, etc.) to build the 
things I wanted to build. A single transistor cost $1.50, and that 
was when you could fill up the tank of your car for $3.50.

This interest was increased when I started taking electronics 
classes in the last three years of high school. I was determined 
to study electrical engineering when I went to college.

Computers were not really in my view then, as computers 
were talked about in the magazines, but they were not in most 
high schools or even in many universities because they were so 
expensive.

However, when I went to university in 1968, my path to electri-
cal engineering was diverted to software by the discovery that I 
could “build” things with software and digital computer logic eas-
ier than I could with the analog hardware of the day, and locating 
two small DEC PDP-8 minicomputers allowed me to learn inter-
active assembly language programming. I was hooked.

There were few “commercial” programs available to me at the 
time. Computing was still in its infancy and computer models were 
still measured in hundreds or thousands of units, not the millions 

and billions of today. Generating and distributing your programs in 
binary format was typically not worth the time and effort, and the 
software cost so much on a per-unit basis that often the software 
was delivered to the end user with the developer “attached” to the 
magnetic tape, and they would spend a couple of days getting their 
source code compiled and working on your computer. Software IP 
was protected by “trade secret” and contract law, not by copyright. 
Buying software was expensive.

However there were system vendor user groups, such as the 
Digital Equipment Corporation User’s Society (DECUS) and 
IBM’s SHARE, who had libraries of software contributed by their 
users and available to other users for the cost of duplicating 
(often to paper tape) and distribution. As a student I ordered a 
lot of the software and learned how to program in assembly 
language from studying it.

In the mid 1970s, as home computers like the Altair and other 
simple computers (some in kit form) were produced, there were 
“bulletin board” servers accessed by users through dial-up mo-
dems, and magazines like Kilobaud Microcomputing [3], BYTE [4], 
and Dr. Dobb’s Journal [5] [6] would publish source code for pro-
grams, and readers would painstakingly type these into their home 
computers. As operating systems like CP/ M emerged, some of 
these programs were in binary-only form, but many were delivered 
in source code, written in BASIC, assembly, or other languages.

And these magazines, including Popular Electronics, started 
publishing circuit diagrams that you would build if you were good 
with a soldering iron or a “perf board” and wire-wrapping tool.

So you see, “open source” did not start with coining the term, 
or GNU. There was a long and proud history of people sharing 
their skill and knowledge before that. From my viewpoint, open 
source started way before the GNU project; it is just that we did 
not call what we were doing “open source.”

We just called it “code.”  nnn

MADDOG’S DOGHOUSE
A new effort to record the history of open source 
is underway.  BY JON “MADDOG” HALL

Historical Record

[1]  FOSSDA: https://  fossda.  org/
[2]  Popular Electronics: https://  archive.  org/  details/  Pop195710/ 

 Popular%20Electronics/  Pop‑1960‑01/
[3]  Kilobaud Microcomputing: 

https://  archive.  org/  details/  kilobaudmagazine
[4]  BYTE: https://  archive.  org/  download/ 

 BYTE‑MAGAZINE‑COMPLETE
[5]  Dr. Dobb’s Journal:  

https://archive.org/search?query=Dr.+dobbs+journal
[6]  “Dr. Dobb’s Bites the Dust After 38 Years”:  

https://  www.  i‑programmer.  info/  news/  152‑epub/ 
 8096‑dr‑dobbs‑bites‑the‑dust‑after‑38‑years.  html

Info
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over WebDAV, Nextcloud, or Google Drive. 
LinkAce’s focus is more on archiving bookmarks 
and improving how they are organized on your 
own hardware.

floccus
Imagine you want to sync the bookmarks you 
stored in Firefox between your devices, without 
using the Firefox account or other external ser-
vices, by integrating your Nextcloud instance. 
This requires some preliminary work.

In Nextcloud, you need to install and activate an 
app named Bookmarks, version 0.14 or newer 
(Figure 1), via the app manager or the Nextcloud 
app store [4]. And you need to set up the floccus 
bookmarks sync extension in your browser of 
choice. The extension is also available for Android 
via F-Droid or the Google Play Store.

Backup
Before starting to synchronize, it is a good idea to 
back up your bookmarks. This can be done in 
Firefox via Settings | Bookmarks | Manage book-
marks | Import and Backup. When you get there, 

A nyone who spends a lot of time on the 
web will repeatedly come across content 
that they want to save for further evalua-

tion at a later stage. Traditionally, you would use 
your web browser’s bookmark function for this. 
For example, if you want to continue reading a 
web page you discover on your way home from 
work on your computer at home, and you use the 
browser’s bookmarks, this requires synchroniza-
tion between the devices.

All modern browsers offer synchronization ser-
vices for this. As an example, think of Firefox 
Sync [1]. The drawback of these services is that 
data such as bookmarks, passwords, open tabs, 
and more are stored on the browser provider’s 
servers. Without wanting to imply anything about 
Mozilla, what better way can you imagine than 
this if you want to profile user behavior?

This is remedied by applications such as the 
floccus [2] browser extension or the self-hosted 
LinkAce [3] URL manager. Floccus focuses on the 
secure synchronization of bookmarks between 
different mobile and stationary platforms and dif-
ferent browsers using a private cloud instance 

LinkAce and floccus synchronize and manage bookmarks while 
storing your data locally. BY FERDINAND THOMMES

Bookmark organization with floccus and LinkAce

Saved and Sorted

Figure 1: The Bookmarks app is available for installation in the Nextcloud instance, as well as in the Nextcloud app store, 
as a prerequisite for running floccus.
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you can choose to back up as a JSON file or ex-
port as HTML. In Chromium, the first step is also 
to go to Bookmarks in the settings and then to Ex-
port bookmarks via the hamburger menu in the 
upper right corner. Exporting as HTML makes 
sense because the file can be imported directly 
into Nextcloud Bookmarks via Settings at the bot-
tom left (Figure 2).

At the same location you will find the Add to 
Nextcloud entry, which you can grab with the 
mouse pointer and drag to the browser’s book-
mark bar as a bookmarklet (Figure 3). This will 
allow bookmarks to be created directly in Next-
cloud in the future. After installing floccus, the 
first thing to do is to set up one or more ac-
counts. An account with floccus is only valid for 
one bookmark folder at a time. If you want the 

Figure 2: In the Firefox and Chromium settings, your first step will be to back up the existing 
bookmarks in HTML format.

Figure 3: Using the bookmarklet, which is stored in the bookmarks toolbar, any web pages you visit can easily be stored in Nextcloud or on another storage 
medium for later use.

Figure 4: Floccus offers synchronization via Nextcloud, WebDAV, or with automatic encryption via Google Drive.
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bookmarks to behave the same way as in the 
browser, you need at least two accounts. One is 
for the bookmarks themselves, the other for the 
bookmarks toolbar.

Creating Accounts
In the account setup window, your first choice is 
between the generic WebDAV protocol, Google 
Drive, or Nextcloud as the central location for syn-
chronization. I opted for Nextcloud instance for 
my example (Figure 4).

In the next step, enter the URL of your Next-
cloud instance in the address bar (Figure 5) to 
connect. Then specify the Nextcloud folder in 
which you want to store the bookmarks and the 
browser directory that contains the bookmarks. 
To do this, first create folders at the top level in 

Nextcloud and enter them with your name as the 
server folder, for example, /Bookmarks‑FF. The ini-
tial slash is important here.

When you are prompted for the local folder, se-
lect the bookmark folder to be synchronized. For 
Firefox select Bookmarks menu, for Chromium 
Other bookmarks. A second account for the tool-
bars will have the entry 
Bookmark Toolbar for 
Firefox or Bookmark 
Bar for Chromium. In 
the next window, you 
specify whether to syn-
chronize automatically 
and at what time inter-
vals (Figure 6). On top 
of this, you can decide 

Figure 5: Connecting to your Nextcloud instance is just a matter of a few clicks. You only 
need the URL and your access credentials.

Figure 6: In the floccus settings, you can define how and 
how often synchronization will occur.

Figure 7: LinkAce’s standard interface clearly displays the most recentl links as well as an overview of links, lists, and tags. A broken link will have a red icon.
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Figure 8: Clicking on All Links shows you an overview of all saved links with a thumbnail of the corresponding web page.

Figure 10: Clicking on Lists shows all the lists you have created so far; lists can be filtered, edited, or deleted.

Figure 9: You can share, edit, delete, send to the Wayback Machine, or add a note to an opened link. The history for this link is displayed bottom left.
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whether this will be bidirectional. Floccus can be 
protected with a password, which you set at the 
bottom of the window via Secure credentials.

Do the same with other devices by installing floc-
cus and configuring it accordingly. The software 
offers a manual [5] and an FAQ [6] for support. If 
you want to synchronize your add-ons, history, 
and open tabs along with your bookmarks, a self-
hosted Firefox sync server is the better choice [7].

LinkAce
The LinkAce web application is not about synchro-
nizing the existing bookmarks, but about an inde-
pendent collection of bookmarks for later evalua-
tion and archiving. A Raspberry Pi is all you need 
for this. I used a Proxmox container in testing. 
LinkAce uses PHP and requires a database in the 
background. You can choose between MySQL, 
MariaDB, PostgreSQL, or SQLite. The fastest way 
to set up LinkAce is through Docker Compose.

But before I get to the installation, I will first look 
at what LinkAce aims to do and how it goes about 
it. The intention of the German open source devel-
oper Kevin Woblick [8] is to make it easier for 
users to store, archive, mark, classify, and retrieve 
bookmarks. LinkAce’s interface is reduced to the 
bare essentials, well structured and clearly laid 
out (Figure 7).

Clear Cut
The app offers three ways to add new URLs. 
First, the existing bookmarks in the browsers 
can be imported as HTML. You can also enter 
URLs directly in the interface (Figure 7). There 
is also a bookmarklet that you can drag into 
your web browser’s bookmarks bar to interac-
tively store the URLs of the web pages you visit 
in the database.

LinkAce then takes care of the saved URLs. It will 
also perform a periodic Line Check if enabled (Fig-
ure 8). If a link is no longer available or has been 
moved, you will be notified and given the details. In 
addition, saved links can be backed up to the Inter-
net Archive’s Wayback Machine (Figure 9) [9]. All 
saved links can be exported as HTML, imported 
into a browser, or kept as a backup. Other sup-
ported backup targets include the commercial 
AWS [10] and S3 [11].

Tags and Lists
Tags and lists are used to classify links. Lists serve 
the purpose of bundling multiple links relating to a 
specific topic (Figure 10), while tags are used for 
general categorization. LinkAce also lets you en-
able optional guest access; the guest can see all 
links that you do not classify as private. Access can 
be controlled separately for each link, tag, and list.

Another way to share links is through link shar-
ing, which is currently available for 20 different 
services. With an API key for the LinkAce API, the 
app can also be connected to other tools, which 
can then access and edit the data in LinkAce.

Installation
If you like the idea, you can test the LinkAce 
demo [12] without any obligations before proceed-
ing to install. There are three options to choose 
from for setting up on your own system. The easi-
est way is to use a prepared Docker Compose file 
that installs all the required components [13]. If 
you want more control over the process, you can 
use the Docker image from Docker Hub [14] as an 
alternative. As a third option, you can install all the 
components manually on your server [15].

I implemented the Docker Compose method 
for my test; this is also a good choice for 

01  ### Setting up Docker

02  $ sudo apt update

03  $ sudo apt install apt‑transport‑https ca‑certificates curl softwareproperties‑common

04  $ curl ‑fsSL https://download.docker.com/linux/ubuntu/gpg | sudo apt‑key add ‑

05  $  sudo add‑apt‑repository "deb [arch=amd64] https://download.docker.com/linux/ubuntu jammy 
stable"

06  ### Set up Docker CE

07  $ sudo apt update

08  $ sudo apt install docker‑ce

09  $ sudo systemctl status docker

10  $ sudo usermod ‑ aG docker ${USER}

11  ### Set up Docker Compose

12  $  sudo curl ‑L "https://github.com/docker/compose/releases/download/v2.13.0/
docker‑compose‑$(uname ‑s)‑$(uname ‑m)" ‑o /usr/local/bin/docker‑compose

13  ### Determine the Docker version

14  $ sudo chmod +x /usr/local/bin/docker‑compose

15  $ docker‑compose ‑‑version

Listing 1: Setting Up Docker
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First, download linkace‑docker‑simple.zip or 
linkace‑docker‑advanced.zip to a previously cre-
ated folder in your home directory and unzip the 
ZIP file. The basic variant contains the files 
docker‑compose.yml and the hidden file .env in 
addition to license information and a README. 
The extended variant adds the nginx.conf and 
nginx.ssl.conf files.

Setting Passwords
Before proceeding, you need to at least change 
the POSTGRES_PASSWORD and REDIS_PASSWORD entries 
in the .env file. If you use a database other than 
MySQL, then replace the name there to match. 
After saving, the docker‑compose up ‑d command 
is used for the final setup work. The setup can 
take a few minutes – after all, the call rolls out the 
application, web server, and database in line with 
the specifications in the compose file. When done, 
you will see a URL that lets you launch the LinkAce 
web interface.

Some more steps to take before using 
LinkAce, partially optional, are summarized in 
the Post Setup [17] section of the documenta-
tion. I will look at the most important of these. 
First, switch to Settings in the top right corner. 
You will see the bookmarklet, which you need to 
drag into your bookmarks bar. Just below, you 
have the functions for creating an API token. 

newcomers. I used an Ubuntu Server 22.04 as 
the basis. To set up Docker and its associated 
components on your machine, proceed as 
shown in Listing 1. If you are using a different 
Ubuntu version, replace the jammy specification 
from line 5 with the codename of the Ubuntu re-
lease you are using.

You can check on https:// github.com/ docker/ 
compose/ releases if version 2.13.0 (line 12) is still 
the latest. The entries from lines 14 and 15 let you 
determine the currently installed version.

The further procedure is described in the 
LinkAce documentation [16]. First of all, you need 
to choose between the basic and advanced ver-
sion of LinkAce. The basic version, which delivers 
the application and the web server in a container, 
is fine if you only want to use LinkAce locally on 
your network. For the advanced variant, you need 
to install the software, web server, and database 
in separate containers. Among other things, this 
simplifies the use of a reverse proxy for securing 
via HTTPS if you want the application to be acces-
sible from the outside.

In terms of the installation procedure, both vari-
ants are the same, except that you need to down-
load a different Compose file. I will use the basic 
method here. The procedure for using a reverse 
proxy or a load balancer in the extended variant 
can also be found in the documentation [16].

Figure 11: Among other things, you can generate a token in the settings; you need this for time-controlled cron jobs to work correctly.
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forum for the application [22]. No matter which 
application you choose, the good thing is that no 
data ends up in clouds belonging to Google, 
Mozilla, or other providers. Instead, everything re-
mains under your own control.  nnn

Create a user including a password and an 
email address. If you want to add more security 
with two-factor authentication, you will find in-
structions for this in the User Settings docu-
mentation [18].

You can then set your preferences for the lan-
guage, time format, privacy, and some prefer-
ences for the web interface. At the bottom of the 
page, you decide whether you prefer Light or Dark 
Mode, or whether you want to follow your desktop 
environment’s default settings. Last but not least, 
choose the social media platforms on which you 
want to share your links, if any.

In addition to the Settings, there are the System 
Settings, which partly overlap. The first thing to 
do here is to create a cron token. It is used to pe-
riodically check your links, for backups, and for a 
backup in the Wayback Machine. The procedure 
for setting up a cron job for LinkAce is shown in 
the “Cron Job for LinkAce” box (Figure 11).

LinkAce offers more options than standard 
bookmark management in the web browser 
when it comes to sorting, searching, and cate-
gorizing. You can change individual links from 
public to private and vice versa at will. A de-
scription of any length can be added to each 
link. Deleted links remain in the Recycle Bin until 
you empty it. In addition, there are RSS feeds for 
private and public links [19]. Some commands 
can be used for administration via a command-
line interface (CLI) interface [20]. Upgrades 
from LinkAce are also easy, as evidenced by 
the documentation [21].

Conclusions
Floccus and LinkAce both aim to improve the 
bookmark handling experience, but with different 
strategies. Floccus provides secure synchroniza-
tion where the data remains under your own con-
trol. LinkAce instead focuses on uncomplicated 
management of even the largest link collections. 
The developer is happy to accept suggestions on 
GitHub for additional features in the upcoming 
version 2. This is also where you will find the 

LinkAce needs a cron job to check the links, 
add them to the Wayback Machine, and cre-
ate backups. The easiest way to create one is 
to use the crontab ‑e command. Then create 
a job as in the following:

* * * * * wget ‑qO‑ U

  http(s)://linkace‑examplecom/cron/U

  WPvv4mxM6nr22Aq4rVf1qEKutsXLTgyw

The part following .../cron/ is created as a 
cron token in the system settings.

Cron Job for LinkAce
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Dolphin file manager. Gnome comes with Tracker 
integrated into the Nautilus file manager by de-
fault. In addition, there are many search apps that 
do not depend on a desktop and can be set up 
retroactively. The best-known candidates here in-
clude Catfish, ANGRYsearch, Recoll, and FSearch. 
At the command line, there are the tried-and-
trusted find and locate tools, and others.

This article covers the open source FSearch tool, 
whose search speed is hard to beat and which 
comes with some interesting features. German 
developer Christian Boxdörfer was inspired to 
create FSearch [1] by the speed of the Everything 
search engine [2] on Windows. First released in 
2016, the C program is based on the GTK3 toolkit. 
The developer is already planning a conversion to 
the Qt framework, but the app already integrates 
quite well with Qt-based systems.

FSearch has a clear-cut graphical interface. If you 
enable client-side decorations in the Preferences dia-
log's Interface tab (Figure 1), the menubar will then 
appear in a hamburger menu top right (Figure 2).

Installation
Despite its good qualities, FSearch has not yet ar-
rived in the archives of all distributions. Only MX 
Linux, Solus, PCLinuxOS, GNU Guix, and FreeBSD 
have the official binaries. Arch Linux offers the 
tool in its Arch User Repository (AUR).

Fortunately, the Boxdörfer provides packages for 
Debian and openSUSE via SUSE’s Open Build Ser-
vice [3]. Fedora and RHEL users will find the pro-
gram in the Copr repository [4], while Ubuntu users 
can access it via a Personal Package Archive (PPA) 
[5]. A Flatpak can be found on Flathub, but with lim-
ited functionality [6]. The developer also offered a 
Snap package, but the package format had so 
many restrictions that he switched to a PPA.

The current version, FSearch v0.2.2, was released 
in August 2022. The alpha version 0.3 is available 
for Ubuntu as a daily build, from the AUR as a Git 
dump, and for Fedora as a nightly build. The applica-
tion can also be compiled from the source code 

Data has the bad habit of hiding away in 
the depths of the filesystem precisely 
when you need it urgently. That’s why 

there are tools at different levels to help with 
searching, including FSearch v0.2.2. Similar to 
the Findutils for locate, FSearch first builds a 
database of the selected data, which can then be 
searched at lightning speed. The search begins 
as soon as you start entering the search term.

Great Selection
It is important to distinguish between desktop en-
vironment search tools and generic search tools. 
In terms of user interfaces, KDE Plasma offers the 
KRunner, KFind, and Baloo programs, the latter 
being the underpinnings for searching with the 

In a crowded field of search applications, FSearch offers many interesting 
functions for quickly searching files and folders, with more promised in the future. 
BY FERDINAND THOMMES

Find files and directories with FSearch

Quick Finder

Figure 1: The Interface tab in the settings gives users options for designing the interface 
and outputting the results.
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without major issues [7]. I will stick to the stable ver-
sion in this article, using Debian and Fedora for test-
ing. The end of the article reveals what Boxdörfer 
has planned for upcoming releases.

First Launch
When you launch the application for the first time, 
you will see a notice that the database is empty. A 
switch lets you specify the folders you want to in-
clude or exclude from the search (Figure 3). Then in-
dexing begins – this can take some time, depending 
on the size of the filesystem and the number of direc-
tories you add. However, on subsequent launches, 
loading the database only takes a moment.

On my fairly large test system with over 2.3 mil-
lion entries in the FSearch database, the index is 
104MB, and the first indexing run took about 10 
minutes. The FSearch configuration file is located 
in ~/.config/fsearch.conf and the database in 
~/.local/share/fsearch.db.

The top line in the FSearch window is occupied 
by the search mask. To the right, a drop-down 
menu lets you limit the search to specific file 
types, even after the search results are made 
available. The hamburger menu or, depending on 
the setting, the menubar, lets users open another 
window, manually update the database, and per-
form other tasks. There are also various options 
for disabling the search button, filters, or status 
bar. The status bar is located at the bottom of the 
window and displays the number of matches for 
the current search on the left and the total number 
of indexed files on the right.

Why FSearch?
So what makes FSearch such an excellent search 
tool? First and foremost, probably the speed. By 
default, the software starts searching as soon as 
you type the first letters of the search word and 
usually finishes displaying the matches before 
you complete the search term (in case you are 
wondering why the search button can be turned 
off). This instant search simply makes an addi-
tional button superfluous in the default setting.

The matches can be sorted at the top of the re-
sults list by file name, path, size, or modification 
time. However, the software does not support full-
text searching; it only searches for the names of files 
and directories. If you need full-text searching, try 
Recoll or DocFetcher.

In the settings (Figure 3) below Database, you can 
include or exclude paths or hidden files and folders 
from the search. For example, you can use a wild-
card to exclude all files with “flatpak” in their name by 
specifying flatpak* (Figure 4). If you are including a 
wildcard, a checkbox labeled One Filesystem ap-
pears after each entry (otherwise it is grayed out), 
which lets you exclude a network drive that may or 
may not be mounted in /home from the search.

You can extend the predefined filters for file 
types such as Folders, Files, Pictures, Documents, 
or Audio, with your own filters in the settings on 
the Search tab (Figure 5). However, the search 
can also be narrowed down even further in the 
search mask by entering ~/documents pdf, for ex-
ample. If you know the file name, ~/Documents Li 
will find all documents with this combination of 
initial letters.

If you enable the Search in path when query 
contains path separators option in the Search tab, 
FSearch will recognize when you want to follow a 

Figure 2: FSearch offers a clear-cut interface and a powerful search engine that returns 
results as you type.
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functions can be used to specify the search 
term or you can extend it using wildcards. In ad-
dition, the search evaluates regular expressions, 
based on the Perl Compatible Regular Expres-
sions (PCRE) library.

Like previously, FSearch interprets a space in the 
search term as an AND. For example, if you are 
looking for all occurrences relevant to AUTH in the 
/var directory, type /var auth. If you don't select 
Match case when query contains at least one upper 
case character (Figure 5) in the Search tab, FSearch 
will find both “AUTH” and “auth” (Figure 6).

You can also use the new operators to specify 
match criteria such as size, modification date, 
folder depth, extension, content type, and much 
more. For example, to find any MP4 file larger 
than 1GB, you would type

ext:mp4 size:>1gb

The program also lets you create queries with the 
OR and NOT operators. For example, to find all 
JPEG and PNG files modified last month with 
“cat” or “dog” in their name, type:

(cat OR dog) ext:jpg;png dm:lastmonth

On GitHub, the project explains the extended syn-
tax and provides a couple of examples [8].

Outlook
Boxdörfer provides users with a sneak peak of 
planned extensions and the versions in which they 
will be incorporated into FSearch on GitHub [9].

In the near future, he plans, among other 
things, to introduce live updates of the database 
and to use inotify to automatically detect 

path. If you enter home in the search mask, the re-
sult shows all files with home in the name. By add-
ing the path separator to the term  (e.g., home/), 
the software performs a path search.

The Behaviour after successfully opening a file op-
tion (Figure 1) with Minimize or Close selected from 
the drop-down list proves useful if you only intend to 
browse for a file, open it from the context menu, and 
then process it elsewhere.

New Operators
The developers updated the search engine in 
FSearch 0.2. The syntax now offers many more 
possibilities than before. Operators and 

Figure 4: In the settings, you can exclude entire directories or certain files 
from indexing (and thus from the search), if required.
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filters and associated file types for the search.

Figure 6: This is where the AND operator comes into play. Because the spelling distinction 
is not activated, the match list also contains files with “AUTH” in their names.



changes to directories or files [10]. In addition, it 
will be possible to filter for certain file types dur-
ing indexing according to properties such as file 
size or last change.

FSearch 0.5 is expected to support book-
marks as well as a search history, and version 
0.6 is expected to show thumbnails for sup-
ported file types. An implementation for the 
command line is also on the roadmap. That 
would make it easier to write extensions for 
KDE’s KRunner, for example.

Conclusions
There are many ways to search the filesystem on 
Linux depending on your requirements. FSearch 
offers most of the functions you would expect 
from a comfortable search application. Above all, 
it is fast and starts searching as soon as you 
enter the term. The results can be filtered and 
sorted in many ways. It is hard to understand why 
FSearch is still missing from the repositories of 
many distributions, because in my humble opin-
ion, the search engine is extremely capable. If you 
want to report bugs or need support, you can 
write to Christian Boxdörfer. You also can support 
his work with a small donation via PayPal.  nnn

[1]  FSearch:  
https://  github.  com/  cboxdoerfer/  fsearch

[2]  Everything: https://  en.  wikipedia.  org/  wiki/ 
 Everything_(software)

[3]  Download for Debian and openSUSE:  
https://  software.  opensuse.  org//  download. 
 html?  project=home%3Acboxdoerfer& 
 package=fsearch#  manualopenSUSE

[4]  Download for Fedora and RHEL:  
https://  copr.  fedorainfracloud.  org/  coprs/ 
 cboxdoerfer/  fsearch/

[5]  Launchpad repository for Ubuntu:  
https://  launchpad.  net/  ~christian‑boxdoerfer/ 
 +archive/  ubuntu/  fsearch‑stable

[6]  FSearch Flatpak: https://  flathub.  org/  apps/ 
 details/  io.  github.  cboxdoerfer.  FSearch

[7]  Compile FSearch yourself:  
https://  github.  com/  cboxdoerfer/  fsearch/ 
 wiki/  Build‑instructions

[8]  New syntax: https://  github.  com/  cboxdoerfer/ 
 fsearch/  wiki/  search‑syntax

[9]  FSearch roadmap: https://  github.  com/ 
 cboxdoerfer/  fsearch/  wiki/  Roadmap

[10]  inotify: https://  en.  wikipedia.  org/  wiki/  inotify
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 FOSSPicks
Graham has finally taken delivery of a couple of RISC-V development 
boards for Linux experimentation. Expect plenty of cross-build tools 
in future issues!  BY GRAHAM MORRISON

Sparkling gems and new  
releases from the world of  
Free and Open Source Software

K iCad is a huge cross-
platform application 
that’s used by thou-

sands of designers, from hobby-
ists to professional engineers. 
It’s remarkable that it remains 
open source and free, and it is 
capable of far more than we 
could describe briefly here. It en-
capsulates all you need to create 
and test circuit schematics, a 
process known as schematic 
capture. A huge symbol library 
lets you drag and drop almost 
any component you could ever 

require into your circuit, from 50 
different audio amplifiers to 30 
different video encoders and de-
coders. If you do discover some-
thing missing, you can generate 
and drop your own creations into 
the library to create your own 
symbols. Circuit simulation 
makes the application feel a little 
like programming, testing, and 
debugging within an IDE before 
you arrange circuits into a layout 
that can be built or printed, or 
even viewed in 3D – with a 3D 
mouse. Finally, a Bill of Materials 
(BoM) can be generated to in-
clude everything you’ve used so 
you can easily create an order to 
deliver everything you need 
alongside your PCB. KiCad 

doesn’t quite negate the 
need to understand the 
first principles of electron-
ics, but it goes a long way 
to make it more accessible 
and as approachable for 
anyone with an interest. 
It’s even powerful enough 
to stay with you when your 
skills eventually take you to 
a professional level. There 
are only a handful of open 
source applications that 
can say the same.

KiCad has now been in 
development for over 30 
years. It’s a project we 
often mention in passing, 
most recently when we 
covered a tool called Pinion 
that used KiCad 6 in the 
background to create won-
derful interactive electrical 
circuits and circuit pinout 
diagrams. With this major 
release of KiCad 7, we have 
the perfect excuse to look 
at this all-conquering elec-
trical circuit design tool in 
more detail. It’s become a 
hugely influential project, 
helping to kickstart and 
maintain the burgeoning 
DIY circuit design and print-
ing boom. And thanks to its 
new annual release policy, 
version 7 comes almost ex-
actly a year after the previ-
ous major release. It in-
cludes fixes for over 1,200 
issues alongside some sig-
nificant new features. 
These new features include 
custom fonts that can be 
used in schematic, PCB, 
and worksheet editors, 

along with the ability to cre-
ate text boxes, which are 
likely an ideal location to 
test out the new fonts. 
There’s also support for 3D 
mice, which can help you 
navigate the metaverse of 
your own constructions 
without turning them into 
physical objects. When you 
do want a physical object, 
there’s a new command-
line interface to help auto-
mate schematics export 
and file conversion, and 
there are new rectangle 
and circle primitives for 
drawing pretty patterns all 
over your circuits. To help 
with simulation mode, 
some of the configuration 
options for a model now 
have their own graphical 
properties rather than re-
quiring you to enter the 
configuration text manu-
ally. This helps expose 
what is often an overlooked 
and very powerful part of 
what KiCad offers: its abil-
ity to simulate components 
in circuits. The best feature, 
however, is being able to 
draw a wired connection at 
45 degrees. You could pre-
viously draw at right an-
gles, or across whatever 
angle worked for a start 
and end point, but fixing an 
angle to 45 degrees is very 
pleasing and works well 
when optimizing circuits 
for a specific space.

Electronics designer

KiCad 7

1. Demos: KiCad includes several excellent demo projects to help you get started.  
2. PCB Editor: This is where your schematics are laid out onto a PCB, and from 
where they can be exported.  3. Component linking: Clicking on an item in any view 
will highlight it on any other.  4. Schematics: Create a circuit and even run a simu-
lator to test its validity with plugins to calculate resistance, current, and capaci-
tance. 5. Component library:  Add items from a huge list of recognized components 
or add your own.  6. 3D View: See how your PCB will look, and even manipulate the 
view with a 3D mouse. 7. Export: Send your designs to be printed and create a BoM 
of the components you’ll need to solder in.

Project Website
https://  www.  kicad.  org
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Isolation tool

boxxy

L inux has become so good 
at containers, virtual ma-
chines, and isolated pack-

age formats that you’re probably 
running more instances of Linux in 
containers than you are natively. 
But you often don’t need a full-
blown container just to keep a few 
things separated from your day-to-
day system. For those occasions, 
boxxy is the perfect solution. 
Boxxy is a clever, low-resource tool 
that corrals directories and files 
into a location you specify, and op-
tionally, only under the circum-
stances you write into its configu-
ration file. Thanks to a Linux kernel 
feature called namespaces, boxxy 
accomplishes all of this without 
using symbolic links (symlinks), 
which are typically used all the 
time for ad hoc links between loca-
tions. But symlinks can make it 

difficult to understand where your 
files are, whether something has 
truly been backed up, and just how 
many chained links are sitting on 
top of one another. Boxxy is better.

Boxxy compartmentalizes all 
of this using a separate 
namespace for each configura-
tion you create. A configuration 
can be as simple as a source tar-
get (such as ~/.tmux.conf) and a 
destination rewrite (~/.config/
tmux/tmux.conf) with a mode set-
ting of file for simple file redirec-
tion, or directory, which is the 
default. A context can optionally 
be set so that a rule only applies 
to one location, so you can build 
a set of rules for different loca-
tions with the same configura-
tion. With that out of the way, you 
need to launch or alias the com-
mand you want run with boxxy, 
followed by the configuration 
name. Each command will think 
it is accessing resources from 
whatever path their developers 
have hard-coded into their 

executable while you’re secretly redirecting input and out-
put to a location of your choice. It’s a brilliant way to clean 
up wayward configuration files, or a home directory clut-
tered with dozens of files from utilities that have no re-
gard for Marie Kondo's tidying up philisophy.

Project Website
https://github.com/queer/boxxy

Terminal browser

Carbonyl

W e’ve looked at several 
terminal-based web 
browsers over the 

years, and most can trace their 
origins back to when a terminal 
was a necessity rather than a 
choice, because desktops didn’t 
exist. This meant their focus was 
on getting access to a website 
and allowing you to navigate 
without too much difficulty, 
rather than emulating a nonexis-
tent desktop web browser. 
Those apps are still brilliant if 
you need to download a graphics 
driver in an emergency or search 
the web for instructions on reset-
ting a broken Wayland session. 
But for accessing the modern 
JavaScript-ridden interactive 
web, they’re less than ideal. Car-
bonyl, however, is a terminal web 
browser that takes the terminal 

experience to a whole new level. 
Its output is a mixture of desktop 
FFmpeg-to-ASCII conversion 
(our guess) with perfect text ren-
dering for the parts of a web 
page you need to read. And it’s 
amazing.

Installation is easy via npm, 
and there’s a Docker image, too, 
for simple cloud deployments. 
The compatibility and rendering 
come from a hidden Chromium-
based renderer, but the results 
are remarkable. Video previews 
play perfectly, drop-down text is 
rendered natively, and websites 
are almost as easy to navigate as 
they are on the desktop, espe-
cially if you’re already familiar with 
them. Everything just works, from 
SSL-dependent email to interac-
tive 3D through WebGL. It even 
runs through SSH at 60 frames 
per second and takes very few re-
sources when sitting idle. Video 
and WebGL do challenge your 
CPU, however, and there are too 
few keyboard bindings to remove 

the need for a mouse, which seems incongruent with the 
command line. It’s also missing an advert blocker. But 
these are all small issues in something that seems to sin-
gle-handedly solve a decades-old problem and even make 
command-line web browsing preferable to the desktop for 
coolness and readability factors.

Project Website
https://  github.  com/  fathyb/  carbonyl

Boxxy takes advantage of low-level kernel features to create an 
accessible and useful tool to isolate apps you want to run.

Carbonyl renders web pages so brilliantly into your terminal it looks 
more like a low-resolution screen grab than pixel art.
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3D design

CliFM

D espite the terminal being 
the place for copying, re-
naming, deleting, and or-

ganizing files, text-based file 
managers have always been 
popular. They can help remove 
some of the jeopardy in using 
commands to do important 
things to your data, especially 
when multiple files or directories 
are involved, and a file manager 
is obviously more visual. This 
can make it easier to navigate 
and explore filesystems you may 
not be familiar with. Miguel de 
Icaza famously started his ca-
reer by writing Midnight Com-
mander for Linux in 1994, before 
starting the Gnome project in 
1997, and his venerable mc com-
mand is still the one many of us 
resort to when we want to visu-
alize files and directories on 

the command line. But as en-
trenched in our collective history 
as Midnight Commander is, 
there’s always room for a com-
mand-line tool that tries to take a 
different approach.

The big difference with CliFM 
is that it doesn’t use TUI to build 
a text-based representation of a 
graphical interface. As a result, 
its interface feels a lot more au-
thentic and true to traditional 
Unix tools and philosophy – and 
it does this without forgoing ei-
ther intuitiveness or capabilities. 
The main view presents a num-
bered list for the directories and 
files in the current location. Se-
lecting a number and pressing 
Return will either enter a direc-
tory or present a context-sensi-
tive menu for files. If you select 
an archive, for example, you can 

choose between extracting, listing, mounting, and re-
packing the files it contains, and it’s the same for lots of 
other supported file types. You can also issue com-
mands, such as m, c, or r to move, copy, or delete a num-
bered file or directory respectively. Multiple entries can be 
selected interactively, or with the s command, and it all 
feels like playing an ancient interactive fiction game with 
your filesystem. Which isn’t a bad thing!

Project Website
https://  github.  com/  leo-arch/  clifm

Window tiling

KDE Plasma 5.27

KDE Plasma 5.27 is a sig-
nificant milestone, not 
just because it contains 

so many new features and fixes, 
but because it’s the final release 
before the migration to Qt 6 and 
Plasma 6. As with several major 
open source projects, including 
Firefox, Krita, and Blender, a rapid 
cadence makes it difficult to track 
anything but major new features, 
and that’s certainly the case with 
Plasma 5.27. Nestled alongside 
the new Discover features and the 
Guided setup is “native window til-
ing.” This is something we’ve 
wanted to see for years, and 
we’ve covered an almost endless 
supply of scripts and add-ons that 
bring native-like tiling to Plasma. 
Some have been more successful 
than others, with the austere 
kwin-tiling being the tool to beat 

thanks to its powerful i3 keyboard 
shortcuts. The KDE team, how-
ever, have supplanted kwin-tiling 
with their first tentative steps into 
tiling, while at the same time mas-
sively broadening its appeal to the 
many of us who can’t remember 
a single keyboard shortcut.

The new tiling feature is difficult 
to find, but it’s triggered by en-
abling the Tiling Editor in the Desk-
top Effects pane. With this done, 
you can now press Meta+T (by de-
fault) to open the editor and create 
some zones for your windows to 
lock into. The editor is beautifully 
designed, showing a small pop-up 
that prompts you to split an area 
horizontally, vertically, or to enable 
floating windows. An area can be 
further subdivided into as many 
horizontal and vertical splits as 
you need, and area boundaries can 

be dragged into whatever column or row for any size you 
need. You can also load a predefined layout. Pressing the 
shortcut again will return you to the desktop, and if you 
press Shift when dragging a window, the tiles you created 
are highlighted. Releasing a window into one of these will 
lock it in place, but you can still resize tiles and borders even 
when the screen is full, and all windows in the same row or 
column will also resize. The only features missing are key-
board controls and the ability to save a new layout, but we’re 
sure these will come with an update.

Project Website
https://  kde.  org/  et/  announcements/  plasma/  5/  5.  27.  0/

The prompt in CliFM gives you access to its file manager features, but 
also passes commands through to your shell for the best of both worlds.

There are no keyboard shortcuts yet for native Plasma tiling, but 
Alt+dragging a window makes it almost as intuitive when relocating 
windows.
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Markdown linting

markdownlint

U sing the Markdown syn-
tax for writing text docu-
mentation has become 

almost the default for many proj-
ects and writers. It’s easy to learn 
and understand, and it treads 
lightly on the readability of the raw 
document when you don’t have a 
Markdown preview. You don’t need 
to understand Markdown to know 
which parts are titles, lists, or links 
to other pages, and Markdown can 
be ingested by many services and 
turned into beautifully rendered 
web pages or structured docu-
mentation. It’s GitHub’s default for 
good reason. But there also are a 
couple of big problems with Mark-
down, and they’re related: There’s 
no agreed global Markdown stan-
dard and there are many tweaked 
derivatives of definitions that be-
come standards in their own do-
main. Even GitHub supports two, 

kramdown and 
its own GitHub 
Flavored Mark-
down (GFM).

Despite this 
confusion and 
complexity, 
and its use in 
development 
projects with 
their own CI 
systems, there 
are very few 
tools that can check the validity 
of Markdown according to your 
own whims and requirements. 
However, markdownlint is one of 
these few, and it’s also the most 
adaptable for multiple standards 
of Markdown. It’s a command 
(typed as mdl) that takes a Mark-
down file as an argument and re-
ports back on any problems with 
the syntax used within the file. 

Each problem is re-
ported with a line 
number, error code, 
and text description, 
such as “Inline HTML” 
or “Lists should be 
surrounded by blank 
lines.” There are 47 
such rules, from cor-
rectly incrementing 
headings to ending a 
file with a single new-
line character, and 
they comprehensively 
cover the majority of 
issues you’re likely to 
encounter. Broken 
rules are called style 

issues by markdownlint and, like Markdown itself, styles 
can be added or created to match your preferred flavor of 
Markdown. The syntax for this is also straightforward, 
such as rule 'MD013', :line_length => 500 to test for lines 
longer than 500 characters. All of this is ideal for integra-
tion with a CI system that can check every commit, but it’s 
equally useful on the command line and a great solution if 
you ever do any work with Markdown.

Project Website
https://  github.  com/  markdownlint/  markdownlint

Text processor

pandoc 3.1

W hile we’re in the realm 
of text processing, 
there’s one tool above 

all others that writers turn to 
when they have to convert docu-
mentation in one format to docu-
mentation in another. That’s pan-
doc. Pandoc has been around 
since 2006 and has just cele-
brated the major milestone re-
lease of 3.0, formalizing more 
than five years of development 
work. Pandoc is the text equiva-
lent to FFmpeg, capable not just 
of converting a huge number of 
input formats to a huge number 
of output formats, but also trans-
forming the text on its way 
through its various processors. It 
can convert between Markdown 
formats, HTML, LaTeX and DOCX, 
and output to PDF while trans-
forming tables, definition lists, 

footnotes, and even mathemati-
cal and R notation. We used it ex-
tensively when converting maga-
zine articles in XML to ePub.

What makes pandoc isn’t so 
much the input and output for-
mats it supports, but the way you 
can finely control how the conver-
sion operates, often iterating over 
finer points in substantial sets of 
documentation that might other-
wise take considerable effort to 
convert any other way. This power 
is thanks to what pandoc calls fil-
ters, a program module that can 
modify the text as it passes 
through. Many are included, and 
you can easily write your own 
using JSON or Lua. But the big 
change for this release is how pan-
doc runs, because you now have a 
choice in how you access its func-
tionality, either using a traditional 

command-line tool, as a server, or via a library. This makes 
it easier to incorporate into whatever system you use to 
translate your docs. It can even be used as an interpreter, 
like Python, so you can quickly check command-process-
ing effects without editing and running a script. This is a 
great way to get started if you’ve ever been put off by pan-
doc’s complexity and definitely worth the time investment.

Project Website
https://  pandoc.  org/

If you ever work with text-based Markdown files, markdown-
lint helps you make sure you’ve got the syntax correct.

If you have a set of documentation in one format and you need it in 
another, pandoc can nearly always get the job done.
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TV recorder

MythTV 33.1

M ythTV is one of those 
few remarkable proj-
ects that have been 

around for so long they’ve be-
come part of the open source 
canon (a little like KiCad!). It was 
first released over 20 years ago, 
and I personally used it as a 
daily television-recording solu-
tion, video player, and music 
center for five years, between 
2004 and 2009, until my interest 
in live broadcasts waned and 
the Internet took over. Back 
then, I was using a video grab-
ber to digitize the analog output 
from a satellite receiver in coor-
dination with an LIRC infrared 
beamer to send channel signals. 
A successfully recorded pro-
gram required a delicate bal-
ance between show timings 
carefully scraped from a web-
site, the infrared beamer suc-
cessfully sending a channel 
change code at the right time, 
the receiver interpreting that 
code correctly, and the grabber 
starting correctly with enough 
back end storage for whatever 
was being recorded. Remark-
ably, after a steep learning curve 
and considerable configuration 
effort, it worked faultlessly for 

years, running on a big-box PC 
hidden inside a clothes chest.

Since then, the DVB standard 
for digital television took over 
those analog transmissions, and 
the Internet replaced everything 
with streaming. We now have 
terabytes of solid-state storage, 
the Raspberry Pi, and few devices 
accepting infrared remote control. 
Projects such as Tvheadend, the 
DVR digital video recorder, Kodi, 
and OpenELEC make my old 
MythTV setup feel like a relic. But 
MythTV survives, and even 
thrives, because it still does 
things all those other tools can’t 
do – like run forever. Its front end 
is still perhaps the closest match 
to the graphical front ends you 
get with a commercial cable or 
satellite service, and can be in-
stalled as a module in Kodi. The 
back end controls your hardware, 
and remains bulletproof after a 
not-insubstantial setup, with a 
separate database back end for 
channel and program guide data. 
Each element can be run on a 
separate device, with many peo-
ple running the front end on their 
screens, for example, with a back 
end tucked away to manage re-
cording schedules and video files.

The plugin system remains 
one of MythTV’s best features, 
letting you fine-tune your system 
to your exact needs, including 
gaming, news, weather, web 
browsing, home security, image 
gallery, and music plugins. Myth-
Web is worth the entry price 
alone, because it implements 
what remains the best program 
guide and recording front end in 
open source, plus it enables con-
venient access to your movies 
and music and other plugins, all 
through a web page. And the lat-
est releases keep adding new 
features, along with a longer 
term goal of modernizing and re-
structuring the code. Recent up-
dates have added a new wave-
form view in the music player, 
new versions of FFmpeg, a new 
start-up page, better DVD and 
Blu-ray playback, and hundreds 
of individual fixes. Best of all, and 
thanks to the project still being 
actively developed, you can be 
sure the time you invest getting 
everything set up will be worth it. 
You’ll probably be able to run 
MythTV for another 20 years. It 
will quietly record whatever 
you’re searching for, removing 
any advertising, and converting 
the video into whatever format is 
most convenient for you. It may 
be unglamorous, but it’s still the 
best way of taming the wild fron-
tiers of digital television.

Project Website
https://  www.  mythtv.  org

Another benefit from MythTV’s long history is that it has mature Medi-
aWiki-based documentation that the community keeps up-to-date.

MythTV is a brilliant digital television recording platform, with powerful ad-removal 
capabilities and a standalone front end that integrates with Kodi.
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Bridge simulator

Thorium Nova

W hen you read that this 
game is a “bridge sim-
ulator,” your first 

thought might be that it’s a recre-
ation of the tricky card game. It’s 
not, nor is it a game like Bridge 
Constructor, where you’re tasked 
with traversing some kind of 
chasm or river. This bridge simu-
lator takes its inspiration from 
Star Trek, rather than structural 
engineering, and the bridge in 
question is the command center 
for a spaceship. Thorium Nova is 
a sequel to Thorium, which was 
the developers’ first attempt at a 
space-base bridge simulator. 
True to a real command bridge, 
there are different stations for 
controlling different aspects of 
the ship, including captain, navi-
gation, tactical planning, engi-
neering, and communications. 

Each role has its own interface, 
its own skill set, and its own set 
of challenges. Most importantly, 
this is a multiplayer game, with a 
different player taking control of 
a different station, and everyone 
needs to work cooperatively to 
make the ship work.

The game itself runs on a 
server and other players connect 
through a web browser. By de-
fault, all of this is automatically 
set up when you first run the 
game. One of the main aims of 
the game is to be as accessible 
and as beginner-friendly as pos-
sible, and being browser-based 
means almost anyone can join. 
When players do join, they can 
choose their own station, or be 
assigned one by the flight direc-
tor controlling the server part of 
the game. Due to the alpha state 

of the game, there are currently no missions, but it’s the 
flight director and the team’s task to set their own objec-
tives. The pilot and navigation station is the most fully de-
veloped, letting you navigate to different space bodies 
and align your ship to targets. You can also move inven-
tory through the cargo holds, but the game is still a work 
in progress, and this is an ideal time to get involved if this 
is something you feel you’d enjoy.

Project Website
https://  thoriumsim.  com

Reverse-engineered Zelda

zelda3

T he Legend of Zelda: A 
Link to the Past is one of 
the best games ever 

made. It was originally released 
by Nintendo for its Super Nin-
tendo/ Super Famicon in 1991, 
and it’s still available for the lat-
est Switch console. The game 
was one of the first to incorpo-
rate a wonderful story, challeng-
ing puzzles, and intuitive com-
bat mechanics within an immer-
sive 2D world that’s been often 
copied but never surpassed. It’s 
a game whose intellectual prop-
erty is obviously closely 
guarded by Nintendo, but it’s 
also a game that contains the 
indelible DNA of success, and 
the nostalgic hopes and dreams 
of millennials everywhere. 
Which is why it’s so significant 
that the zelda3 project has re-
verse-engineered the entire 

game into 80 thousand lines of 
C code, without infringing on 
any of the original game assets.

You will need the original 
game to retrieve the original as-
sets, and these are needed if you 
want to build the game into a 
playable version of the original. 
The process is simple and quick, 
however, with included Python 
scripts used to extract the tables 
and compile them into a format 
the project can use when build-
ing itself. The entire build takes 
only a few minutes on modern 
hardware and the end result is A 
Link to the Past running on mod-
ern hardware. Even more im-
pressively, the new version can 
include pixel shaders, wide-
screen ratios, a higher quality 
world map, better audio, and an 
extra item to hold with the X but-
ton. There’s also snapshot 

saving and loading, and cheat shortcuts for unlimited 
health/ magic and rupees, bombs, and arrows. It’s a fun 
way to replay an old game, but it’s the source code that’s 
most important. This contains a direct, modern interpre-
tation of the original game engine, tested frame-by-frame 
and state-by-state against the original.

Project Website
https://  github.  com/  snesrev/  zelda3

While much of the narrative structure in Thorium Nova has yet to be 
implemented, the basic game engine is fully functional.

Who would have thought that decades later Zelda would be reverse-
engineered and rebuilt to run at 800 FPS on a 64-bit ARM CPU?
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elaborate “ecosystem” of apps for mapping, email, 
travel, and so on [3].

You may wonder then, given the clear privacy 
advantages, why everyone isn’t using this chal-
lenger search engine. The short answer is that 
many people do: DuckDuckGo has been adopted 
as the default search engine in Trisquel GNU/ 
Linux and Linux Mint, as well as the Midori and Tor 
web browsers. Most major web browsers such as 
Firefox also support it out of the box, allowing 
users to switch easily or allow installation via a 
simple extension [4].

Still, no matter how well a browser is locked 
down, there are still privacy issues. Even running a 
simple search can expose you to adverts (person-
alized or not) and “super cookies” (which can’t be 
removed from your device), and there’s always a 
risk of your search results being stored on your 
device, even if you use “incognito mode.” As Linux 
users, we’re at home with the command line, so 
it’s not surprising that developer jarun created 
ddgr, which allows you to segue around all these 
privacy concerns by running DuckDuckGo 
searches from your terminal. If the name sounds 
familiar, you may remember that jarun is also the 
creator of googler, which operates on similar lines 
but with the Google search engine [5].

Although jarun has no official connection with 
DuckDuckGo, the utility is still one privacy lovers 
will want to use: Not only is it quick and easy, but it 
doesn’t record any data about searches. Tracking 
is disabled by default. You can turn off user-agent 
strings and can even connect via an HTTPS proxy, 
which means you can even run searches over the 
Tor network. The interface is very well laid out and 
you can tidy it up even further using ddgr’s com-
mand-line parameters. There’s even support for 
text-based web browsers.

Installing ddgr
Assuming that we’ve piqued your interest, the first 
step is to download and run ddgr (Figure 1). The 
utility is available in most Linux repositories 

L inux users do have reasons to be grateful 
to the almighty search engine Google. After 
all, Google gave the world the (mostly) 

open source Android operating system [1]. Still, 
many phones and devices come preinstalled with 
Google’s app – a firm whose bottom line is largely 
based on serving you more and more targeted 
ads. This isn’t good for your privacy, and as re-
cently as late December 2022, the search engine 
was fined around $57 million in France due to its 
handling of customers’ data [2].

As Linux users, we’re used to finding work-
arounds, so in theory it’s not much trouble to “de-
Google” your life. In practice, this is very difficult 
given Google’s market dominance. DuckDuckGo 
was originally created by Gabriel Weinberg to ad-
dress these kind of privacy worries. Out of the box, 
the search engine does not serve you up person-
alized ads, nor does it rely on content farms to 
display results. The results come from the search 
engine’s own crawler as well as partnerships it 
has with other search sites such as Bing and 
Yahoo! Search.

Unlike Google, DuckDuckGo doesn’t use any 
hidden trackers. There are adverts, but these are 
personalized for you. It doesn’t place you in a 
“filter bubble” by listing search results based on 
your location, nor does it try to trap you in an 

Since 2008, DuckDuckGo has been making waves as an efficient and much more 
private search engine alternative to Google. The unaffiliated command-line tool ddgr 
is designed to make running DuckDuckGo searches from the terminal a breeze.

BY  NATE DRAKE

DuckDuckGo from the Terminal

ddgr Search

Figure 1: Make sure you 
have at least Python 3.7 
before installing ddgr.
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already: For instance, on Ubuntu-based sys-
tems, it’s just a case of running sudo apt‑get 
install ddgr. There’s also a version in the Snap 
Store, which you can install with snap install 
ddgr. Because ddgr is written in Python, you can 
also use the pip3 installer. Just run sudo pip3 
install ddgr.

If these options aren’t available or you’re very 
privacy conscious, you can also clone the Git re-
pository and run it as a standalone executable 
with:

git clone https://github.com/jarun/ddgr

Use cd to switch to the ddgr directory and then 
run ./ddgr.

You’ll need to run at least Python 3.7 to use 
ddgr. You can check your Python version in your 
terminal by running python3 ‑‑version. If you want 
to be able to copy website URLs from ddgr to the 
clipboard, you’ll also need to have installed either 
xsel, xclip, or termux-clipboard-set. If you’re run-
ning a Debian- or Ubuntu-based flavor [6] of Linux, 
it should already have xsel installed.

The utility will open search results in your de-
fault browser unless you tell it otherwise, so make 
sure you have this set up correctly in Linux before 
continuing.

Taking Flight
Once ddgr is installed, simply run your first 
search with ddgr KEYWORD, for instance, type ddgr 
lighthouses to view all DuckDuckGo search results 
for the term “lighthouses.” By default, the utility will 
list the first 10 results from DuckDuckGo.

You’ll next be prompted to type an omniprompt 
key. This takes a little getting used to at first but is 
actually designed very logically. Type ? and press 
Enter the first time you run a search to see all the 
available options.

If you simply want to open a search result in 
your browser, just type the index number (e.g., 3) 
and hit Return. This will open the page.

If you haven’t found exactly what you’re looking 
for, you only need to enter n once a search is com-
plete to see the next x-number of search results. 
Use p to return to the previous list of results or f to 
return to the very start.

Use x to toggle displaying URLs within search re-
sults. You can also copy URLs to the clipboard 
using c+Space+the index number (e.g., c 3) pro-
vided you have a compatible program (see above).

If you’ve run one search and now want to run 
another, just enter the keywords at the omnip-
rompt and hit Enter. If you add the flag d before 
running another search, ddgr will retain the same 
search parameters as for the original. This can 
be very helpful if you want to fine-tune your 
search results.

On the Wing
By default, ddgr will show you the top 10 results for 
any search term. This can produce huge amounts 
of text and makes scrolling difficult. Fortunately 
there are a number of command-line parameters 
you can use to tweak your DuckDuckGo searches.

One of the most useful flags is ‑n, which you 
can use to change the number of search results 
displayed (Figure 2). For instance, to show just 
three search results for “lighthouses” at a time, 
use ddgr Lighthouses ‑n 3.

If you’re looking for a specific search term, then 
you can include keywords in quotes, just as you 
would when searching on a browser-based search 
engine such as Google, for example:

ddgr "We hold these truths to be self‑evident, U

  that all men are created equal"

You can also ask ddgr to search only specific 
types of files using the filetype: parameter. For 
instance, in the example above where we look for 
a specific extract from the Declaration of Indepen-
dence, you could also instruct ddgr to look only for 
PDFs containing this phrase using (Figure 3):

ddgr "We hold these truths to be self‑evident, U

  that all men are created equal" filetype:pdf

Figure 2: Use the ‑n flag to 
limit the number of search 
results. Enter the index 
number for a result to open 
in your browser.

Figure 3: The utility even 
supports searching for cer-
tain types of files such as 
PDFs.
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the correct parameter for the country and lan-
guage. For example, to see only British English 
pages on the subject of lighthouses, you’d type 
(Figure 4):

ddgr lighthouses ‑n 3 ‑r uk‑en

A full list of DuckDuckGo’s regional parameters 
are available on the main website [7].

The utility also has its own equivalent of 
Google’s “I’m feeling lucky,” in that you can tell it 
just to open the first search result that appears 
in your browser. You can do this with the ‑j flag. 
For example, running ddgr liberty bell center 
‑j will open the official page for the Liberty Bell 
Center on the National Parks Service website 
because that’s the first search result that ap-
pears in DuckDuckGo (Figure 5).

If you’re still having trouble finding what you need, 
you can disable safe search to see results uncen-
sored using the ‑‑unsafe flag at your own risk (e.g., 
ddgr ‑‑unsafe piratebay films). You can also dis-
able the user agent using ‑‑noua, but I found in test-
ing this that ddgr threw up a 403 (Forbidden) error 
when I tried to search for new sites.

Bangs and Browsers
The main DuckDuckGo search engine offers a 
very useful feature called bangs. This allows you 
to search certain websites without using a search 
engine at all. This is done using a ! plus Duck-
DuckGo’s particular code for that website. For ex-
ample, if you wanted to search YouTube for vid-
eos of cute, fluffy kittens, you’d enter !yt fluffy kit-
tens into the search bar. Searches are run in ex-
actly the same way on ddgr, with only a backslash 
added (Figure 6), for example:

Documents such as the Declaration of Indepen-
dence are easy to find, but if you’re looking for more 
recent news, ddgr also lets you filter search results 
to within a particular time frame using the ‑t pa-
rameter followed by the time in (d)ays, (m)onths, or 
(y)ears. For instance, if you wanted to see what the 
World Wide Web has had to say about Bitcoin in the 
past three months, you could enter

ddgr ‑t m 3 bitcoin

You can refine these results still further with ‑w 
flag, which instructs ddgr to list only results from 
a specific website. For instance, if you wanted to 
read only what Linux Magazine has had to say 
about Bitcoin recently, you could enter

ddgr ‑t m 3 bitcoin ‑w linux‑magazine.com

You can also restrict your search results to partic-
ular regions if you want. The default is the US, but 
you can change this with the ‑r flag followed by 

Figure 4: Ddgr can also show results for a particular language or region.

Figure 5: If you’re feeling 
lucky, just use ‑j to open 
the first search result in 
your browser.
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ddgr \!yt fluffy kittens

Bangs are available for other mainstream web-
sites, too, such as Wikipedia, Amazon, and even 
Google itself. If you’re not familiar with DuckDuckGo, 
their blog has a full list of available websites [8].

If you already used a text-based browser, you can 
pass search results to it from ddgr. This is done 
using the BROWSER variable. To do this on a one-time 
basis, just run your search with your browser name, 
e.g., BROWSER=lynx ddgr lighthouses. For this session, 
any search results you open in ddgr will be displayed 
in the Lynx browser (Figure 7).

This is where the d flag can come in handy, be-
cause if you want to keep passing ddgr search re-
sults to the browser for this session, you can just 
enter d with the search term at the omniprompt 
(e.g., d museums).

If you want ddgr to always pass results to your 
text-based browser, you’ll need to add this to the 
.bashsrc file and specify its name, for example:

echo export BROWSER=lynx >> ~/.bashrc

Currently ddgr supports ELinks, Links, Lynx, w3m, 
and www-browser out of the box.

A Word on Tor
DuckDuckGo has a good relationship with the Tor 
Project, given that their search engine is used by the 
Tor Browser. The Tor Project said they chose Duck-
DuckGo because the search engine doesn’t log or 
collect your personal information [9]. DuckDuckGo 
even has its own Tor hidden service (.onion) ad-
dress and operates its own Tor exit enclave [10].

In light of this, if you do want to run DuckDuckGo 
searches over Tor, by far the simplest way is just to 

download and use the Tor Browser, which also 
doesn’t record any activity and is optimized for your 
privacy. Still, ddgr does also support searches over 
Tor, with some extra help. The utility itself can con-
nect to the Internet via an HTTPS proxy. The Tor 
command-line utility uses a SOCKS5 proxy, so in 
order to get the two talking, you need to use a non-
caching web proxy such as Privoxy.

This isn’t too hard to set up. If you’re running a 
Debian-based installation, just open a new termi-
nal instance and enter

sudo apt‑get install tor privoxy

Next, configure Privoxy to use Tor by editing /etc/
privoxy/config:

sudo nano /etc/privoxy/config

Scroll to the end and add the text

forward‑socks4a / localhost:9050 .

Figure 6: Just add a \ in ddgr to use DuckDuckGo bangs just like on the website.

Figure 7: Search results can 
be passed to a text-based 
browser such as Lynx.
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Although ddgr and googler have the same 
creator, the search engines they represent have 
very different business models. One is commit-
ted to harvesting all your data to serve your tar-
geted advertising; the other might show you the 
occasional ad but isn’t collecting any informa-
tion in doing so.

Ridding yourself of a conventional browser 
when searching is also a great way to prevent 
snoopers who want to “fingerprint” your browser 
through nefarious methods such as playing 
sounds or drawing complex, invisible images on 
your web page. Still, at some point you’ll need to 
open your browser to view these results.

If you’re happy to use a text-based browser all 
the time, you’ll be shielded from most of the 
nastier browser fingerprinting and tracking 
techniques out there. For those who still prefer 
a GUI, make sure to check your browser settings 
to ensure Do Not Track is enabled and use a reli-
able ad blocker to filter out most malicious 
URLs. Consider also installing an extension to 
block third-party/ cross-site cookies such as 
Ghostery [11].  nnn

Save and exit. You’ll next need to restart both Priv-
oxy and Tor for these changes to take effect:

sudo /etc/init.d/privoxy restart

sudo service tor restart

You’ll now be the proud owner of a local HTTP 
proxy using Tor on port 8118. This means you can 
now use Tor with ddgr with the ‑‑proxy parameter 
to run searches via the Tor network (Figure 8), 
such as:

ddgr ‑‑proxy localhost:8118 lighthouses

To my disappointment during testing, I wasn’t 
able to use this feature to search within .onion 
domains such as the address for the New York 
Times website using the ‑w flag. This would have 
been a useful feature, but in fairness, the devel-
oper doesn’t claim that the utility can access Tor 
hidden services, just that it can run searches 
using Tor. Naturally if you want this extra level of 
privacy, be prepared for much longer search 
times because your data will be routed through 
various Tor relays.

DuckDuckGo for It
There’s a lot to be said for searching the web via 
your command line: It’s clean, it’s quick, and with 
time, very easy to navigate. You can link parame-
ters together to fine-tune your search results, all 
without handing your personal information over to 
the gods of Google.

We’ve also only touched briefly on the multi-
tude of command-line parameters available in 
ddgr. There are so many, in fact, that the utility 
does away with the usual config file because ev-
erything is right there in the program. Other fea-
tures include displaying results in different col-
ors, listing searches in reverse order, and even 
exporting them in JSON format (presumably for 
research purposes).

Figure 8: Here I’ve used 
ddgr with Tor and Privoxy 
to run a search via the Tor 
network.
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 NEWSSTAND
Linux Magazine is your guide to the world of Linux. Monthly issues are packed with advanced technical 
articles and tutorials you won't find anywhere else. Explore our full catalog of back issues for specific 
topics or to complete your collection. 

Order online:  
https://bit.ly/Linux-Newsstand

#264/November 2022

Artificial Intelligence

Machine learning remains shrouded in mystery even though it is now an integral part of our 
everyday world. This month we look behind the curtain at some popular techniques for 
supervised and unsupervised learning.

On the DVD: Debian 11.5 and Rocky Linux 9.0

#265/December 2022

Quantum Computing

Most Linux users know that this futuristic technology leverages the weird power of quantum 
mechanics. But how does it really work? What can I do with it? Are there tools available today 
that will help me experiment? This month we take a deep dive into quantum computing.

On the DVD: Manjaro 21.3.7-220816 and Arch Linux 2022.10.01

#266/January 2023

Generative Adversarial Networks

What is the secret behind the recent explosion of computer art and fake videos?  
One neural network lies to another neural network...

On the DVD: Ubuntu 22.10 and AlmaLinux 9.0

#267/February 2023

Backup

In theory, everyone could use the same backup tool, but the best way to build regular and 
systematic backups into your life is to find a solution that fits with your own habits and 
methods. This month, we preview some popular backup apps in the Linux space so you can 
find one that works for you.

On the DVD: Linux Mint 21 Cinnamon and Kali Linux 2022.4

#268/March 2023

Data Poisoning

Think computers don’t make mistakes? If you slip some doctored-up training samples into 
the mix, you can get a fancy machine-learning system to think a dog is a cat or a 1 is an 8 – 
and you can trigger this bad behavior through a hidden signal no one else will notice.

On the DVD: MX Linux 21.3 and Puppy Linux FossaPup 9.5

#269/April 2023

The Fediverse

Social media tools connect the world, bringing us the latest news and commentary from 
politicians, movie stars, community leaders, and remote friends. But the tracking and data mining 
of the commercial social media platforms has left many users searching for a better option. This 
month we dive down into the alternative universe for social media users: the Fediverse.

On the DVD: EndeavourOS Cassini 22.12 and Debian 11.6 “bullseye”
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FEATURED EVENTS
Users, developers, and vendors meet at Linux events around the world.  
We at Linux Magazine are proud to sponsor the Featured Events shown 
here. 

For other events near you, check our extensive events calendar online at  
https://www.linux-magazine.com/events.

If you know of another Linux event you would like us to add to our calendar, 
please send a message with all the details to info@linux-magazine.com.
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KubeCon + CloudNativeCon Apr. 18-21 Amsterdam, Netherlands https://events.linuxfoundation.org/ 
Europe 2023

PyCon US 2023 Apr. 19-27 Salt Lake City, Utah https://us.pycon.org/2023/

Linux App Summit 2023 Apr 21-23 Brno, Czech Republic https://linuxappsummit.org/

DeveloperWeek Europe Apr 26-27 Virtual Event https://www.developerweek.com/europe/

Cloud Expo Europe May 10-11 Frankfurt, Germany https://www.cloudexpoeurope.de/en

Open Source Summit  May 10-12 Vancouver, Canada + Virtual  https://events.linuxfoundation.org/ 
North America

DORS/CLUC 2023 May 11-12 Zagreb, Croatia https://www.dorscluc.org/

Icinga Camp Berlin May 17 Berlin, Germany https://icinga.com/community/events/icinga-camp-berlin-2023/

ISC High Performance May 21-25 Hamburg, Germany https://www.isc-hpc.com/about-overview.html

Percona Live 2023 May 22-24 Denver, Colorado https://www.percona.com/live/conferences

openSUSE Conference 2023 May 26-28 Nürnberg, Germany https://events.opensuse.org/conferences/oSC23

CloudFest USA May 31-Jun. 3 Austin, Texas https://www.cloudfest.com/usa/

DrupalCon Pittsburgh June 5-8 Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania https://events.drupal.org/pittsburgh2023

OpenSouthCode 2023 June 9-10 Málaga, Spain https://bit.ly/opensouthcode2023

OW2con'23 June 14-15 Paris-Chatillon, France https://www.ow2con.org/view/2023/

DevConf.CZ 2023 June 16-18 Brno, Czech Republic https://www.devconf.info/cz/

SUSECON 2023 June 20-22 Munich, Germany https://www.suse.com/susecon/

KCDC 2023 (Kansas City  June 21-23 Kansas City, Missouri https://www.kcdc.info/  
Developer Conference)

     Events

  DrupalCon Pittsburgh 

Date:  June 5-8, 2023

Location: Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Website:  https://events.drupal.org/ 
pittsburgh2023

Don’t miss your chance to attend the in-per-
son DrupalCon North America 2023 in the 
incredible city of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 
This year’s event will be full of valuable in-
sights, information, and connections. 
Whether you’re new to Drupal or a long-
time member of the Drupal community, 
you’ll find new insights and connections to 
advance your career and your business.

 SUSECON 2023 

Date:  June 20-22, 2023

Location: Munich, Germany

Website: https://www.suse.com/susecon/

SUSECON is the annual global conference 
for SUSE customers, partners, and 
community enthusiasts, providing 
information to meet the technical needs 
and business challenges of the enterprise 
IT customer. Here you will find open source 
solutions for your business needs based in 
Linux, Kubernetes and Edge computing. 
Choose from sessions and practical 
tutorials June 20-22 in Munich, Germany.

 Akademy 2023 

Date:  July 15-21, 2023

Location: Thessaloniki, Greece & Online

Website:  https://akademy.kde.org/2023/

Akademy is the annual world summit of 
KDE, one of the largest free software 
communities in the world. It is a free, 
non-commercial event organized by the 
KDE community.The conference is 
expected to draw hundreds of attendees 
from the global KDE Community. 
Akademy features a 2-day conference 
followed by 5 days of workshops, Birds of 
a Feather (BoF) and coding sessions.
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     Authors

WRITE FOR US
Linux Magazine is looking for authors to write articles on Linux and the 
tools of the Linux environment. We like articles on useful solutions that 
solve practical problems. The topic could be a desktop tool, a command-
line utility, a network monitoring application, a homegrown script, or 
anything else with the potential to save a Linux user trouble and time. Our 
goal is to tell our readers stories they haven’t already heard, so we’re 
especially interested in original fixes and hacks, new tools, and useful 
applications that our readers might not know about. We also love articles 
on advanced uses for tools our readers do know about – stories that take 
a traditional application and put it to work in a novel or creative way.

Topics close to our hearts include:

• Security
•  Advanced Linux tuning and configuration
• Internet of Things
• Networking
• Scripting
• Artificial intelligence
• Open protocols and open standards

If you have a worthy topic that isn’t on this list, try us out – we might be 
interested!

Please don’t send us articles about products made by a company you 
work for, unless it is an open source tool that is freely available to 
everyone. Don’t send us webzine-style “Top 10 Tips” articles or other 
superficial treatments that leave all the work to the reader. We like 
complete solutions, with examples and lots of details. Go deep, not wide.

We have a couple themes coming up that we could use your help with. 
Please send us your proposals for thoughtful and practical articles on:

• Cryptocurrencies
• Systemd hacks

Describe your idea in 1-2 paragraphs and send it to: edit@linux-magazine.com.

Please indicate in the subject line that your message is an article proposal.
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Preview Newsletter
The Linux Magazine Preview is a monthly email 
newsletter that gives you a sneak peek at the next 
issue, including links to articles posted online. 

Sign up at: https://bit.ly/Linux-Update

Image © pavel shlykov, 123RF.com

Smart Home
Please note: On sale dates are 
approximate and may be delayed 
because of logistical issues.

 Approximate 
UK / Europe May 05
USA / Canada Jun 09
Australia Jul 21

 On Sale Date 
Issue 271 / June 2023

For many Linux users, home remote control 
is the ultimate hacker quest. Turn off lights? 
Close the blinds? Adjust the thermostat? If you 
know Linux, you can have home automation 
without giving up your privacy.
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